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early days
agricultural speechmaking in this country it was thought
of

necessary to have very much to say in regard to the dignity of the farmer's calling,
ami the best speeches—as they were reckoned—were interlarded with a good deal
:
classical gusli relating to those old
a,-athen worthies such as Cincinnatus—
who sometimes took a hand at the plough.
I be strain of talk was due very much t<,
fact that the agricultural speech makers were mostly professional orators, who
I, wived their chief knowledge of farm
itter;
from
wh it little they had
•“ic sources : a ad I think it was relishd. for the reason that it offered relief to
d Sunday sermons, which
tlie Id fa
—whatever else may be said of them—
eertaimv did not contribute to feed a
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of Farmers.

probably avocation in which
the interests of man and wife are more
fully identical than that of the iariner.
The grand pursuit of farming, which
yields the heaviest percentage of all other
pursuits for tiie amount of capital and labor expended. farm life is maiestie, bountiful, independent: and yet, with all its
advantages, there is too f requently a want
of harmony in the families of farmers.
You have married a woman who is intelliman's s,-11 importance.
industrious and attached to you. Begent,
t here is little need lor talk uow-a-days
the same yourself, you are well matching
diout the dignity ol the farmer's calling;
ed -qualified to carry heavy burdens—to
we are all agreed, 1 think, that the man
relieve each other of unnecessary labor,
\ in,
the
that
the
feed
world,
growcrops
and to accomplish a great deal of good or
:,s a
worthy work t<• do, and that there is evil. Have you ever taken pains to study
reason why lie should not be himself a
the peeuiiat wants and needs of the woi.ost worthy u,an
except he out rage ins man whom you have selected as a life
pportiinities
Have you ever thought of
1.ater on in our experience of farm con- companion?
the influences that were thrown around
v"i‘s wc have had seientilic
disquisitions her in the home, of her girlhood ? l)o you
it first,
•mietliing muddy perhaps, and think you appreciate one tithe of the ulith a drift that seemed to work contrary
fection she bears you? Have you ever
airposes; but settling- down at last into
to form an idea ot the enormiand
ilcarlv determined currents of attempted
real,
duties—what it takes to iill the
ty of lit
irious and pr<.
infonuation—relating cilices of wife, mother, housekeeper and
-oils, crop', In,'oiling, sanitary laws, home-maker? How the
monotony of inill which i- :,1 i,in sei vice it we will diThe
door life, subdues and irritates her?
es! jI, and keep il lairly in mind.
Hut do
strain upon mind and body, her mode ot
wI am hall disposed to think that the
life incurs'1 She is a good wile, and does
■>
iijuitijili*• itv ot facts which scientific her part well. I'o you encourage her by
I
to
as
notice,
inil\
bringing
bearing Wi'i'il or look
Ho \on leave the lntrasour pursuit;, iudit,with practical
details i>l [arm lib* in the held, that
iug
a
certain uneasy sense f plethora,
i:,
a pleasant face to your
nl that nothing is so iiiucli needed new you may bring
meal ? She i a prudent wite and
owning
-inqililicalion and cr'ditexition ol" the sensible
larni mutters
Ho you di.-euP: hrought to light, by science, so that
with lu*r, requesting her counsel or, at
,'1,-tition lriav Is challenged arid useful to
lea t, acquiescence. ? When the little ones
< ,'i'taiil il i‘i that bad
l:.c main issue
are stored away lor the night, do yon take
ennna,
d
bad
t.u
in
,n
in
our
lii
n'lnlng
the woman, who is dearer to you than all
due lmt ,t
at tl
pr ,.,ji mile.
else on earth, w your knee and tell her
a
to
a
lack
iini'-h t.1
-I 1 in. vledge,
how fully in has shaied your thoughts
i. in"
f., (he level of our knowledge.
dining the dri\ ; wlmt a noble wile she is ;
vVI.-iie ,-i i.j.i I.. the .hurtcomings In how
proud you are ot her in every re•lir,, tion' 1 li i) 1
av nothing-, hut
or are \mi too sleepy or tori busy
l.a.leal v. itli thr, ;c which relate to spent:
of life to cultivate home
with the ait in
I, in11,■ i,11■ .i,■■ td audits nrroundI hi
alfootion .’
woman, in wllo.se keeping \ 1111 haw intrusted yniir honor, nappi,,
titty \cai any,, and there iie. s
ortv, M
i: capable ot
and C'linlurt tor life
i: not inii'-l, diftei, rn c between a hi,me
to
no
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the

.'.ere

and a h,ane
modeled imirl. attci
ounti i

'1

II,

had

■

ver\

in

town.

1

hey

ihe same patiinilxr conveniences

r< unmou
! *:t»(
n a
I »ii.
11 i! V.-r. in
Ini ween a two mile
:
-lift t iv mil.- drive was not. reek( oimu y
<! Iff mm li.
people drove in
with .. I .i\\ n triend, and towns peoilr.ivr* "in. to dine with their country
ins
count ii"; njion a hotter dinner
;'! mu l I iin
with w rslom-than they
mid nave hi home
'I lie lumberin';
iiii'lier' curt that, wont the rounds ol the
'«n tw ice :i wee};
u; no match tor the
•n I try var.l. ami the lender lamb, and
o'
in" idle roasting pig. ol the country,
n.i'e a
day the mail came through the
ii. and oiiee a da\ the
aiue old coach
1111 it; huge leathern bool, and it- leathnmthled along the
thorough !it'aei
trnpike. What tlm town cousin knew the
nunt ry eon hi l.neu
were it the merest
'! lie latter may
a
hide later
—i/»
ive had a
better rounded arm and a
-icr cheek, which the town cousin halved by a. newer trimming to her hat ;
:i they met on cpial terms at. the <jni 1Lbees in the country, where there was
much jolliupss a> ever in the town.
II they had no resource tor water, but a
m tin- country, they had
nothing betr
than a pump in the town, and the
wood .h.-d and woodpile were, a neoessit y
lioth. The population too of cities in
that Ii. ie setting aside 'ome lew ol the
treat business centrei
was not greatly
dispniportioned to that ot t.lm coiintk s and

Mi.

! i.

■

■
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■

scattered tanning tow ns Large tracts
land were at that day In process ol be
taken up, and subdued, and sulidh idl'd into Janus.
Well--what i the aspect now!
Wo
ii not
blind ourselves to the tact, that
loads and other means ot swill and
'•:
v communion!ion, lm\ e
wrought a revoition which is not. lavorablc to the old
will of I arm homesteads. Six and ten
a lie- over
country roads Inis become relaveiv a much larger distance than it once
.as. Iliiimte towns have been left strandI upon the hills
The stir and bustle
a .out the village tavern, with its coach
id daily travellers have gone by. Farms,
iir!y accessible under the old turnpike
stem, will not-—many ol them—sell for
much as lolly Years ago. "It is matter
‘inmiiu tame”—and 1
ipiote from the
'll'-ation .a your own Agricultural
Hoard -“That luu.iiiib acres ot land once
lhhaled in Massachusetts, have been
ven
over
to wilderness or growth <d
I
And subdivision into farms, and
lablishiueiit of new farm homesteads is
mimed almost entirely to the immediate
neighborhood "i hone or great centres
ie

a

a

population.

Now while this

been going
been taking
i'.aee in the character <d town and counI lull similarity and parallel\ hollies
a
in
which I Imt just now called your
11einion, lias almost, disappeared. With
: e railroads and
telegraph, have come in
ii]" n tow ns-people, water companies, gas,
a. oment
markets, and scores ol applim es to make
living easy and enjoyable,
which. by the necessity ot conditions, cant reach the remote homestead.
As a
rule, 1 think that all town houses built
iLlilii the la-1 1 iVenty-live years, nave
shown a gain year by year in all the
'■'luipmetU'i. whether interior orevlerior.

rvvard,

!■

a

change iiuchange hits also

■

m< u

v\

go

m

promote

nnioi i.

i tear unit

lmich cannot be said tor farm-houses in
ilii' country\ Many such, so far from tnak’.g gain, art: hardly equal in tin- condini' of solid comfort to tlio old-fashioned
lann hoiuestead td a half century ago.
or
none an* so quick to see this disparity as the liarp-w itted sons and daughters of tanners, who with young Idood and
.is

are eager to lay hold upon
hatever advantages of home-lilt* the
town may supply. And it is to this eagerness, more, I suspect, than to any strong
distaste for country pursuits, that, we must

■tpclul spirits

attribute the drilling away ot sous ami
daughters Irom larm homesteads. We all
like to inal.e the conditions ot twery day
idt: easy ami comfortable, however \igorn*
may he pursuit of duty, and why
I here are of course auihoutdn't we1 *itious
hoys ol larger hope, who want to
wrestle with the world at closer quarters
than they tint! in a country home, anti adventurous girls who want to tlash their
uglit upon a larger Held; hut there arc
plenty <d Inme-spun ones who are yet
i.e Milv alive to whatever makes
housekeeping easy, ami who think they must, go to
tin* town to find it,
1 am aware 111at. the tendency to grt"ariousne.ss to cities which attend the
•ster forms of civilization- though it multiplies and intensifies all sources of corruption-—is most determined; and there
are slati Is who insist that this
tendency is
not only inevitable, hut that the
simplicities of the old scattered homesteads must
There
go down and disappear under it.
ire those wlm say this is a necessary re-

home a delightful place
think ol, or be m Ihe most intolerable
pri mi mi earth. l!e careful how you deal
1 rent tier as one you know to
witli her.
be your .superior in all virtues. Don’t lose
sight of the innate delicacy of her feelings.

making

i.igliien

your

tier

agement and

i:ii"r
■

i

i.inune,-..;,

m

mpalhy.

encour-

Instead nl seat-

in;1' v*mi'Sell to be waited upon, wait on
her i on are the strongest, and have been
brenthing the pure air of heaven ail day.
intru t yourself in all her little enterprises, to tlic ii! oi baby’s such or bib.
Tell hei all about your movements on the
(arm, a I: her opinion of neighbors’ farm
You could not hire a better
matters.
counselor, lor lie i thinking tor you and
II she i the wife she ought
her family.
to be, sin* will be abb- to help you in all
,-licit malic is, tor brants tell everywhere.
Don't stint her in your supply of provisions
Nothing makes meaner wives than

this eternal hissing about spending money.
It is unjust to the wile, and niggardly in
tin- husband. Remember, for all time,
Hint she is as much interested (and more)
in making your money go as far it will,
as you arc.
Ami then you are meddling
with matters entirely out of your line,
something you know nothing about.
Think, for a moment, what you would
have to pay for a hired housekeeper to iuilitVerent ly perlorm nne-eightli part of the
labor performed by your wife. Would
* l ,t it ii
per annum provide you with such
a
hireling l1 Hear wlint an eminent writer
says on the subject "1 Know a wealthy
gentleman who ollered just that sum for
a

nursery'-governess, during the protract-

ed illness ot his ivite.

Stic

mii.-a.

tie intel-

ligent and lady-like, he stated, qualified

In undertake the education ot their youngThere were six in all, but
er children,
there was a tutor for the boys. The governess’ bed-room adjoined that id the little girls, the door of which must stand
The baby’s crib was to be
open till night.
"i
her iicd, and a child three years old
was also to have her chamber. She would
lie treated respecttully and kindly, and
..■very enjoyment of the luxurious establishment, compatible with the proper ilis■liarge of the duties appointed, would be
He could get no one to take the
lors.”
[dace. “This is simple fact, and it is preglant with meaning.”
[Coleman’s Rural
IVorld.

It the object in planting trees is to proluce fruit, the less pruning the greater
lu* result.
U'e have thought for many
years that otti* trees were being ruined by
■(instant pruning.
(American Cultivator,
As the. gold yield ot Australia decreases,
the wool crop grows more valuable. Last
year the wool product ot that country was
*,‘ii,oiiii.(niti, more than lour times as much
a- its gold product.

Rensselaer at all. That was only ft rumor
'that iloated over here from Paris, and 1
sec no reason why you should
accept it for
I)iiiy seed—but it chanced to fall
the blessed truth aDy more than you do
In a little cleft of u city nail,
the thousand and one idle reports that are
Ami taking root, grew bravely up,
Till a tiny blossom crowned its top.
always floating about. And, llarold, if
you really love her, why don't you tell
Only a flower—but it chanced that day
That u burdened heart passed by that way;
her sop Fred told me the moment he
And the message that through the flower was sent.
found it out. But there! I shunt talk any
Ilrought the weary soul a sweet content.
more : it's no use.”
For it spake of the lilies so wondTously clad;
“It is not,” declared Harold, with emAnd the heart that was tired grew strangely cl.i 1
At the thought of a tender care over till,
phasis; “for unless, by some unforseen
1 hat noted even a sparrow’s fall.
turn in the wheel of fortune, she becomes
as poor as myself, and I don’t believe the
Only a thought—but tin work it wrought
Could never by tongue or pen be taugiit;
wheel contemplates any such turn, 1 shall
For it ran through a life, like a thread of gold;
never speak of love to Miss Alberta Lee.”
And the life bore fruit—a hundredfold.
“Rude, obstinate, wretched hoy!” scolds
Only a word—but ’twas spoken in love,
the little sister; -T wash my hands of you.
With a whispered prayer to the i.ord above;
And the angels in heaven rejoiced once more;
If you insist upon being unhappy, be so.
For a new-born soul “entered in by the doors'
Not another word do you hear from me
to-night, for my breath is all frozen on my
veil, making it stilf and uncomfortable,
A
Sleigh'Bello,
and I’ve reason to think, notwithstanding
HaroM Brown's sleigh dashed merrily my promise to the contrary, my big
up to Harold Brown’s door, and at that brother. I'm going to sneeze.'
moment (site was the soul of punctuality)
“My darling,” cried the big brother,
out eame Harold Brown's only sister—a fumbling in lii.s great coat pockets, “I've
little woman wrapped in shawls and veils another sky. or moon, or cloud, or whatever you call it, hero—bought it as 1 came
and worsted things from head to loot
“Come along, sis," he shouts; and then, along for fear—"
without waiting tor her to “come along,"
“Hat,” interrupts Cora, solemnly, "if
he jumps from the sleigh, reaches the top you wrap another thing about me, even if
of the stoop in three strides—lie’s a tall, it be the finest gossamer, 1 shall cease to
broad-shouldered, dark-skinned,blue-eyed breathe;” and she twines the veil she had
young fellow—catches her up in his arms unfolded about the lower part of her face
as though she were only a bundle and in
again and rclap -es into silence.
“Hero she is—and time, f think,” says
the twinkling of tin eye she is snugly
stowed away among the buffalo-robes.
Harold, his blue eyes Hashing with no less
Crack goes the whip. “(Clang, Ned!” pleasant light, as a laughing party ran
cries Harold.
“.Ned” tosses his head and down the stops of the Lee mansion and
paws ihe ground an instant to set the crowded into the empty sleigh. “And,
sleigh-hells ringing properly, anil otf they thunder anil Mars! that internal Dan Van
Rensselaer is at her side. G’lang, Ned !”
go.
“Are you warm t”’ asks Harold of the savagely. And away they all start, laughbundle at his side.
ing, singing, and shouting as only young
“Almost smothered,” answers the bun- people sleigh-riding on a line moonlight
dle, in an indistinct voice with a slight night, can laugh and sing and shout.

Only.
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lisp.

“That's right, nty darling," says the
brother, who adores ills pretty young sister
-the only one left him of four. “1 should
tear iny hair in wild despair tl you caught
cold. Mind you don’t, for it you but suee/.e
once, be it the tiniest sure :e that ever was,
homo you go.”
“Never tear, liar,” rejoins the obedient
mail woman. “1 promise upon iny word
and Honor, not to sneeze, i ll choke hrst.
Alt' here we are,” she continues, as they
turn into Fifth Avenue and take their
place at the end of a line ol sleighs, log
and little, the largest ot which stands unoccupied before the handsome and brilliantly lighted house of Albert Lee, merchant and millionaire.
‘A es, and here are all the rest,” says
Harold, adding, with a slight inflection of

the Lee people.
Of
it’s the 1’rincess Alberta who is
keeping us all waiting”—forgetting, in
the most man-like manner, that he had
only that moment arrived himself. “She

“excepting

corn,

course

never was ready when she was a little
girl, and I suppose she hasn’t reformed in
that particular, now she’s a big one.”
“Big !’’ repeats the voice from the mufflers; “why. she isn't a hit larger than I

am.”

‘‘Well, she's

ought

to

older, anyhow, and
know better,” replies Harold;
a

year

“but 1 haven't the slightest doubt siie’s
stopping to flirt with some one. or two, or
half a dozen of her numerous admirers,
utterly regardless of the tact that I—that
is, you—to say nothing of forty or lifty
others, more or less intimate friends, are
freezing outside. Han Van llensselaer is
buttoning on her gloves, or Will West is
fastening the straps of her overshoes, or
some confounded nonsense or other < 'ora,
i;.'s my “pinion that girl flirted in her
cradle, made laces at iier old loves and
smiled on the new. ‘Alberta!’—and she
won’t let any one soften it to ‘lierta,” he
went on, apparently wanning with his
subject—“What a ridiculous name lor
such a mite ! for mite she is, and mite she
will continue to be, for all her scornful
looks and haughty ways.”
“Oh, Harold !” exclaims the veiled voice,
with as much indignation as is possible
under the circumstances. “How unjust
you are! She’s not haughty’—she’s not
scornful—she's lovely ! She came to me
licrsclf yesterday atternoon—and I happen
to know all the others had written invitations—and begged we would join her
sleighing party. ‘It’s to he a real oldfashioned all'air.’ she said, ‘and 1 want my
real old-fashioned friends to come.*”

“Kxtremely condescending,” interpo-

lates Harold.
“And as to her name, sin has nothing
to say about that, as you, if you have one

grain

ot common-sense must he aware—

than you did about yours. And
rather he called ‘Bertie,’ a great
deal; only her papa insists upon ‘Alberta,’
and consequently, like a good daughter,
she insists upon ‘Alberta,’ too. He wanted
The famous Short Horn cow. “Tenth a boy when she was born, to ho called
Duchess of Ceneva,” in (ieneva, Lngland, •Albert,’—that’s his own name, you know ;
is de id. 'This animal was bought by Lord and when a girl came instead, he said no
Rective, at New York Mills, New York girl should interfere with his plan, and lie
named her ‘Alberta,’ which is almost the
state, in lmb, for over gw.flflo.
same thing.
And it’s just as well he did,
The practice ot washing a harness m for lie never had another
child, girl or
warm water and with soap is very damboy.”
ot
oil
is
unless
a
coat
immediately
aging,
■•Pitty tlie hoy hadn't come,” grumbles
tpplied. A damp sponge will remove any Harold.
lil t on the harness, and then it is desirable
"For shame, brother:” exclaimed the
to apply a slight coat of oil by using an- little
woman, partly untolding the veil
other sponge.
that hides her dimpled chin and rosy
l'lants, liki* animais, ditler much in mouth, that she may speak with greater
their habit'!, ami the different sorts ot food effect. "How can you wish that there
nn which they subsist.
The broad-leaved was a great stupid young man instead of
clovers, turnips, and mangolds abstract that, dear, sweet girl? for she is a dear,
troiu tli" air a large portion of their sweet
girl, though you, I can’t tor the life
growth, while the narrow-leaved grains of me see why—neither can Fred—choose
and grasses partake more largely of min- to lie
angry with her.”
eral food, which they’ draw from the soil.
“1 didn’t wish for ‘a great stupid young
This fact will explain the great advantage man’ in her place,” explains Harold, with
of rotation of crops.
a short
laugh. “That he would necessarihave been -great and stupid’only femiThe easiest wav to get. rid ol stumps ol ly
nine logic can prove; it’s beyond me. Hut
trees is to bore a hole in the top, say one
if ‘Albert’ hail, come lirst and Alberta, by
or two inches, and eighteen inehes deep,
some other name, second, she wouldn’t
l’nt in the hole from one to two ounces of
have been an only child, as she is now,
lill
hole
water
the
with
and
saltpetre,
petted and indulged in every whim and
In
the
take
the
out
plug up tight.
spring
fancy, until she imagines herself a ipteeu
in
a
halt
of
kerosene
oil,
gill
plug, pour
all the world her slaves.”
and
and set lire to it
The stump will burn
"You said ‘a princess’ a few moments
entirely up, even to the smallest roots,

i Springfield
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Aeeouut.s in.m inanv sections of Iowa
which have sutfered troiu grasshoppers
for llie last four years, say that myriads of
egg-, which had been deposited in the
ground din ing last season, arc now hatching out, and that if the present mild
weather continues a lew days longer it is
considered certain that the Stale will be
entirely rid ol the pesls, either by Ireez-

no more

she’d

says ('ora, demurely.
"And perhaps she wouldn’t he smiling
on that grinning idiot, Dan
Van Rensselaer— they say she’s going to marry

ago,”

him, his fortune equalling her own, and
his great-great-great-grandlather having
been one of the very lirst Dutchmen that,
landed on these shores—and turning away
from the fellow she had known fiom her
infancy, and who has—Whoa, Ned, keep
still! Why in the douce don't she and her
train make their appearance?”
ing or starvulion.
They don’t make their appearance, and
Mr. Cooley of Waterbary, at. the VerCora begins to talk again.
mont Uairymen’s meeting, recently said
“Harold, you wrong Alberta; indeed
what many call the animal odor of milk
do. It is you that are foolishly proud,
is really the vegetable odor which comes you
not she.
When she went abroad, she lett
front the loud. Feed your cow on turnips us
rich; when she came back, she found
and you will have an odor which cannot
us poor; and
yet she, had only been at
lie got rid ol, hut in general the odor is a
home two
days when she sought us out.
volatile oil. If the milking be clean, and
And how did you receive her? In the
tin- cow be led on good grass, there is no
ilit of civilization and of progress.
coldest manner; and then ravedaudswore
Hut whatever may he true ol countries bail odor to discharge.
when she was gone—you needn’t contrawhere education is less general and less
dict me; 1 distinctly remember two very
I
am
loath
in
our
to
than
own,
A late number of the Celestial Umpire, wicked words you said—because she didn’t
thorough
believe that it is true of this country, or a Chinese
paper, contains this prophecy : rush into your arms and kiss you at meetthat we can ever have any well founded “The
of the Chinese into ing, as she did at parting, three years beimmigration
hope of perfecting a model Republic until California lias been accompanied by the fore. Can’t you understand, you horrid,
we have spread model homes over the
gravest complications. 'The working class- splendid old hoy, that what is" just allowwhole lace of it. And what must a lioine- es have, in
many walks of life, found their able in a girl of fifteen would he highly
stead lie—and what its eomlitions to enoccupation gone. They have been elbowed improper in a young lady of eighteen?
sure that content in the household, withont of the field by a colony ol hard work- And you’ve only called upon her once
out which, no real thrift can come, and
ing, abstemious and economical China- since her return—once in six long months;
which if it do not wholly cheat that drift men, for whom the cocktail of the
country and pray what did your lordship do on
ot young people from the maelstrom of has no charms, and who are
able to live, that occasion ? Scowled and growled and
eities, where within these few years past, and live well, upon a fraction of what a snapped at Louis Vance in such a feroso many wrecks have been cast
up—will native has to pay. Wlmt lias happened in cious manner that lie told my Fred—poor
at least fasten on their minds an image of California
may happen in any other coun- Fred! what a pity they’re taking count of
homely comfort, which shall make them try whither the Chinese may emigrate; so stock to-night—lie actually thought,” with
better wives and husbands wherever they that there is a
possibility of our eveu re- a little chuckle, “you were losing your
may go.
gretting the energy with which we have senses. And what is more, Mr. Harold
striven to #'ouse the dormant nation into Drown”—and the dimpled chin is thrust
Isaac Friedlander, the grain king ot Sail life. The prophecy of Wen-siang may forward deliantly—“I think, and so does
Francisco, soid from his larm last season some day be realized to our cost, and the Fred, that it s your duty to apologize for
18,000 tons of wheat, for which lie re- western world be almost overrun by the the way you behaved that evening. And
ceived $018,000 in gold.
black haired race.”
I don’t believe she’s engaged to Dan Van

I the happy, happy days they had spent to- An Appalling Tale of Shipwreck.
! "ether, and—and cared tor each other ?
Boston, Feb. 21, 1877. One of the most
| Suppose that he lent a ready ear to silly
tales of shipwreck and starvaappalling
lor
instance, that
reports about her—one,

she was to be married to that idiot Van
Rensselaer ?”
“Cora !”
Xo reply.
“Cora, 1 say !”
Perfect silence.
“You tormenting little thing"—shaking
her gently with his strong right hand—
“why don’t you answer me? 1 won’t give
you a kiss tor a week ii you don't There’s
something uncanny about you Where’s
your lisp;1 You had one a short time
ago ; you know you did. Cora !"
“My name’s Alberta, please sir;’’ and
the veil that had hidden her face tiew
aside, and a long tress of golden hair
tloated out and brightened the night
The reins fell from Harold’s hands. Alberta caught them skillfully.
1'is well,” she said, “that in those bygone days you taught me how to drive.’’”
Tor one moment her lover gazed at her
in open-eyed wonder.
Then he gasped.
“Croat heavens! what a fool!”
“Thank you. Air. Brown,” said the fair
otic with a smile.
“-Sot ton, Alberta —the thunder ami
Mars ! no, but me, myself—to be so near
and yet so far. What a consummate—”
“Skip the hard worths; there isn't the
slightest need of them,” interrupted Alberta mischievously. “Cora thought she
would like to ride in the big sleigh, and 1
hadn’t the heart to refuse the child. Hope
1 haven’t intruded, Mr. Brown ? And now,
as we’re
turning into ourown street, you'd
better take the reins again."
“Alberta—Bertie—sweetheart say something kind to me before we part,” he pleads
grasping both the veins and the little hands
that hold them.
“What shall 1 say, Mr. Brown
lie bends his head and looks earnestly
An hour’s ride, and then a stop ot an in her face.
“Bay,' Harold’ first.
'Harold,’" she repeats, with a saucy
hour or two at an old-fashioned country
hotel—would there were more of them !— smile, and then wresting her hands awav,
for a dance (the side music for which was site sinks hack and leans her head on his
furnished by a very old violin, played by shoulder, which droops to meet it, and
a still older darkey, who, the dance ended,
goes on in a softened voice: “I’m not enproceeded to display his musical skill with gaged to Dan Van Rensselaer, whom you,
much rolling ut the eves and stamping of with charming consistency, call an idiot
the light foot, by perlonning a composi- for being in love with me; and my papa
tion of bis own. the theme being the who is ilie dearest and best papa in the
“R'ueen Bees \ isit t• > tIif* (Million ol whole world, in spite of your impertinent
Roses," and the most nolieealde point in remark*; about him. cares nothing for
which was a •■luim uw uiii,” eonimenced wealth and position, compared to my happianissimo, cresendo to Idtixsimo, and (lien pitiess, Juki i lnyeii, •niy-wnite little
diminuendo until tin* Oiieon Bee llew away hypocrite' to tlie contrary, haven't the !
slightest objection b» turning; Brown, my
again) and a .■•upper,
At the supper an enormous turkey pre- Harold.”
“Hod 11less you, dearest!”
sided, Ranked by crisp salads, broiled
\ es, yes, hut don't kiss me just now,
quails, and the \ arious pies of the country ;
We’re at our own door, and the
but lie, the turkey, didn’t preside long, tor please.
he was soon reduced to much less than a light of the street lamp is falling lull upon
skeleton; and then the sleighs were us, and there's dear old anxious papa peepbrought from the stable, and the heads of ing out, trying to eatch a glimpse ot his
the horses, the horses nothing loth, turned only son and heiress.”
“(iood night, good-night,” resounded
homeward; and the good-natured landlady and the red haired chamber-maid, from every side as eaeh particular sleigh
started for that particular place to which
and Dan Van Rensselaer and his chums,
had all they could do In the way ol search- its particular party belonged, with the exing for articles of wearing apparel, and ception of tin* sleigh in charge of the horse
helping on jackets, and holding shawls failed Ned.
That remained in front ot the dwelling
and cloaks, and tying veils, for at least
of the “princess,11 while its happy owner,
lifteen minutes,
(
“llurry tip,’’ at length shouts some one with ’ora, his little sister, who had sudfrom the outside, “il y ou want to get to denly appeared at his side, o l one arm,
the city before the moon turns her back and Alberta, his pretty sweetheart, on the
other, ascended the mar bio steps.
on ns;” and dow n flairs they
go pell-mell,
“Papa,” called out Alberta, as they enhelter-skelter, and jump and tumble, and
tered the hall, “Mr. Harold Brown has
are lifted into the sleighs
again.
been behaving in a dreadful manner.
He
ilarold Brown grasps his own particular
has called me all sorts of names, abused
charge from the group as they reached the me most,
shamefully i*> my face, actually
road-side, and carefully seated her in the
shaken me. and worst of all, declared he
the
robes
around
her
heavy
sleigh, heaps
wouldn't kiss me for a week.
Send John
and springs in himself.
i<* look alter Xed—
poor horse, hr isn't to
Hundreds ol silver hells jingle together
in pleasant discord; the old darkey whose blame—and then / demand that non demand an explanation.” [Harper's Weekly.
jRHieen Bee has never extracted so much
with
an •nf’ from the garden ot
honey
roses belong
Rings his battered hat in the
A Fight on tko Hoof.
air, and shouts, ••Hurrah !’’ and then seizes
The
Detroit
Free Press has a sensational
his old violin and plays “llail, Columbia,”
story about a thrilling adventure undergone hv
as though every note was a soldier ot 1 f 7t>;
a merehaut of that eitv.
On leaving his store
and away they speed for homo once more. at night, lie thought he smelt cigar smoke, and
made
a hasty search, hut found no one.
On
“llow lovely she looked tonight!’’ bethinking over the matter after reaching home,
gins Ilarold, alter a live minute's silence. he was still uneasy, and a remark
made by his
“Von needn’t speak toad.
Alter that wife increased his fears. So he determined to
warm room and the dance and the supper,
return to the store.
On doing so. and finding
it is more necessary than ever that you everything all right on the outside, he hesitated
should be careful. All 1 ask of you is to about going in. After a moment lie saw a policemen a block and a half away, and he unlisten. As a listener y oil can't be surpassed, locked the door,
passed in and struck a light.
although ;ts a talker, like most women, The odor of cigar smoke was strong enough
you are apt to get things a little confused. now so that there could he no doubt. The
But don’t go to sleep, tor that is an insult men hunt had no firearms, and as lie looked up
the
lie picked up the coal shaker
1 can’t and won't stand.
Did you ever for dark stairway
a weapon. Jh-heard no noise on the second
And
how
see such
hairf—spun gold!
floor. 11 is wife's words forced him to ascend
charming she wears it ! part in a wreath tin' next tlight of stairs. There were hut few
about iter pretty head, and part Routing goods on the third iloor, and sometimes it is
free over Iter pretty shoulders. Blondes! not visited for two days aL a time. Fverything
seemed to he all right, hut. as the merchant cast
There’s only one blonde in the world and liis
eyes aloft he saw that the scuttle hole in the
that’s Alberta Bee. Her skin is like the
oof was open.
A ladder led to the roof as a fire escape, and
snow with the moonlight on it; and being
beautilul because she is so fair, 1 suppose one could traverse a whole block oil the roofs,
'flic man placed his light on the tloor and asit, wouldn’t, lie lair in me to over dream
cended the ladder, thinking perhaps some careof her
Ned. Hood
Brown.

turning

Hi,

heavens! the intelligent brute heard that
dreadful attempt at a joke, and tried to
run away.
So-o-o, old follow! 1 won’t
do it again.
And she never spoke to me,
Cora. And yet when we were boy and
girl together I've stolen many a kiss from
her sweet red mouth unreproved, and she
used to call me ‘,1/y Ilarold.’ Bet me see
—that

been
she grew

must nave

Anil then,

eight years ago.

■■

less hand had left the scuttle open. lie had
not the least fear now, and went boldly ahead.
The door was thrown back on the roof, so that
he must needs go clear up. As he stepped out
on
tin- roof and rose up, he staggered or
slipped, and this fact. save.I his life. A powerful blow from a club.just missed his head, and
so great had been the force exerted by the
striker that the club flew from his hands and
rolled along the graveled roof to the water
trough, 'fhe slip, the blow and the discovery
mai

mere

was

a

stranger

on

me

rooi

were

older, she grew made at Hie same instant, and before the mermore shy; but 1 was ‘Harold’ still, often
chant had fairly straightened up the assassin
‘ih'tir Harold’ until her father, who shows had clutched his throat and bent him over on
The wonder is that tiie sudden surwhat an idiot he is, in spite of his years, tlie roof
prise did not entirely tinman the citizen, who
by encouraging that greater idiot, Van is over lifty years old, and lias had little or lio
.Rensselaer, made that lucky hit in Wall physical exercise for years. Hut he seemed to
realize everything in an instant, and as he was
street and the whole family went abroad
to learn how to play the aristocrat to hum- bent backwards upon the root lie began a tight
for life. Neither he nor the assassin will ever
ble friends at home. It’s true 1 didn’t go
fully realize the peril of the next fifteen minnear her to-night.
utes. The merchant threw up his bauds and
There were too many around her. 'The caught the fellow by the hair, and his sudden
rose that all are praising is not the rose for jerk was followed by an exclamation of pain.
broke his hold and started as if lie
me.’
And the dance 1 should have liked The robber
would escape, tint the other had only reached
to have danced with her, the dance we his feet when the fellow returned to tiie
attack.
danced together in the ‘long ago,’ she gave They clinched each other without a word. Tiie
tiie
was
but
the
to Louis Vance, the very man I came near assassin
merchant tiie
stronger
They were below the scuttle, and
knocking down one evening at her house, more agile.worked
toward Hie eaves. Indeed,
naturally
tor taking her picture from her allium and
soon
tiie fact that it was
as

putting it in his breast pocket, with some
silly, spooney remark about, his heart.
How her mother glared at me as 1 snatched

it from his hand! and she said with a cool
drawl, T'ray IM r. Brown, what is it to you ?’
Hence lake her lovely, exasperating, beShe well knew
witching impudence '■
what it was tn me, the golden-haired, lilywhite little hypocrite! 1 suppose she’ll
marry that Van Rensselaer”—and lie muttered something which didn’t sound like a
blessing between bis teeth—"or some of
his set, not one of whom is worthy to hold
her fan, ‘tne bonnie wee tiling,’ as our old
Scot' b nurse used to say," breaking oft'
with what in a woman we would cull a
hysterical laugli. "I say, sis, are you
asleep? Von needn't say a word, my
butterfly ; just shake your bead.”
The worsted things and veils that formed
the butterfly’s cocoon moved slowly and
with difficulty from side to side.
“All right, dear. I feel as though I
■must, talk of her tonight, and to whom can
1 talk but you, my darling?—my little
sister, who has never withheld her love
and sympathy from me, Hod bless her!
But, Cora, if any poor fellow had loved
you all his life long, and you had led him
to believe for many years that you returned
his affection, and then, growing richer, as
ho, through no fault of his own, grew
poorer—if you turned away from him and
smiled upon those who were only his superiors in wealth and position, I’d disown
you. Mouse ot my life, 1 would indeed !"
“But suppose the 'poor fellow’ never
told his love when we met after a long
separation?” whispers “the mouse of his
lite.”
“In words, you mean? i’shavv ? There
are a hundred ways in which a man tells
his love, and a woman knows every one
of them by heart.”
“But suppose,” in another faint whisper,
“that when she returned from abroad, she
found him a man so much less manly than
the youth she had left that he could stoop
to believe that because he had become
poor, as the world goes, she could forget
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the stranger
betrayed
Ids plan to throw the merchant into the alley.
He.could pick him up, but as lie attempted to
move along the merchant would trip his legs.
They struck each other with their lists—they
seized new holds—they strained every nerve
for an advantage, and twice they rolled over
All this without a
and over on Tiie root.
word. One did not dare raise a cry, and the
other knew that Ills life depended on liis own
desperate efforts.
At one time the* two men stood on the very
edge of tiie roof, straining and tugging. If one
went the other must go, and after a glimpse
into the dark alley below they both instinctiveThe assassin now began to
ly drew back.
breathe heaviiy, as il losing his wind, and the
merchant forced the light. Had he been a little stronger he might have captured the fellow. as he tripped hint twice in succession, but
could not hold him down. As they were struggling up from tiie last fall Hie merchant received a blow in tiie throat, and that for a moment made him weak and almost helpless.
This opportunity was seized by the assassin to
escape. He ran oil' over the roof, hut which
wav cannot be told, as the merchant was almost in a faint.
It was a full half hour before
be was able to leave the store, and then a private watchman called a carriage for him. It
was found
that Hie scuttle cover had been
forced up with an iron bar, and it was plain
enough that tiie robber was coolly smoking bis
cigar on Hie third floor when the second floor
He was very likely in the
was tirst searched.
otliee on the ground floor when tiie merchant
tirst rattled the door. As there was but one
man the public may wonder.
The merchant
does not. It is said that he is certain of Hie
identity of the robber, who is, others say, a
relative and employed in the store until a few
days ago. That he did not murder the merchant is no word in his favor. He meant to do
il, but pluck and strength desBrted him at the
same time,
llis victim is badly bruised and
battered, and will not be out of lied for a
week. His clothing was so torn in the conflict
that the entire suit was rendered useless for
further wear, while a valuable wateli was
pulled out of its pocket and crushed under
their leet.
An Indian said, when lie first heard of it, lie
much surprised that tiie white men killed
their Savior; but since he knew them better, lie
wondered they didn’t steal his clothes.
was

“Kmotionul aphasia” is a disease in which
the patient, whenever lie opens his mouth,
speaks only nonsense. This disease is frightfully epidemic in Congress.

tion that has ever startled and horrified
the civilized world reached this city yesterday in a letter from Captain Katie, of
the American schooner F. E. McoDnald,
dated from Goree, on the west coast of
Africa, on January 24. The British bark
Maria, Capt. Grayson, sailed from Darien,
Ga
on the 21st of November last,
tor
Belfast, Ireland. She was oOO tons burden,
and was built at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia,
in 1863, and was classed A 2 1-2 at Lloyds.
Her crew numbered fourteen including the
captain and officers. Shortly after leaving
port the carpenter reported a serious leak.
The weather had been rough, and it is
supposed that some ot tire cargo shifted
with the rolling of the ship and damaged
tier frame aud sheathing. Notwithstanding the efforts ot the crew, the leak gained
steadily on them, and the ship began to
settle lower and lower in the sea. The
cargo being timber, the ship did not sink,
but tire weight of her masts caused her to
fall over on her broadside with her spars
in the water. The unfortunate crow managed to scramble over the bulwarks and

the side of the ship that was out of
water, and cling with desperate grip to
the channels and rigging in the hope ol
being seen and rescued irom their dreadful
position. While thus hanging on for their

gain

lives the sea frequently made a clean
breach over them, threatening them with
death and exhausting their rapidly failing
strength in their efforts to retain their
hold on I he ship’s side.
The laboring of the wreck in the heavy
sea threw such ail immense strain on the
masts, which were alternately hurried in
the waves and lifted above the surface,
that they broke off one after another, thus
relieving the ship of their weight. The
result was that she righted again, but lay
hurried in the sea, wartei'logged and unmanageable. Everything movable on her
decks had been swept away. Ilcr boats
were destroyed, and the crew, after another
desperate effort, dragged themselves to her
decks, which was under water. All this
time the unfortunate crew had been famishing; with hunger and thirst The ship’s

stores

were

beyond

their

reach, being

stowed below, and the consequence was
that all the horrors of starvation stared
them in the face.
n nut*. Mi null"

of tlit*

City

limn
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lev

they were seen hy the ship
Montreal, Captain Mudgett, bound

waves

ot

for Liverpool. One of the unfortunate crew
had already died of exhaustion and hunger,
hut the surviving thirteen eagerly watched
the approaching sail in I lie hope of being
rescued, lint the captain ot tlie City oi
Montreal could not approach them near
enough to render them any assistance.
The tremendous gale that was prevailing
at the time and the torrifie seas that were
rolling made it impossible to reach the
doomed ship, and her starving crew. 'I lie
City of Montreal was obliged to abandon
them to their fate, and lid away for her
destination. The glaring eyes that tol- !
lowed her receding term am! the thirstblistered tongues and lips that endeavored
to

give utterance to despairing yet appealing cries for succor made even the horrors
of the dreadful storm appear less appalling than the mute despair that was pic-

tured on every waisted countenance. The |
unfortunate vessel was again sighted on
tlie 14th of December by the Italian bark
Mad re e Figli in latitude :!!) deg. :U min.,
longitude 41 deg. I)g. min., hut no assistance could be rendered to her crew on account of the heavy sea, and they were

again

nhainlnnoil

After the departure of the Italian bark
all hope of human succor seemed to have
abandoned the miserable men ot the wreck
The dreadful gnawing of hunger rendered
them utterly savage.
One by one the
poor wretches died of sheer starvation,
while their surviving messmates crouched
watching for the last breatu to depart.
No sooner did one die than the famishing
survivors cut his throat and drank the still
warm but almost putrid Idood.
The wasting effects of hunger, thirst and exposure
reduced the frames of the miserable creatures to mere skeletons, and caused their
blood to decompose almost in their veins.
Tet the living tried to live, by these dreadful draughts, and watched with eager eves
tor the signs ol a comrade’s approaching
death in order to enjoy another horrible
meal.
Not content with draining tlie
veins of the dead tine hungry survivors cut
up the bodies and divided between them
tin; heart and the brains. The oilier parts
were found to lie too offensive even for
cannibals, and the order from tlm bodies
could only be endured while the ready
knife ripped them open and cut. out lroin
them the hearts, or while the ship’s hatchet broke in the skulls in order that the
brains might be extracted. Notwithstanding the horrors ol their situation and tlie
awful lengths to which they were forced
to go to preserve iite, no violence was otI he cannibals
tered to any ol the living.
from necessity did not murder their companions, but waited with patience until
they died.
For thirty-two days alter the date ot
the first disaster this feariul tragedy was
progressing in the mid-Atlantic and the
number ol tnu crow ot the Maria grew
smaller ami smaller, until only two remained out ot fourteen.
These were rescued on the 17th oi Demin.
cember, 187(1, in latitude 7i7 deg,
and longitude ;W deg. ,'!0 min. by the
schooner F. E. McDonald, Captain Kane,
bound from Huston to the west coast of
Africa, by mere accident Captain Katie
fell in with the wreck, and took the two
survivors on board itis vessel. One of
them, however, died in lour hours after
he was taken from the wreck.
The solitary survivor ot that awful voyage is James M. Linden, seaman, of lidfast, Ireland. He alone was left to tell
the terrible story of his dead shipmates
Since the loss of the ship Margaret Tyson, which occurred in the Atlantic ocean
several years ago, and in which all but

perished, we have not had such
melancholy disaster to record. The survivor from the Margaret Tyson was picked

one man
a

lip from a piece of wreck after having
been on it fourteen days, but he was very
reticent, about the fate of his shipmates,
He said enough,
some third in number
however, to show that they had been killed
and eiften—the strong devouring the weak,
to be devoured in turn by the strongest.
Hknck those Tkaks. lie left her and
out to see a friend between acts.
•■Why, Edward," said she, when lie returned, “there are tears iii your eyes."
“Yes, pet,” replied he, solomenly. “I
suppose there are—1 saw such a sad sight,
when I was out."
“You did—what was it?” inquired she.
“Such a sad sight," continued he, keeping his face away that slfe might not smell
his breath. “I discovered a young man
whom I have known lor years drinking

stepped

whiskey.”

“You did S’”

“Yes, standing right,

in

plain sight

lie-

lore me, partaking deeply and carelessly
ol the dreadful intoxicating glass.”

There

was a

little pause, when the young

lady suddenly said :
“Edward, was he standing right, in front
of you ?"

“Yes, pet,” was the reply.
There was another pause,when the young
lady asked again :
“Edward, don’t most of the fashionable
saloon counters have great nice mirrors
right on the walls behind them?"
Edward tlushod a little and looked quizzical as he replied that lie “believed” they
did.
And there he permitted the subject to
drop. [Chicago Journal
The widow Van Cott, revivalist in New
York, lately enacted Jacob wrestling with the
angel. Of course she represented the angel,
but who was the bold butler who dared to call
himself Jacob? fSea-Side Oracle.

A

Dramatic

Scene-

[Brooklyn Special to the Chicago Times.]
since Mr. Beecher appeared in the citv court
room here to answer Mr. Tilton’s charge of

Robbers*

jk aiucu!

William Connors, alias “Billy,” was arrested
while coming out of Solari’s restaurant on University Place, New York, tor complicity in the
robbery of the Northampton (Mass.) Natioual
Bank, on the •JGtli ot' .January, lbTfi. He was
arraigned before .Justice Kilbreth, at the Tombs
Police Court, and held to await the requisition
of the Governor of Massachusetts.
It will be remembered that seven masked
men entered the house of the cashier of the
bank, .John Whittlesey, on the night of the
robbery, found their way to the sleeping apartments of the family by the aid of dark lanterns,
and bound the cashier and the other occupants.
They then got the key of the safe vault, and
placing a revolver at the cashier’s head, threatto make an end of him if he did not furcued
! nish them
with the information necessary to
opening the door of the safe. lie did so, but
incorrectly. They wrote them down, and then
made him repeat them, and on his contradicting himself, expressed their intention not only
to blow hia brains out. but also those of his
wife and children.
Having obtained what
they wanted, they left one man to guard the
cashier's house, while the others proceeded to
the bank.
There was no difficulty in opening the vaultdoor. but to get at the contents of the safe four
had to be gone through. The
combination
cashier only knew one of these, the knowledge
of the other three resting with the President,
the teller, and a director, respectively; all ot
these three were left undisturbed, and how the
robbers succeeded in opening the door remains
'file property secured
a mystery to this day.
am-muted to about ?>700,(X»0, #‘400,000 of which
wa> in United States bonds.
After the robbers had left and the guard
withdrawn from Whittlesey’* residence, Mrs.
Whittlesey succeeded in liberating herself lirst,
aiul gave the alarm.
The other officers of the
bunk were summoned, and, with the cashier,
went
to
the
bank.
Here they found the
they
safe-vault door open, but the safe, to all appearances, had bullied the burglars.
Upon
trial, it was found, however, that the lock
would not work. The conclusion arrived at
was. nevertheless, that the contents were intu< t, and * d.spatcli to that effect was sent by
the local agent of the Associated Press. lu
the ini' uiniiih a man was telegraphed for from
New York to open the safe. He arrived late
on the ‘27th of .January, and when he, after
some difficulty, forced the door* ajar, and the
various chests and drawers were examined,
the truth that one of the largest robberies on
record had been successfully accomplished was
realized.
It was at onci- .‘■urinised that a party of men
who had for several week* occupied rooms in
one of the public school buildings of the town,
and w ho were missing now, were the perpetrator*.
No trace of them could be found, however, at the time.
About live months ago Pinkerton's detectiv* s, to whom the ease has been
intrusted, thought they had hit upon a clue
when they noticed several notorious ••cracksmen" hold frequent interviews with the members of a firm of Broadway lawyers who have
been known for solve years to be in the “compromise" business. B\ follow ing up the thread
they soon became convinced that they wen* after
tlm riglr men, and notified the officers of the
Northampton'institution to that effect. The
Broadway lawyers stiil had many meetings
with tin* inspected parties, and Pinkerton was
requested to take no active steps for a time.
The thieve*, however, wanted too high a price,
and the negotiations were dropped.
Tin* hunting up of evidence was begun
afresh, and about ten days ago it was supposed
enough had been gathered to warrant the
men’s arrest. Preliminary proceedings were
begun quietly. At least three notorious characters were known to be within easy reach,
one of them being Connors, tile other two being “Jim’* Dunlap, the presumptive leader of
me gam.*, and “J.ob" .seott, alias “Hustling
Bob."’ The last two left the city early vesteru:tv morning, having
purchased tickets tor
Richmond, \ a., hut wore arrested at Philadeln
the forenoon with a new kit of burphia
liar's tools in their possession, so that apparently a froh robbery has been frustrated.
I le y. like Connors in this city, await Governor It ire-- requisition to go to .Massachusetts.
These three—Connors, Dunlap, and Scott—
an* weil known and more than suspected ot
being concerned in about halt a dozen other
large bank rubbeties, amongst them being that
ot the first National Bank of Elmira, where
tin gang etfected an entrance into the safe
vault by cutting through the floor above the
banking room. This floor was occupied as a
hall for meetings. Are., by the Young Men's
hristam Association, and alter getting through
witii their night’s labor they hid their tools under the floor, carefully covering up everything
vith the carpet. On this occasion about* $5001000 were secured, one man, “Jim” Berry,
was convicted for it. and is now serving a term
op live \ears in sing Sing. A letter from him
was found on Connor’s person.
Another was
that of the First National Bank of Quincy, 111.,
where they got away with about *400,000, £*o.ooo of it being in currency.
For his connection
with this, Scott served a short term in the Juliet (111.) penitentiary.
The Falls City Bank, of
Louisville, K v.. also sutiered from their skill to
the extent of some sS’.oo.uon, A reward of $5*2.000 was ottered for their apprehension, but the
emiie could never be traced accurately to them.
The gang is also identilied with the robbery ot
1 ue First National Bank of Fittston, Fa., which
l*»st in November, is7"», some *:»0,(H)0, one-third
of w hieh was subsequently returned through
the Broadway lawyers previously referred to.
< omiot s iias been living in grand
style in this
lily lately. He was dressed in the height of
fashion when arrested, lie hud been known
lor many vears as a gambler, high-toned thief
and go-between for other thieves and people
who are ready to compound a crime when they
believe it to their advantage to do so. His
speciality in the b: nk burglary line is said to
be that of “locating," and ot making the necessary preliminary inquiries.
Dunlap originally hailed from St. Louis. He
came to < hicago about a year before the great
tire, where lie fell in with “Jim” Berry, who
taught him the business, lie there also made
the acquaintance of Scott, and, after the Quincy
robbery, finding the atmosphere too hot, they
came ! last together.
Finkertoii says he has evidence which, “beyond a doubt," will convict all three men. He
admitted that no mone\ had been found with
either ot them, and in answer to the question
whether lie expected to r< over any, lie smiling!} remarked that lie thought he would.
Connor-'- arrest w is made with the assistance
of Detectives Field and O’Connor, of the district attorney's ofl’ue, to which Finkertoii appealed for aid.
When arrested s- olt refused to acknowledge
Iris identity, -tiying that that was to he part ot
his defense. | \ Y. World.

there has not assembled in this historic apartment such a throng as this morning
greeted Judge MeCue as he took his seat to continue the divorce suit of Oswald Miller against
his beautiful young wife Margaret. The husband barely 25 and the accu sed one barely *20,
the two look enough alike to be brother and
sister. In August last, as he alleges, he first
suspected her, and he began preparations for
the suit. .As is usual in Brooklyn his counsel
asked that the case be sent to a referee, but
Judge MeCue, who had noticed within the last
two years, an alarming increase in the number
of divorce cases, publicly announced that in his
opinion the public trial of a few of these must
tend to diminish the number, as very few persons would long hesitate between the
publicity
of a scandal suit and the inconvenience of domestic discord—refused to dispose of the suit in
that manner, and ordered a public trial. The
prosecution’s witness testified to a suspicious
condition of affair- between the fair young
blonde and one Horton, who had frequently
taken her riding, and with whom she was said
to have been seen by some of her husband's
sides, in suspicious localities. Dr. McManus,
the family physician, whose visits to her seemed
oftener than the condition of her health appeared to require, was also under suspicion, it was
alleged siv had been seen with him, too, in unsavory places.
Yet, the prosecution hail not
established much of a case, and this morning
the young woman and her lawyers walke 1 into
court with full confidence depicted in ever-: motion. They first showed that Miller’s father had
from the first opposed his son’s marriage to
Margaret, and that the eldest Miller had oil red
£10,000 to the lawyer who would divorce his
sou from her
Ib-rhm then testified that he had ;
frequently been with her but nevei in any other
than the most honorable manner. So far ><>
good; but the climax was to follow:
“Dr. McManus,” shouted tli«- court crier, and
the dashing, young, black-eyed, black-bcarde 1.
handsome physician took the witness -find.
•Seating himself in tin* same spot and iu just
such a revolving chair as the Rev. Henry War \
Beecher took two years ago, Dr. .McManus folded his arms and with the utmost eomposur
glanced d"\vn at fair Margaret just as tie- great
Plymouth preacher looked down on little Kii
belli. There he sat, while Margaret’s coiuim!
lead IB*. McManus’s afiidavit made in September last, in which that t<> tin* best of his knowledge and belief, .Margaret was chaste and pure,
lb* then testified in velvety tone.-, that he had
not visited .Margaret save in
a
professional
capacity, and that she had never been with him
any when* out of her house, lie believed she
was a virtuous, loving wife, and that the
proceeding.- were the result of a conspiracy to enrich the lawyers and free the young husband of
a marriage alliance that was ‘distasteful to his
pa rent s.
’Dr. McManus,* said the husband’s counsel,
in the first question asked on cross examination, "ImVi: yoll «.\Vi had illicit 1 lit IT. MU;
with this woman
Dr. .McManus gave a -tart, and Margaret
colored crimson. The witness did not reply.
‘■Dr. McManus, have \ >u ever had criminal
intercourse with this woman:-' Answer me.”
“I decline to answer that question/'replied
the physician.
Will the court direct the witness to answer
aid tin- lawyer, addressing Judge Mci/ue.
-The witness mast of course answer the in
quin said the judge, "i t’s a proper question.”
Dr. McManus turned slightly in the revolving chair juM as iieecher turned, under William
Fullerton’s penetrating questions.
Margaret
raised her head and looked at him with parted
lips. The spectators held their breath and glued
their gaze on the handsome young physician.
“Must 1 answer?” he asked.
*Amt must,” answered the judge.
•A cs sir. | have repeatedly hail illicit intercourse with Mrs. Miller,” wa- the calm, clear
reply and tin* youthful Margaret cried out. in a
most piteou
tone **Oh, < iod, have mercy upon
my soul,” and then her hysterical sobs rang
through the crowd* d court room.
••Please slate when and where,” said the lawyer without a tremor.
Dr. Mi M anus then calmly and rullectedly told
in»w, visiting the ymmg wife professionally in
her horn.*, he was tempted by her ravishing
beauty. She was the perfection of health, ami
needed no physician’s prescription. She was
magnetic, .die enchanted him, the\ sinned. He
repealed his \i-i!s. She lived a s\>tem of signals with lights in the second story ot her comfortable home, by which he, passing, couid tell
wlieilu t the hu-bcand was at home or
likely to
he.
12 entered the front door when he dared,
hut oftener sealed the fence in the rear of her
house, and found Iter with dancing eyes at the
rear entrance to meet him.
Again and again
had he been there, and again and again had
they dimed. Dr. McManus grew eloquent :■. <
he told the .-lore of his loves, and Margaret
ceased her sob mug and listened, seemingly interested in a. He had taken her in his carriage
down the 'Sony island road. They had drank
win** together in <-oi.v pri\ate parlors in the
snug hotel cottages tha t lined tin* thoroughfare,
and when their enjoyment wa- saluted had returned to the. city. He had let her out of hicarriage within tin* city limits, and had seen
her safely in a horse car and started for her
home. They had strolled through the winding
paths of Prospect park and («roenwood cemetery when the moon was low, and had loved
each o!her there.
Dr. McManus finished his testimony, and the
tlirmig gave vent to pcnl-iip cvehement. .Scarcely a breath hud been drawn since lu* began.
When the\ looked at. Margaret she had closely
veiled her lace and was again sobbing. The
disiiaot a Kornev had been
nt tor by the nidge,
and as the phvsiciaii ceased to speak, hi* moved
lhat. Dr. McManus be committed to the Raymond street jail and held on a charge ol perjuI he motion wa- granted and ere the glow
ry.
on the young physician's faee, brought on by
tin- memories of his |<ne with Margaret, or the
effort to construct the -lory, had gone, a court
oilicer led him away. Margaret’s counsehdazed,
arose to say Unit lie knew nothing about this,
Rubiiia Leather Goods.
and endeavored to evplain, but the judge adjourned the ease, l’he defense had announced
| boston Commercial Bulletin.,
that one of the young husband’s motives in getRussia leather pocket hooks for lifty cents a
ting the divorce was that he might marry another woman.
piece, offered by strict pt Idlers, of course excited the suspicion that they must be a mere
imitation article, but the passer who, attracted
How 1 m: \V vii.NKi; Vw. uk C \us Wi’Hi: I.\- bv their appearance, halted for a moment for
examination, w as struck witIi the fact that they
TKoimti l>. Long before \V:i:’iu r ever dreamed
were not only .-oft, well dn -.-- d leather, hut
t al
of !»»*in*5 ;i State senator li«* w us lulioii
Palatine bridge. While thus employed he had Mood the infallible !c-t of smell by which the
genuine “Rus-ia” i-> distinguish** I. The conthe happy thought of building these cars,
inducing three others to join him, lie formed a clusion reached, therefore, was, that the stock
altered by the vernier must li.in* been in some
company and altered an old ear o\er to a
“sleeper." Fault of his partners paid in one- Manner liifguunaieiy omamc-i. u was pan oi
the
of
hito
half
.subscription
capital stock, soiiicboiljfailed >tuck. The real fact, however,
is that tlie MMTft of the Russia leather perfume
and a> Wagner was not a rich man at that
lias been discover'd by an Ann rieun, and that
time, it took about all lie was worth.
Well, after the ear was built, the next thing we can make Russia cath?r goods now in America
much cheaper than they can be imported.
to
it
run
on
tin*
Commowas to get permission
dore’s roads. Mr. Wagner went to New York, And ere long, owing to tin* superiority of our
lb* first railed on Wiiham II. Vanderbilt, who
tannage, may export these goods to Russia and
Austria: Vienna being the place where Russia
at that time did not have so mm h to say about
he
the management of the roads as
has had for leather is manufactured into the beautiful portmanteaus. hand hags, pocket books, card eases,
the la-t four or live years. lie listened to
Wagner's description of his new ear, and was and hundreds of other articles, all fragrant with
taken with the idea: but he told him it was no Lhc i- euliar and agreeable perfume.
riie ml hue of Russia leather is simplv a
use for him to see the Commodore, as he was
satisfied tin* old man would have nothing to do
staining process that is no secret, but the diswith it. lie fold him, however, t«> go ahead
•overy et the scent is what we have to do with
and tit up his ear, put it on the road and wait -mil it i> a wonder that some enterprising Yandid not ascertain it before.
kee
saw
it,
him
until the old gentleman
assuring
The lion. Marshall dewell, our late Minister
that lie would soon hear from him when ho did.
Wagner acted on the hint, the car was put to the Court of St. Petersburg, was a practical
tanner, having in his youth been apprenticed
on, and made several trips before the Commodore espied it. When he did, he gave it a crit- u> and thoroughly learned the business, and
ical examination, and then asked whose it was, like a practical man, besides attending to the
and how it came there. He was told that it be- Jiplomatic business ol his office in the country
longed to Mr. Wagner, and was being run as nto which lie had been sent, instead of allowing
an experiment.
Wagner was sent for immedi- that t" be his sole occupation, made an examinaately. When he came he found the old Com- tion, is far as practicable, into the system of
modore in a towering passion, “What business government, linance, methods of business, and
the position and progress of the manufactures
have you to put a ear on my road without permission'' was his first salutation. Wagner r>f the country. Among other examinatiuns, he
explained the arrangement he had made with visited all the tanneries possible and examined
William II., but this did not seem t<> molify the the different methods of curing and tanning
Commodore. “Take your ear off the road im- hides. i ii this, many facts interesting to Amermediately." he* said; “I'll show you that / am icans were developed. One that the Russians
?annoi make as good sole leather as is made in
boss of this road."
this country, the American sole leather now
This was a hard blow for Wagner, as lie had
in
and
lie
had
thi<
he
all
being the best used; and another, what he
invested
experiment,
turned awa\ with a heavy heurr. As he was specially sought, the source of the Russia leathleaving the Commodore spoke, saying. “How er scent. This Is owing to the presence of
the
many cars have you got like this?" Wagner birch-bark tar, which is used in dressing
the latter
explained that lie had two or three more on skins in place of tallow and grease,
■uibstanees being so largely used as food among
the works; that it was a joint stock company;
die lower classes. This tar, which is carefully
and that they would he ruined if they could
saved as it exudes from the wood when burned,
not make an arrangement to run their cars on
was first used as a substitute for wheel grease
the road. “Well," said tin* Commodore, “von
in Russia, as it is to this day, and then lor the
c an tell
tin other parties that I will take their
stock otf their hands for what they have paid
lilling and dressing of skins.
By a system of careful inquiry, and literally
on it.
The sooner you attend to this the better
it will be for you."
following his nose during ins visits to some of
tanneries and curriers* shops,
Wagner saw the point, and in a short time :lie great Russian this
compound in a great ketMr.Newell found
lie had bought all the test of the' stock and
and thus the mystery was
use,
for
taken it to the Commodore. “Let's see," said tle ready
solved. It is not an expensive article, costing
In*; “how much did you say the capital stock
of your company is?"
Wagner told him. something like ten dollars a barrel, and he itunediately ordered ten barrels ami sent them to
•■Well, I guess we'll multiply it by four; you
ieading leather manufacturers in this
c an
keep onc-fourt.li and I'll take the balance, various with
Instructions, and the result is that
•ountry
and we'll build some more of them cars right
genuine Russia leather goods are now made in
away."
Ymeriea, and doubtless will soon be sold at
And that, was the* beginning of W agner’s
former prices.
prosperity. To-day he is a rich man. I’hc old learlv fifty per cent He low
Commodore saw what a necessity these cars
were destined to become, and took his own
dollar
Admiral Porter once paid a visit to the
way to get control of them. For every
Wagner lias made out of them, tin* Commo- late Admiral Alden as they were lying in the
dore made three.
for an
O'tid co/.,

■>

l-

>

Mississippi

Foitri nk's \Vim;r.iGi<;. Fletcher Webster the second and last son ot Daniel Webster, alter leading a somewhat last and
erratic lile, was killed in battle near Washington on the doth of August, 1802. A
melancholy remembrance of the family
revived in the Senate the other day by the
introduction of a bill to increase the pension of his widow front $30 to $00 a month.
This lady is now sixty-five years of ago,
and Mr. Ifoutwell stated upon presenting
the bill that she was in actual distress.
[Philadelphia Press.

river, waiting

upward

on shore sighted the sleam‘er, and sent few Hying shot
which scattered among the rigging where
the men were taking a look at the country. The tars came tumbling down belter
skelter. “Look here, Jim,” said Admiral
Porter, “1 thought you told me you had a
brave crew.” “So I did,” replied Alden,
“but they ain’t on duty now.”

movement, A rebel

battery
a

An inebriate fell and struck his nose against
barber’s pole, and exclaimed, “What’n thuuler ’/.at (hie) woman wi’ striped stocking on
<ot (hie) agin me!”

tlui civilized world that a bad rule may be Edmunds, Bayard and Christiancy, the
made to work both ways, and thus let in- Senate unanimously overruled the objecWashington, Feb, 21.
to the Presidency a man beaten by 250,000 tion.
In the House Poppleton of Ohio,
The Oregon case has been reached at ma
jority of popular votes and nineteen ma- moved a recess till Tuesday, which was
last and has been sent to the Electoral
defeated—83 to 178. After one or two
jority of electoral ballots.
Commission. A most masterly presentaIt is but taint praise to say that the ar- dilatory motions, and a brief debate by
tion of the Democratic side was made togument throughout was the most able, Jenks of Pennsylvania and Eanies of
day by Congressman Jeuks, and the case statesmanlike and acute of the whole se- llliode Island, the objection to Rhode
as presented by
him is so invulnerable ries, with the
exception of Trumbull’s, to Island, was overruled without a division.
that all who heard it would say he must which it was
admirably likened. .Judge In the course of the debate Fernando
get a judgment from tlie Commission if Abbott desiring it to have its full olt'ect on Wood, who had been in favor of fillibusof
the
that
believed
fifteen
had
eight
any
the eight, moved an adjournment at its tcring, announced that he favored a speedy
not made up their judgment in advanee.
close, and though it had been decided completion of the couut.
Mr. Jenks read lirst the law of Oregon, earlier in the session to continue until the
J he two houses then met and counted
requiring the Governor to sign the certifi- allotment of six hours had ended, the Re- Rhode Island tor Hayes The dual South
cate of electors duly appointed, and republicans, for some inexplicable purpose, Carolina certificates were then opened,
quiring the Secretary of State to counter- assented, and the hour was fixed at lit to- when Representative Cochrane offered an
sign and deliver a copy of the certificate morrow.
objection on the ground that there was no
to the electors appointed.
Then he read
The 22d was consumed in arguments legal state government and no legal electhe certificate signed by the Governor,
tion in South Carolina; and also because
the Commission.
Stanley Mat- troops were sent there. Senator Pattercountersigned by the Secretary of State before
and hearing the great seal of the State, thews and Mr. Evarts spoke for the Re- son objected to theTilden certificate. The
certifying the appointment of Cartright. publicans, and Mr. Merrick for the Dem- two certificates were then referred to the
Odell and Cronin. Then he dwelt on the
ocrats.
The Commission then went into commission, and at 0:80 P. M. the two
facts that this certificate complied with
houses adjourned to Tuesday.
secret
sessiou.
The commission immediately assembled.
every requirement of the State’s laws and
also with the United States statutes, and
Washington", I'eb. 2:1. The Electoral Senator Kernan who had been elected to
that no othei certificate had been ottered Commission reassembled in secret session fill the
vacancy caused by Thurman’s illwhich did so comply. It was evident that to-day, at lo;10 o’clock, pursuant to last ness, taking his seat. Hurd and Cochrane
in
some members of the Commission realized
remained
and
said they would represent the democratic
evening’s adjournment,
Morton and consultation on the Oregon case four and
the force of the argument.
objectors and Lawrence and Christiancy
no
the
as
attention,
a halt hours.
Garfield,
always, paid
the republican objectors.
Mathews and
former reading letters and the latter readAt
o’clock, the discussion being con- Shellabarger appear as republican counsel.
ing newspapers. Hradley, however, seem- cluded, and Senator Thurman not having The commission then adjourned to 10 A.
ed burdened with a troublesome con- been aide to attend the sitting on account M.
to-day. If is hoped that South Carolina
science. lie sat crouched down in liis of illness, a recess was taken, in order to —the last state to
go to the commission—
chair, took a note occasionally, but for the ascertain w hether he would prefer coming will be completed to-day. Alter this there
most part sat tapping his forehead with to the Capitol nr that the Commission remains
only Vermont and Wisconsin to
his left hand in a perplexed sort of way
should proceed to his residence and there which objections can be made; it is now
close
Hoar
a
attention.
business
incident
to
transact
the
Judge Strong paid
taking
conceded that the counting of these cannot
turned liis back on the speaker and toyed vote. A Committee, consisting of Sena- be
delayed later than Thursday.
with a bit of string. Freliughuysen shift- tors Bayard and 1’relinghuysen was apWashington, Dec. i'7. P. M.
ed .about uneasily, and all the, eight Ke- pointed for this purpose, and reported in
sol Til CAROLINA FOR HAVES.
publieans seemed wondering what the time that Senator Thurman preferred to
The commission this afternoon voted 8
country would say when, having decided receive the Commission at his house. At to
7, to count South Carolina for Hayes.
in the Florida ease that ■* certificate hard- ■1 o’clock, therelore. the other members
as
was
it
should
ultimatum,
oi
Commission
in
the
{he
carriages
regular
ly
proceeded
A Statement from Mr, Tilden.
"it is to Senator Thurman’s residence, on Fouriu this ease decide that it is not.
the position of Florida over again," said a teenth street, between K and \. streets,
Nf.w York, Feb. lit, 1877.
1 fon. Francis Kernan, Washington. I>. C.:
gentleman passing out, with the position accompanied by Messrs. McKenney. and
to the Associated Press, published
A
telegram
but
of
and
of the parties exactly reversed,
Mr. Reardon,
Catlin. Secretaries,
this
states that a harmonious agreeThis Commission Marshal of the Commission.
Senator ment morning,
what use? lie added.
has been brought about between the SenThurman was found to he confined to his ate committee of which you are a member and
lias less conscience than had Fontius Dilute. There was much interest to see iiow bed, where he remained during the en- a committee of the House, by which it lias
Jenks would get around the position taken tire proceedings ol the Commission. The been decided not to go into an examination of
He got Commission was formally called to order my haul; account oil tho one hand, nor the acbv him in the Louisiana case.
counts of the chairman of tlie Republican Naaround it by reiterating it and sticking to by Justice Clifford, President, and a vote- tional Committee on the other hand.
it. alter showing, beyond all per adven- was taken on the following propositions,
I repudiate any such agreement and disclaim
ture, that the Democrats had a better which had been intormally submitted and any sm-li immunity, protection or benefit from
the utterly falsi imputation that my
prima facie case than the Republicans had discussed, but not voted upon during the il. I reject
private hank account contains anything whatin Florida, ami that if the Commission day’s session :
ever that needs to lie concealed,
t'mler the
held to its own decision it must say that it
tiv Mr. Edmund—Itesolved. Thai the eer- pretence ot looking for a payment in December
is not competent to go behind the Gover- titicato. signed by E. A. Cronin, .1. N. K. .Mil- tin* demand was for all payments after .May and
nor’s certificate, since it is attested by the ler and John Parker, purporting to cast the all deposits during nine months.
electoral vote of the State of Oregon, does not
The hank was repeatedly menaced with the
only other returning otlieer in the State, contain or certify tin* constitutional
vote- to
removal of its otticers and books to Washington.
the Secretary of State. He went on to say which sail! State is entitled.
A transcript of entries of private business,
that as in Florida, in Louisiana, lie would
Justice Field offered the following as a trusts, charities, containing everything but
ask the Commission to go behind the cerwhat the committee was commissioned to intificate to the very fact.
vestigate, hut nothing which it was commisThereupon, in substitute
Whereas, .1. \V. Walt-, designated in eerliti- sioned to investigate, because nothing of that
the most masterly manner, he proceeded
sort existed, lias been taken, with mv knowlto show that, the tact was that Watts was rato number one as an elector of tin Slate of
Oregon for President and Vice-President. on edge. to Washington, of course, there is no
never appointed, was clearly ineligible,
the day of election (7th day of November, item in il relating to anything in Oregon, for I
and that not having been appointed lie IS7i;i, held an otliee of trust and prolit outer never made, authorized or knew of any expenditure in relation to the election in that State or
could not resign, and that there could not the l tilled ststray therefore.
.No abstract
Resolved, That said .1. \\ W atts i\;m then the .cMilting controversies or any promise or
and was not any vacancy.
ineligible to the ortiec of eleetor within Hi" ex- obligation or negotiation on the subject.
can convey any idea of the strength of his
Mr. Kllis. the acting president of the hank,
press terms of the Vmstitntion.
in
these
ami
on
himself
points,
legal argument
republican, some time ago told the
Rejected—veas 7, nays s. as odious.ehuinnnn of the committee and several of ilother points, that under the laws of OreYeas—Messrs. Bayard. Ciillord, Field, memhers that there is nothing in tlie account
gon Cronin clearly was appointed. His
Abbott, lluntrm, Payne ami lliurtnancapable of furthering any just object ol the inargument was simply invulnerable
1 am also informed that a resoluNays—Messrs. Bradley. Edmund Fro- vestigation.
i'Mi
xv c
m
iminpui
mi- a- a
»uiu*>^,
lilt ill MX11
I
ION
linghuysen, (larlield. Iloar. Miller, .Mor- • nit have iwpivpil no silltpuiia. I had written
ion and Strong
before this telegram appeared requesting you to
Hv all <>il<t tin-most lawu-r-like arguay to Hie committee that it would lie more
.Justice i iclu then <dteiv I the lollowing
ment ol' tin* wliolo spssinn was made in
agreeable to me not to visit Washington if tin1
the evening session by Judge I load ley.
\Vherein., at Jin- election held on the 7 th of « ommittee would send a sub-committee
or hold
the Democrats, incredulant and disgust- November, l*7»i, in the srate ot Oregon, l'oi a -ession here, hilt that otherwise 1 should atelector" ot President and V 'ice-President. \V.
tend
under
in
their
no
the
As
to
this
advised
action
11a.
ed, had,
subp.i
arrangeanger
< artxx right
H. odell, .t. \\ Watts and J. <
ment now reported I have only to sav that F
hi the Oregon eit-e, but it is not overdrawreoeixed the high* -1 number of \otes cast for ran
deeorum and decency, lull not a liraeeept
ing the situation to say that the most des- electors, but
titiotts
for a mantle of secrecy to
Whereas, the >aid Watt", tbeu bolding m anybodyeipiiialent
pondent permits a hope that the argument
chi
S. .1. Til in
oitlce
of
t
ru
-t
I
and
tit
under
the
nited
pro
of Hoadley will accomplish its work. The
x\ :ts ineligible to the oiliee of elector
dates,
•Senate < ’handier gave better play to the
Keoii-anDatioii of the Maine Ag.ltherefore.
cult oral Society.
speakers than the miserably circumscribed
Resolved. That -aid odell and
/irtwright
Supreme Court room. When Judge Hoad- were the only persons duly elected at said elecAt
itr
A meeting to reorto, hell.
ley, standing behind a pyramid of law tion, and there was a failure on the part of the
the Maine State Agricultural SociMate to elect a third elector.
ganize
the
ease
at
o’clock,
books, opened
there was a large audience in the galRejected—yeas 7. nays .v the same vote ety was held here lo-day and was well attended. An able argument in favor of the
leries, and a large crowd on the ltooi. in detail as preceding
of the present organization was
The presiding Justice sat in the centre of
Justice Field then ottered the following : legality
made by C F. l.ibby ol Portland.
Air.
tiie Clerk’s desk, just below the \'icethe
l
of
has
made
Whereas,
Oregon
egislature
The Justices ranged in a no provision lor the appointment of an elector Moult ol Augusta replied, contending
I’resident’s.
that on account of irregularities the sociunder the act of < ongres c where there xva- a
jagged semi-circle irom the long desk on failure
ety had lost it
to make a choice on the day prescribed
organization. This view
either hand far into the desks of the Senaw ft sustained by a majority of the memby lax\\ therefore.
tors, Garfield forming left Haul: and ThurResolved, That the attempted selection of a ber. present, and a reorganization was elman the
of
The

Vote

of Oregon.
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Hoadley.
There was a token of encouragement to
on
in
;
begin
closing his address for the
objections to tile Tilden certificate, Hippie Mitchell, the bigamist Senator, aid,
right

with indecent disregard of tin* amenities
of the place and in direct conlliet with the
testimony of Helton and Hewitt, that lie
would show that Cronin’s election was the
result of a fraud which had its beginning
by the fireside of one of the candidates on
Gramerey Hark, New York. Here. Justice
Strong rising said, with severity "There,
Air. Mitchell, 1 don’t care to hear any
The bigamist sank backmore ol that.’’
abashed. inspired by this crumb of cointort, Hoadley surpassed himseli, pressing
the merits of his ease, and with a compactness and force which no one had suspected il susceptible of from 7.Jo until
nearly Hi o’clock he held the Court and
the crowd in real interest. H.egiiming with
the statute.; of Oregon, he illustrated their
effect and hearing, proving out of the utterance and decisions ol every bench in
thirty-siv States that Gov. Grover dared
not do otherwise than re I use Watts the
certificate to which his otliee-holding rendering him doubly ineligible and incompetent by the < >regou ( (institution uud the
Constitution of the Tnited States. The
most strenuous Tildenite has never claimed more than the throwing of one vote in
Oregon by Watts's ineligibility, but Judge
Hoadley, on an array ol legal precedents
embracing every possible shade of otlieeholding and office-getting, from Governor
to Constable, proved, and in one or two
instances by the decision which Strong,
Christiancy, Hoar and Edmunds had given judgment, that a vacancy could not be
tilled by an ineligible man, and that the
next highest in vote must be adjudged
rie urougnt Stanley Matthews
ciecteu.
to liis feet in citing with exquisite irony
the Hamilton county case, in which the
County Clerk’s certificate was accepted by
a tribunal of two, of whom Matthews was
one, to get the Legislature out of a deadlock. Matthews, who sat opposite, rose to
explain lliat the case had no bearing.
Headley, turning from the Court, raised
his voice and said to him, “Don't seek to
pervert that, for ot all the services of your
long and honorable lile, for which the people of Ohio bless you, that was the chief.”
It. was quite a scene, andMatthews turned
away embarrassed vvitli pleasure, his gun
spiked. Justice Clifford, supposing that
lloadley’s warmth indicated His disinclination to be interrupted, remonstrated mildly with the SaiTdy Viking. Oh. no, said
Hoadley, 1 don’t mind any interruption
from one whom 1 am proud to call my
cherished friend. From this the argument
(lowed along uninterruptedly, the Republican segment of the half-circle interjecting posers here and there, which Hoadley
answered with unimpaired confidence,spiking the guns for further service at every
trip. His argument was but half over,
when the lame of it reaching the House,
which was in session, the members came
pouring oyer in a mob, deluging the Senate Chamber and visibly inspiring our brilliant Cincinnatian with redoubled courage
and augmented voice. It would be impossible outside of the pages of a legal
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Si ks( lai'TioN Terms. lu
within the year, $ -.^o, nt the

ftdvancf, $2.00 a yoar;
rxpiintiou of the year,

What

the assumed success

Navy.
The Camden Herald ot the Mth has the

following—
It is rumored about town that in the event of
Mr. Hale’s appointment to a cabinet office, T.
It. Simonton, Esq., will be a prominent candidate for Represeutive to Congress, and Mr. B.
C. Adams and Hon. Fred E. Richards are mentioned as candidates lor the Custom House. S.
E. Milllken, Esq., of Belfast, will doubtless present his claim as a Representative to Congress.

Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
authorized Agent for the Journal.

lb*"* Horace

If this proves to be correct, the present
"otV year” in this district is likely to wit-

kowki.l & Co., 40 Park Row, New
49*((K.i.
York, as ill receive advertisements for this paper, ut
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
i\

a sharp scramble for Mr. Hale's vacated seat. The chances decidedly favor Mr.
Hale’s resignation, because it he shall not

ness

4#-Batks Sc Ian kk, ‘M Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
lor the Journal.

accept a place in the cabinet, there is still
another programme which is quite as like-

ADMINISTRATORS, EXKCL TORS and GUARDIANS
desiring their advertisements published in the dour
na! will please so state to the Court.

ly

to be carried out. and would also pro-

duce

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers chauged, mu.-t state the
Post Ullice to which the paper hu> been sent as well
as the one to which it is to go.

vacancy in the Fifth District. This
contemplates the transplanting of

a

plan

Dov. Conner into the Portland Collectorship, and the election of Mr. Hale as (lov-

Subscribers are
11> take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is tin* only form of receipt now used, l or instance,
If* May 77, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
b4> changed to correspond, aud SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THA I THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are request* d to
forward the sums due

requested

ernor,
States

stepping stone to the I'nited
Senate, on the expiration ot Mr.
a

as

Hamlin’s term, in 1881.
If these forecastings shall prove to he
correct, we shall, as the activities premake themselves

the

ceding
campaign
apparent, allude to this matter again.
There is a good deal to be said concerning the possible candidates, both Demo-

Situation

The position of the Democratic party,
by bud laith of the majority ot the Electoral Commission, is made one of delicacy
and

cratic and

Republican,

and a very instruc-

tive and amusing chapter—yea, a series
ot chapters—may be written concerning

small perplexity. The prominent
members of the party, its accredited and
trusted leaders, feeling their responsible
no

them.

the

Republicans all over
despondent, and gave
I'ossildv
were

vate

lew

the country

nj>
leaders al

(lie

were

contest.

Washington,
better informed through some primedium, of the certainty of a dea

lull the bulk of the
party In ? all courage when the bill becision to lavor

came a

law

Hayes,

They

saw that a

thorough

the basis ot law and justice, would be fatal to their claims, and
therefore despaired They saw the bright

investigation,

hopes

cl

on

yet future years of party ascend-

ancy ail I official honors and emoluments

fade away, and blank despondency settled
down upon them
Their hope revived,
that, the ease would he carried against, the

■

;i

nouncing the action
regard to Oregon.
Senate voted to
Haves.

This

to

was

Convention of the

ot the Commission in
Alter discussion the

21 to count

reported

Oregon

tor

to the Joint

two Houses.
The certificate of Pennsylvania, giving
2« votes tor llayes and Wheeler, was
read, when objection was offered on the
ground that 1>. .1 Morrill, one of the

den.
Inside Guard—G. G. Rurns, Augusta.
t lutside Guard—J.Matthews, Hallowell.
Kxecutive Committee—I. \V. Lang, exollieio, Gilman Littlefield,IVm. S. Dimoek,
K. '1'. Stevens, .lames 1. Ruck.
Representative to National Council—,).
\V. Lang, S. J. Treat.
lion. 1. F. Chase, ex-l’resident of the
Massachusetts Council, was among the
speakers. He said that State had ltis
Councils, with a membership of 17i>,< '0<>.
j Front tin* Atlanta Constitution.
a

refreshes me to know that 1 am not the only
1 remember once—
one who makes mistakes.
and the memory of it makes me feel as if I were
bee hive, and honev
at fifty eenls a pound was dripping all over me
I remember how a beautiful and I ubinly
scented girl, once kissed mein the dark, mis-

sitting under the eves of

a

it, and appeal to the future r1—or
shall we resist at every step, throw all impediments in the way, and endeavor to
prevent the new administration trom being
best of

Queen

Victoria

Judge Clifford, the presiding judge of the
Electoral Commission, is seventy-four years old.
Gov. Cohjuit of Georgia is a zealous 'Methodist, and preaches e.ery Sunday to the negroes
in Ids employ.

The Democrats of Belfast
requested to meet at the Court House on Tues
lay, March nth, at 7 o’clock 1*. M.t to nominate a
candidate tor Mayor. A Uo the Democrats ot M ards
I, and tire requested to meet at the same place to
ire

nominate candidates lor Ward officers in tneir re
I'm OlttM K Com.
ipeetive Wards.

A man in Hardwick, Mass., now seventy-live
years old. has rung the town hell twice u day
for forty years.

Saturday, the

died

of
village, Buxton.
women

1

,'th inst., three young married
lever at Moderation

typhoid

of neat rattle and hides from
Germany has been prohibited by our Government, owing to the existence of cattle disease
in that country.
The

importation

Mr*. Holly Bidwell, the well-known actress,
lias left the stage, to embark on the sea of matrimony. A rich New York broker i* said to
be the happy man.

gation.

He

certainly repels

in

a

manner

March, gentlp reader.

This is

holding

court

Dover.

Judge Dickerson

is

It is

Spring

and time to talk about the early

Tw

weeks moreot

o

now,

w

good

at

ather will

«

put the

new

steamer into the water.

Hazeitine
I’.iokford are cutting
ice, fifteen inches thick.

second

a

crop ot

At tin* last pay day at the shoe factory the sum ot
.duo was disbursed among the operativ es, for four

week’s labor.
The city schools close
will

he

li-uii

commences.

when ther-

Friday,

next

apriuy

the

four week*’ vacation before

a

—

1 heard her afterfor another chap.
taking
wards explain it to a friend, --he simply said:
‘■'Twas not he, tint 'twas nice." 1 ottered to
correct the mistake, tint she told me that the
me

bank

was closed.
would give four dollars to feel sure whether
the hog could be classed as litter-ature. being a
production of the pen, or as a vegetable, being
raised from the root; but 1 am leaning toward
the latter conclusion so tar that 1 fear 1 shall
lose my balance and fall over to that, for the

1

can
out root any rule in Arithmetic,
whether square or cube.
To the eye the hog presents the picture of an
anvil, set up on four stiort legs. He is covered
witli bristles, which are more useful than ornamental. The shoemaker uses them in making
waxed ends, so called bpcatise the ends are not

hog

The l.odwell Granite Company ha* secured
$230,000 job in connection with the new < hieago city buildings, consisting of polished columns and pilaster*.
a

It is said that a few nights ago some oue bung
a piece of crape on the door of Justice Bradley’'
house with a slip of paper, on which was written, Justice is dead.”

gan) say* the

energetic galvanic battery.
A new bog weighs about ten pounds, it' tie is
heavy enough. I heard ol a hog that weighed
1700 pounds, and I have frequently seen them
wade,but not as deep astliat. Young hogs are
put up iu packages of about a dozen each, like
early onions, and nothing but a cast-iron bitching post can 'ook at a family of pigs about a
day old. lying on clean straw, eating supper,
without feeling that it is one of the prettiest
sights lie ever gazed at. and I always have a
bad sat down

on an

The

^ oting

Association

collecting

are

number of

••

groat many people this winter have been oblig
tinBanting system ot Diet,” whi>
is abstinence from sugar, hotter, vegetables ami tin*
like. It is convenient to fleshy people and tiiOA

ed

and universal. 1 have frequently noticed the
absence of pork on the bill of fare at t iewHh
hotel
The hog go***. :dit*H«l, on the amc principle of
the Australian boomerang, that is, in an opposite direction. The way to drive a hog, is to
point him the way you want him to go : then
tie a string to his hind leg, and pull hard in I he
opposite direction, and, it the string holds, \ou
will gel the hog at his d»* dilution on time.
Never try to drive a hog. You might us well
undertake to nail down a carpet with toad
stools, tiding them instead ot leather headed
ta<k>*.
'There is

certain age at which a hog Nome,
times is allowed to arrive, when his entire usefulness consists in having his peeling removed,
and made into saddles, bul generally he is cut
a

off in his youth, cut off w ith a knife. Ir is his
misfortune to become the victim of a set of cutthroats.
The origin of tin* hog i*. unknown. He is
found in nearly all countries, and is as promlscous as a liar, in his wild stale In* is regarded as game. A boar hunt is considered b> some
the best of sport, but with us we
don’t hunt the hoar. I nfortunately the bore
hunts us, and when In* Tunis us. ibis bright
nations

as

world loses all its brightness, and we long for
a tornado or the grasshopper plague to come

along and destroy
There is

us.

nothing

but

plumber’s bill that
When he gets ready to
a

grows as fast as a hog.
fat up, he makes a business of it. and he adopts
the ate hour system. When he gets so fat that

lia.

he cannot see, he generally considers that he
has won the game. Some philosopher has asserted that a hog cannot climb a tree, but during the war pork was up so high that 1 don’t
how it got there, unless it did climb.
ne mole manes mention oi nevus neiug cast
into the swine, and as hog culture has always

see

been so extensive, this may account satisfactorily, why people have been so persistent in
raisiug the devil. There is a possibility that
of that herd of swine were not drowned.
favorite amusement of the amateur farmer

some
A

No pork is
in the city is raising a family pig.
nice, no lard so white, and no ham so tender
and juicy, as that cut from the family pig. The
as

Thursday

of last week f liner "herman.

bov

a

febriiary Iasi, Mr and Mrs. F ».
Button, celebrated their golden vv.-d
ding at their home in Boston, i hey were marrieu
in Belfast, just lifty rears ago that day, Air. B be
On the tMhol

u

111 <

»>■

ot

eii^ag-

n

in uu8iii>

-■

lit

■

*9

lit-

uy.

go

aurpi is.-, arranged by their daugh
ter, Airs. Hull. Alderman Cliutou Vues uml h lew
other friend-. Congratulations were extended,

editing

w

«-1■

ttie

w.iJ

a

partaken of, and tin- guests presented to
coupl* a goodly pi!** ot Uncle Sam s gold

collation
ii-p-.t

as reminders ot the occasion and their good
wish*--, together with the hop*- that they may assijto celebrate their diamond wedding. Mr. Raymond
an ! lady ar<* pleasantly remembered by many of om

pice.

<»liler re-jideiit-.
I 1*1 mi
manners Is .i
A breach ot
b of morals. A lecture so< u-ty which, througt
.iI. a trap tor the discomtUui
.Is agent •, p. ri.111
I in unwary patron and the disturbance ot ttie eu
iliai winch was sprung at the open
tire audience,
lecture at Pierce s llall la-.;
ro-b)
.ng ut rlov.
Monday evening, wdl md--whatever its literal?
/ communit >
char.-id.
coinmeiid itself to a
•
uch trii ks may me be entiiels out oi‘place in a *.
but
rus rin-. or
minstrel
show,
comport ii
negro
And a publi.
with tie- dignity ot th.- lecture room
--i.c/
wall come to h.
hall w here'-uich oi-i tei »s
ar> 1*as to goo,i
a. '...I* l l.\ .t people, not entirely
\ their person,
manners and the d.gmty and sni'etv
v bastard sort ot wit, and
Practical, .ye- an a
the expense
mirth
u
though rxcdiiif' momentary
tile i till ocelli v ictini, ’ll way b-aVes ;1 lasting impr>sion with beholder-, ot the ill f.reeding and vulgarit
of the perpetrator- and w .th such perpetrators urn
.ho become consentim.
nece-s-arils f..- da- .d all
t•» the trick, hi -veine the pitfall placed ..
part.,
p.ibl.c plac.-s ami l*11i11_ no liny r to insure its lu.
I.. of'Si'i V'
uc.
in I I a i. gfi a f
al.d I.
r*-,

good

Ali

i*r.

m.

J

>

lie ii*

tie-

n-v "1

i|U*

cnuie ol

ruvi-hmenl

in tins

becoming uoticaLh-, and give tin* anpic
-ion that -ocicts i- becoming depraved. On .Satu;
Mr-. Hannah (irottoii, .« weak, -ic>.
la. li t
looking woman, <• Neat- ul ayv, came before th*

i«..iut>

.-

police

terrible la-cot hydrophobia, resulting from the bite of a pet spit/, terminate*! fatally at Hyde Park, Ma--., on saturdav, The
unfortunate victim wa- Miss Annie P.rogdon,
who was tirst attacked on Tuesday and died in
a terrible spasm about ten o'clock in the forenoon of the following Saturday.

milt to accil-e title

.John Small

ot COIliUiil

lie* parties lio* m
tmg rape upon lur person,
*«
tiititied t:i»
S w a n\ ill**, and ale cousin-. Mr
mi \\ ilne.-alay of I ant week Small came to hei

house with clams
to

the entrv

w

ter which
to

If

iled

11 lltllll

.1

i/ed her

s»

ll li:i\

ti

be.

III”
hi

li

talk h
1

by th.

her, tore If
outraging her person, a
»ok her child and
her

hud.and

\v..rk, and made lur story known.
inalirv

-ome

If returned

V

overcome

wher.

-,

it

lien Small

w

If tlo-U

Mr. .Nukervon

:t

that after

-ell.

to

give lief
itli a dish,

JilOpo-ed

arm, and with violence
clothes and succeeded ni

Schooner Holden, < apt. Mackey, of .Maim*,
struck a rock, Saturday, near Plum < iut Gland,
oil' New York, and the mate and three of the
crew were washed overboard.
The captain
ami two seamen were rescued by the Walter
I reemun. The W alter I’Yeemaii in her citort
to say** lile w as wrecked, and tlii- c «»t her crew
lost.
The .schooner Beniamin W ini'-, for Philot
adelphia, capsi/ed in .lone'. 11)let and tin
the cr«*w wcic drow ued.

w.

was

1.
-t

Small adfu.;

hou-te, but denied ally Cilln
ot age,
..bout a. v.-ai
c.i-e, i- now under bond- i.

te |*

.It

He

th

a
notoriously h o t
-Nigh ill our street
•dealing buttal1 rob. from
and ha- bee n ire. jueiit ly arraigned hetore the court

e-

Heath lias removed an ayeras ating thorn
from Brigham Young'-, side,
\musu M. I smaii, one of the apostle-, and founder ol tin*
Mormon settlement in Sun Bernardine, in South
California, is dead. He differed vastly from
Young in religious views, and tin* Prophet did
bis utmost to crush him and destroy bis influence with the Mormons.
It w as to the deceased that the country is indebted for the parti 11lars of the Mountain Meadow massacre.

.1 ud>/e look* d upon the ca-e a
more probabl*
than am recent event ot the kind

lb.

involving guilt

ol

.tor his

appe*:

\\til term of the
bond-, 111 went to jail.

d. I'ourt.

lude

and Ifld Small
fault

Ol

Lv«
l

I In-

w.

.\-< iov. (

wu-

m

th.

-mu

at the

mice

omIiv

never

a

lectun

Subject

u

Monday eveiung
|

time, said tlie

,'f

Prophetess,

lecturer, wheu

by

was

l tier
in

tin

memory of man tin earth didn’t e\i-t. and turn
oyer, like a tired .sleeper, at least once in :i hours

Rat-

Bench ; l dw in (

m-ver a

vice Richards

er

re-

time when

that li<

held

it

man

bv

a

didn't

occupy it. and consul
origin.!

tith- deed from the

proprietor never a tiim* when man didn’t worshii
.od according to t If dictates ot los own conscience
and hang and burn tlio-c who thought dilferently-

revise and con-

game and tish.
Augusta, Mauassch

u

of age,

years

Raymond,

most

Tibbuy

Farmington irr« -p-utent ot the l.ewisthas the t..ll«»wiug u<»tice ot a formei r

living with Isaac Sherman upon tieeast side, w as acv.dently cut w ith a knit* iu hisovyi
hands. IF attempted I open a barn door, slipped
.it; I fell upon the knife which entered the -id«- rum:
tlie heart, indicting u bad wou.uF

John lb 1-:ilig of \ a- albor.*, w bile on in :•
turn from Washington last we»*k, telcyrapln-d
his son, John Rung, of Wutemlle, that he m
.illred his knee by a t ill in Philadelphia, and
that his |cg was utfected with gangrene, w bn b
be was tearful, might turn into death.

cl

Mary Hli.-a, wide,

Frederick's vvhuil tor li

ette

(in
1

George Hall, a young man M v:u <•! aye,
living in Marlboro, attempted uifide Wc.lnc
day by shooting him-elt. His father attempted
to wrench the pi Mol from In
oil's hand, and
in doing o the pistol wa
t iIiarg< !. tic bull
passing through the lather'- hand.

Artemas

Sell.

vi•.
at

1'ierc*
lids town mourns the loss ,,i Prof. A. I
The Prof, w as a very arrive man in religion, return
and political matters. IF absconded.

I dwurd Ivory, a negro in Augusta, (.a., put
a white shirt and went to u bar-100111, i'.-II
asleep, and William Henry Sullivan made pictures with a lead pencil on the glossy bosom of
the shirt. Maddened by tin* indignity as he
awoke. Ivory immediately killed Sullivan with
a revolver.

signed; Commissioners t*»
solidate laws relating to

i>

hay

dent of Belfast

mill ol H.

Judge

k t

<

cargo ot 11 ions, ■>* of which was take
I he
argo vva-1 piled so high that a singirequired i:. : lie sails before t hey bonld be s*-i

was

l'lie

oil

Supreme
Burleigh, Rand Agent,

!m

a

deck.

on

in the State.

to the

$10 for each otl'ence, he suddenly let,

ot

v\v

t..n, took

ing A Donnell, shipbuilders, wa* destroyed by
lire, last night, together with cabins for vesselon the stocks, tools, A c.
Lo-s, SGooo. no insurance. It was one of the best ship-yard mill

Gov Conner has nominated

partridge-.

last -.\eek i<<aded

Mrs. Hiram Young living at Barnsfon, P. Q.,
Island Pond, \ t., having been left by her
husband on account of trouble, wa* sei/.-dWith
Insanity, and on Saturday murdered her two
little children with an axe, horribly mutilating
them.

rows

Hi

\

near

*aw

penalty

a

a

mum

about Oiir street* try
When he learned Jim

a mail was eeen

sell three

to

the game law was in force, which prohibits the k.
ing of tlio-e birds from Jan. 1st to Sept. 1st, uiid<

men

The

Friday

On

employed by tin* steel
struck last week, and SatCompany
urday night attacked the men who had taken
their places and shot one dead. I his is another
instance of the barbarity of strike* in general.

A

to resort to

short of casli.

evidence
prose-

be

of Canada

Bath, Feb.

at

A party of eight couples of our young people wi u*
to Belfast in the big sleigh
Mammoth,” on laday, to attend a domino ball in that city the sam
evening, They arrived home ut about halt past tot.r
I*. M ,” Wednesday, and report that they had a
!I
kland < ia/ette.
splendid time.

law excitement, one
man sued his neighbor lbr cutting a tew >troke*
of grass over the line, a* established by the Surveyor, and the neighbor has sued the lirsl man
for trespass of his turkeys last summer.
A

room

Hull, during the < bid Fellows dance of lmt

week, and ■'tripped several ladie-’ hats of feathei

an offer of s-j3o,ooo from H.
X.
Stanton of New \ ork, which i- one-tentli oftbinominal value.

in

out.

and trimiriiii•»

considering

'cutiv is

got into lie* clothes

Some sneak thiet
Peirce’s

Portland lias so poor an opinion ul its (igden*burg railroad investment that it i* seriously

(

speak

.Now is the time to

shoe

.1

fug

Newport

alderman, or com
highway aurv.

or

factory in this city recently received
Irani Boston
large quantv of “uppers of shor«
be bottomed lo re and n
ali rendv for the !.i-t, 1
l'ht

A terrible slaughter of deer i* reported in
Washington county. Agent* of tin* Si. Croix
(Lime

or

agent,

or ruin

something'

or, or

be mayor,

to

councilman,

mon

New* iGo\. Vance’s orX.
S nith will not sutler under Gov
and
adi's
that
there
i* every a.s*u ranee
Hayes,
that he will he both liberal and iu*t Y<> that section.

against the offenders, and lliev will

.sometimes very careless.

men are

Don’t you want

Raleigh,

cuted.

girl -ays she recently took a severe void
in contact with a frosty moustache.

A Belfast

by coining

A babe about twelve days old was left at the
door of a Mr. Grass, in Milltown, one night hot
week. All the parties interested have been
brought to lighi, causing considerable gossip.

here let me observe that nothing this side of
the Rocky Mountains will bring a boy to time
so abruptly as a still' hair brush, applied to him
iu lieu of a slipper. It makes Him fee! as if he

bristles are also used extensively in
making wigs for bald-headed brushes; and

flu* large quantities ot phosphate at the depot,
for tlie country towns, look u> though the tanner
were getting ready for -priug work.

William M. Shaw, an engineer of the Grand
Trunk Railway, was arrested at Portland on
Friday for obstructing mail* on the Boston ami
Maine. February
and held in s >oobail.

waxed,

was

a-hingtoiT' birthday.

\\

The Rochester Hemoerat learns that Simon
Cameron’s defense will be emotional insanity,
and the detroit Free Press advises the widow
to settle for $7 and a new bom et.

Lancaster, Pa., ha* elected a Democratic
mayor. It gave s,700 for Haves; but it evidently don't rdish returning hoards. Pittsburg and several Western Pennsylvania cities
ditto.

Survey eh. Krnesi, upon Dyer'i
handsomely decorated with rings on

The L. S. Coast
rail wav,

never
1

a

tun*

when th* re wi re

not

good men anti bad
were charitable,

men, saints and sinners—men who

Smith ot I’orthiml. lieorgc I* Bishee of
and those who would “put a penny iu the urn ol
Buckliekl. lienj 1. Hinckley ofilcorge- poverty, and take a shilling our.' i'here have been
town, Thomas V. Briggs ct Kohbinslon
martyrs for tin* right and martyrs for the wrong, in
all time. I here is no wonder that Shakspeure make**
Thu new dog law of Maine is an excel- liamlet exclaim What a piece ol work is man'
lent one. Kverv owner is required to have H* also say< “Man delights ine not, nor woman
either,” as well he might, considering what an uncle
his dogs licensed, registered and provided and a mother he hud—hut the remark is
to
unjust

with marked collars.

Heavy

tines are pro-

the
1

gentle • iphelia.
turning from

In

man and considering woman, ii
vided for negligence. Towns are required
may he said that she lias been the prophet of the hu
keeps a shaved shingle stuck in a crack to pay damage done by dogs to sheep or
There was Miriam, Huldah, Alina, tin
man race.
in the barn, on which he keeps the pig account. other animals.
No one can reasonably four daughters of Philip, Pythiu, Klirabeth Barton,
During the summer, the weeds and refuse of lind fault with these
provisions. Persons .Ioanna Southeote, .lemima Wilkinson, and down to
the garden furnishes all the necessary food,
peacefully inaugurated, or from being in- his integrity. Of ail the mud that has been
valuable dogs will not object to the V cent fortune tellers, t he lecturer proceeded
having
and the charges are few and light; but toward
to give an account of lemima Wilkinson, who wtiaugurated at all? Desiring to look at the thing at Mr. 'Tilden, not a particle has
the fees, and dogs that arc not born in Pliode Island in K
of Puritan parentage,
fall, as corn and meal are bought, the charges be" paying
matter fairly, and having the best interests been made to stick.
ller father was a deacon, who piously scourged
worth licensing had better be killed
come as terrible as that of the “gallant lino,’’
ot the Democratic party at heart, we canQuakers and burnt witches. At l--. her mother died,
I pon the elections in Louisiana, as in and the owner wipes the sweat from his brow,
The Seaside Oracle credits to the New I and she became iu a great measure her own mis
as he gazes at that shingle, and he begins to
not avoid the belie! that it would incur a other
States, depends the rights to their
tress. At 4 she experienced a great change, and
think that perhuus his pig I- like a soap bubble, York Herald an leeonnt of the loss of
fearful responsibility by the latter course, seatsot Senators and
announced that -In* w :m divinely omuiiss ioueri.
Representatives who all outside and hollow within. No ballot box schr. .lames A ('looker
The Oracle
and perhaps sow the seeds ol its own de
She fell sick, wasted -iway, ami apparently died. Al
are to aid in
making laws for the whole was ever started as tie is, and the owner’s whole
have published exactly the same the funeral in church, iu presence t a great con
might
strnction. Such a course would stir up excountry, and the choice of presidential interest centers in having Ins pel weigh more account a week
earlier, by clipping it course, th* r- w* re heard three loud raps ou the col
citements, engender bitter and revengeful electors, upon whose vote
fm
then the lid tlew buck, and Jemima ruse in her
may depend than his neighbor's. Every Sunday the mem- from our local columns, where il
origi- shroud, -poke feebly, declaring that it was not Jrfeelings and seriously endanger the peace the title ol the otliee of the President of bers of the Pig Ciub meet and \ isit each other’s
niirna Wilkinson, but her spiritual body, and that
of the country.
It the Senate perceives a the
and gaze at the gl owing poreiues, and es- nally appeared.
United States himself
No party in stye,
she was commissioned with the power of aesus
disposition to protract the count beyond the t inted States would like to submit to timate their various weights, and the average
The Maine Dental Society met at Yu- Oin-t until hi- second coining. She next Sabbatb
cost per pound of raising, and as the panorama
the third of March, and tints frustrate an a result, decided
to preach, urn! her sermons were touching and
by vote of electors chosen of
Or. (1 1*. Lombard id began
clear pork, lard and hams tlit past gusta last week.
ribs,
spare
eloquent, but non -ectanan Her reputation spread
election, it will return to the assumed and bv such means.
[ William A. Wheeler, them, they eelio the grunt of their tavorite, only Belfast presided. Interesting discussions into all tin*
region round about, and she mail** jour
still unyielded right ol the presiding utii- two
with a larger degree of satisfaction. One tiling Were had,
years ago.
participated in by the members neys as tar as Philadelphia, Homerts grew, i*>
cer of that body to complete the count.
is singular about the family pig.
Each owner
Dr. (1 vV Stoddard read an whom she auuoiiiiced that she cam** to preach m*
There is somewhere near Camden, a raises a larger pig at a less cost, than any other generally.
The result would lie an attempt to inaunew go.°pel, but to enforce the old.
Conversion*
instructive paper on li regulantie
were checked, how ever, by a rule in her communion
gurate and recognize Hayes as the right- lunatic who signs his letters ,J. M. Jame- member of the club. When some one will tell
that tli« r< should he uo marriage relations, hut a
ful President, bv the aid of the army. And son, Jr., persistently asking the most im- I me why a man’s nose always itches, when Ids
Mr, 1 ilden lias failed to resell the l*i e-iijeiicommon property intemt.
in
hands
are so employed that he cannot rub it. I
eountv
a
Nebrad.a
has
blit
then
been
ey,
if the Democrats should pursue their becile questions of the editor ot this paAt length slie re*olved to lead her hock into the
will rise and explain to him this fad about the named after him. |Tribune.
wilderness, and buildup a community. Iu a beaut,
course to its logical results, there would
per. 't here once lived at Jerusalem a man
count
the
lor
Then
and
rascally
Hayes
family pig.
fill region ill Western New \ ork. she bought u taw n
be armed collisions. What miseries would of great knowledge and wisdom who said
When we consider that the whole basis of our the honest county lor Tdden will each
slop and took there a o converts through a wilder
in one verse of his
New
a
civilization
rests
••answer
on
the
follow, wc leave to imagination.
inol
England
is,,,
writings
bear the (late
hog,
in
Wh**n they begun t..
journe) of .ou mile*.
The Democratic party should not by fool according to his folly,” and in an- asmuch as without him our baked beans woul.l
elect houses, the Indians became jealous, and gath
be blotted out of existence, it nearly makes us
( me of the most foolish
tilings of (,i ant’s ered in lio-dlh* array h» boldly proclaimed herselt
any means give sanction to the means, the other verse “answer nut a tool according
Iu* not a woman, but a prophet, who hail power
bald beaded to looL at the matter calmly, and administration was the
ol the to
his
e havn’t
to
\\
forbidding
of
fairness
and
decided
which
which
folly.”
justice,
yet
mockery
by
Her dress was original
over the hidden uiysteru
think what would be our fate, were the hog
ol
in
South
Carolina
on
military
parades
the Commission gave an entirely partisan branch of Solomon’s ad rice to apply to
and .striking. In council th* ludmu* demanded an
exterminated. As long as f continue to think
Washington’s birth-day. H was a shame- exhibition ol m miracle, and by u magnet concealed
decision. The Democrats of the House the particular idiot under consideration. as I do now, I am the friend of the
hog, and for
in her baud do caused a
culping knife to follow its
ful and humiliating thing.
should pass resolutions as strong as words Let him wait with patience.
to
come
the
hotels
class
boarders
at
first
years
motions around her head, .‘ be won their confidence,
lie
must not
ean make them,
surprised to hear ray silvery voice
denouncing the partisan
Retributive justice otten comes very lived in peace, and her colony flourished She was
Reports from the principal cities of the ring out in pure English, “waiter—bring me a
but triumphed over all. 'fried tor bluaction of the Commission, and spread them
and mysteriously. '11ms a Port- persecuted,
suddenly
South state that the sentiment of the peo- plate of roast pork—well done no grow !”
plieiny. -he won an acquittal by her marvelous elo
its
records,
should
issue
a
upon
land boy, who was blowing a tin tisb-horn quence. Sued for ejectment from lands, she con
'they
ple is averse to endeavors to obstruct the
terse and vigorous address to the country,
ducted her own ease against skilled lawyers, she
W. Hishee lost a valuable ox Tuesday, bv in the street and annoying the neighborelectoral count. The Herald says that Hen
sickness caused by swallowing a smal 1 tin nil hood, fell and drove the horn into his coiiinunded them all and astouished the judges by
reciting the wrongs inflicted, and the
Hill, who was appointed one of the objec- can, the acid of the tin eating out his stomach,
her legal knowledge and foresight. She was ever
great danger that exists to the institutions
mouth.
humble, devout uml charitable. At last she
tors for South Carolina, refused to do the [f'ainden Herald.
plain,
of the country, and their
stability. The work, and another democrat was
failed in health, faltered in her work, and
How runny examples like this will be
old,
grew
the
in
put
Moody and Satikey are tuluiinating
ceased from labor, faking an affectionate farewell
people are the masters of those who have his
required before owners ot oxen will learn terrors of the gospel against Hie unrepent- of her
place.
tlock, site passed away. To this day uo man
done this wrong—let appeal be made to
to keep the animals’ internal machinery ant
Bostonians without much success thus kuoweth her sepulchre. Who and what thismjs
them against their unfaithful servants, and
The old trick of imposing upon the
terious being was. Hod only knows amt can make
properly oiled ? The neglect of the pro- far.
to the events ot the future. One
plain. May we all he as faithful in our lives and
wrong readers of papers by publisniug the first prietor is touchingly contrasted with the
cannot be righted by another.
And the chapter ot a story, and referring to a New
There is a great deal of force in the re- labors as was she.
intelligence of the animal in his futile enKey. Mr. Boss will lecture next iu the course, ou
most perilous of all advisers in troublous York
for
the
is
remainder,
marks
of Judge Black before the Commispaper
being deavor to obtain relief by an application
Monday evening, March 5th. Subject—“Sup
times is the counsellor of rashness.
revived.
of the lubricator.
sion, of which we print a synopsis. Read it. tion.”

sutlieiently explicit, and with a touch of
indignation that is pardonable under the
circumstances, any insinuations affecting

owner

■

|

country bull about eight miles from
electors, was a Centennial Commissioner.
Pickens
on Friday
Jasper,
night
The Senate then retired to its own cham- last were Mrs. county,
Cowart, daughter of Willber and the House tool: a recess till Moniam Fowler, about :al years ot age, and
Mrs. Suthard, daughter of J. JIambrick,
day.
about is years ot age. The former had for
Washington, Feb. :<7.
The Senate, after overruling the objec- some time been divorced, and the latter
tion to one of the Pennsylvania electors, had been married only about a year.
Mrs. Cowart accepted the tender of Mr.
awaited the aetion of the Jlouse from In
A. M. to 3 P. M.
The filibusterers of the Suthard to lie her partner in the dance,
House occupied from Hi to 12 o’clock in and as the two went on the lloor Mrs. Suthard
I 'owart and
making motions and ordering voles by Mrs.approached Mrs. refused objected.
Cowart, however,
toyield the
ayes and nays, but at noon Kelly got the
of Mr. Suthard for the dance.
compendium to cover the purely legal floor and ottered a resolution to count company
Thereupon Mrs. Suthard became enpoints commented on. The crown jewel Pennsylvania. A two hours’ debate then
and in a moment the infuriated
of the address was the conclusion, a model followed,
raged
in
the
participated
mainly by
women clenched each other
of vigorous, compact and projectile-like two
of
by the hair,
the
Democrats.
Hewitt
of
wings
eloquence. He reminded the Court that New York arraigned Ceo. F. Hoar lor al- and alter a struggle fell to the lloor, lighting like enraged tigresses. Mrs. Suthard
he was fortified in every
point, and put to leged bad faith, and Hoar showed the with
an open knife, cut Mrs. Cowart's
them their own previous decisions in Florgroundlessness ot the charge, and put throat trom
ear to ear, killing her almost
ida and Louisiana that there was no power Hewitt m a very uncomfortable
position.
to go behind the certificate of the Gover- Cate
(detn.) charged his fellow democrats instantly.
nor, attested by the seal of the Secretary who are in favor ot
acquiescing in the deNo commission can provide an
of State. In this case the Cronin certili- cisions of the Copt mission, with “cowardadequate
tor the republican performance in
cates are thus attested and the othors are ice.”
Yates (dem.) of N. C. replied that remedx
not; but unlike the opposing counsel he such an acquisition came with had grace Florida, Louisiana, and for the shameful
did not object to going behind the Gover- from Northern Democrats who had en- bolstering up of the knaves and knavery
ot those States in which
nor’s seal and the Returning Hoard, and
leading Republicouraged the South to resist sixteen years cans have
indulged since the election.
would be prepared to show there and at ago, and had then abandoned them.
That remedy must be sought at the
polls;
At 2 1-2 P. M. a vote was reached and
every stage that Watts was not and could
and that it will be found at the polls we
not be elected, not even il he came with an amendment to
deresolution,
Kelly’s
have
little
doubt.
York
Nation
|New
the certilicate of the Governor. He con- claring that the vote of a
Pennsylvania
cluded in a perfect burst of impulsive ex- elector should not be counted, was
adoptSome
ago a novel accident occurred ill
hortation, reminding the Judges that they ed—133 to UG. About twenty-live Dem- Landatl. days
N. H.
1>. Kastman and Holman
had it in their power to forever rescue ocrats voted with the
Republicans. The Titus were riding in a sleigh, with a yoke of
of
this
character
from
the
oxen
two
Houses
behind
questions
then met, and President Ferry
grave
walking
them, when a dog came
arbitrament of the sword to the peaceful announced that as both did not concur in up and snapped at their heels. They suddenly
started and furiously ran over men, sleigh,
settlement ol the law. Do not, said lie, sustaining the
objection, the 23 votes ol horse and all, taking the harness from the
let justice, which is represented as blind, Pennsylvania would be counted for
Hayes. horse, the horse from the sleigh and the sleigh
regain her sight at the expense of her The Rhode Island certilieate was then from the men—leaving them reasonably bruishearing; nor can you, with the record you opened, and Senator Kelly and others ob- ed and not a little scared, and the whole instihave left behimj you, give any other
judg- jected to counting the vote of the elector tution demolished generally.
ment than that which is in accord with chosen by the legislature.
The two
Vermont sugar-makers predict a light run of
the innumerable unchanging precedents I Houses then
separated.
this spring, on account of the small amount
have presented. Do not let it go forth to
After a brief debate participated in by sail
of frost in the ground.
At

it from every point.
The world is full of mistakes, and 1 am continually sticking them into me, aud if every
mistake 1 have made were a pin, I should be as
full as a pin cushion in a family of six girls. It

On the -Oth of June next,
will have reigned forty years.

Dr.uiXT.ATU C’Aivfd.

>
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Saturday, the Senate received a
communication from Justice Clifford, an-

great mauy sleepless nights studying up the
subject, and I am now as unsettled about it, as
1 want to do jusmost of my ledger accounts.
tice to myself, and justice to the hog, and in
this age of science aud discovery, a writer must
not attempt a subject, unless he can photograph

Now* of the City and County.

Generalities.

house with the query “What made ye
wrong.
vote Democratic ?
“I voted as my belief
Hogs go l»y various names: hogs, pigs ami
Government work on the granite quarries at
and my conscience dictated,” was the re- swine; but called by either they make good
Hurricane Island has been suspended for the
a basis for fryply. “Ye did, hey ? Wall, don’t you think pork, and melted down thin, as
present, on account of the appropriation being
ing doughnuts, hi* occupies the top rail on the exhausted. The result is that two hundred and
ye’d better ha’ voted with the majority,J” fenee. As a food
destroyer, he is the best fifty hands are discharged, including -rone-butI expect, to be with the majority soon,”
boarder a man ever kept. He never complains lers, blacksmiths, etc.
said the preacher.
Wall, II ye are goin’ about the cooking, and will cat anything on the
Read vour insman
j»oli*ac-; « :iit-1ti11>
to vote that way, ye needn’t eoiue here no Mil of fare without grumbling. He is always says an exchange, “otherwise von mav lirid,
as in a recent Brooklyn < a v. that
you ha\
more to preach.
We don’t want to hear blessed with a good appetite. You never see unwittingly run counter to -me comlitioii i.«
small
on a testimonial, certifying to the effiwithout
his
name
type, whereby
sii*pc. ting it. v-ut
ye.” The minister silently bowed to this
have lost your in uran.
cacy ot a patent medicine for the cure of dysmandate directed against the conscience
The laic .Joseph Wc»b>n ol Cmic boro wa
pepsia. A hog nor a sausage machine is ever
of man, this small smiled outbreak ot the
troubled with dyspepsia. They are.iust a*< re- the only -on of Hannah We ton, who earned
the
powder through the woods from .Jonesboro
spiiit of religious persecution, and with- liable as a quart/ crusher or a corn sheller.
to Ma. bias in 17.
for the American troop- vt
drew
t he little school house is closed,
Hogs believe in the Jewish religion, and could the latter plu* e who were engaged in the m -t
and the voice ot prayer and exhortation they have their way, it would be wide spread naval battle of the Revolution.

1

»n

The Hog. 1 don't mean you and I, my
friend, but another breed. I have passed a

and knowing the great public
We heard recently ol an incident which
anxiety that peace should l**1 preserved,
illustrates the intolerance that
curiously
acceded to the demand tor a special comout in certain parties and politicians.
crops
mission to count, the votes. It seemed to
One of the towns ot this county having
desire to climb into the pen and lie down with
them lair, and it was fair, upon the lace of
had for considerable time no minister of them, and the only reason that 1 don't is beit. They could not see, any more than
the gospel, a devout man, with gilts for cause it would spoil the picture.
could the great, public, the treachery that
The front end of a hog is finished oil like a
expounding and teaching the Word, and a
lurked under the mantle of “the unjust,
snow plow, and lie will
spade up a garden
new comer in town, endeavored in his way
quicker than a shovel factory. His bark bone
judge.” They acceded to the Commission to answei the needs of the
holdpeople by
is about six inches longer than lie is. and runs
because, having a case that they regarded
ing meetings. Among other localities out through him and is curled up for a tail.
as perfect in law. equity ami justice, they
visited, he was accustomed to preach at a Socrates spent considerable tunc in trying to
could atlord to trust it. to the determination
certain school house which was controlled find out what a pig's tail w as good for. and lie
of such a tribunal.
But they could not
by two most intolerant. Republicans. The finally decided that, you could not make a whistle out of it. Tills, aud his discovery that you
guard against treachery, more than can
preacher said nothing concerning his pol- could not
pick your teeth with your elbow,
any one who is stabbed under the tilth rib, itics. but attended
to
his
laown
faithfully
served to place him in the front rank of philoswith the inquiry “art thou in health, mv
bor on week days, and to the Lord's work
ophers. If any of the Socrates family were at
brother?” They believed they were doing
on
the Sabbath. When the September Hie Centennial, they might have seen a vc-v
a wise thing, in assenting to the commiselection came, he went, to the polls and good whistle made out of a pig's tail; but I sinsion, because they had a case that ought
voted the Democratic ticket. At his next cerely trust tlrnt they did not inform the old
to have assured a favorable result.
for it makes a man feel as if a Sarvisit t" tiie school House lie was accosted gentleman,
From tiie very llrst, on the other hand,
atoga trunk had dropped on him to have some
one
of
the
radical
custodians
of
the
liy
one else find out that a discovery of his w':is

positions,

silenced. We couldn’t help wondering,
Democracy, only when it became appartunted
billows
as we listened to the -tory, whether that
President- John Marshall lirovvn, ren t- ent that the accompanying and control
perseentoi* ia tha Quints was unions those
; as above.
to
lie
Rejected-—nays .v. yea
counts
were
not
frauds
ot
(be
land ; Secretary- Samuel Wasson, Sur- ling
who gathered in this city last -1111111101' to
Mr. Rayard then olVcrcd the following:
W. I’. Hubbard, Ban- investigated
And the Democracy lost
rey, Treasurer
listen Lo and applaud the open and avowed
Resolved, That the vote oi w. ii. odell and
trustees—one from each Congres- heart only when
lhe\ perceived that the
the vote of J. «< artwrighl, ca l for Ruther- gor
Hob Ingersoll.
I list riel.
sional
John
infidel,
Marshall
Brown,
ford R. Haves of tdiio for President of the
name ol the supreme Court was to
F. tiareelon, bewiston, it. great
l nited States, ami for W illiam \. Wheeler of Portland, W
The late disastrous failures of life insurNexv York for Vicc-Rresklent <>i the Foiled M. Might, Skowhegan, trad Fenderson, honor the corruption that it should hate
States, were the votes provided for by Ihe Stetson, Daniel I, Pitcher Belfast; Mem- scorned and driven out bom if
ance companies are draw ing the attention
presence.
< on titution of the I nited States, and that the
ber of Board ol Agriculture for three years
Rut. Hie Democracy <//</ acquiesce in the of the authorities lo the manner in which
aforesaid odell and < artxvright, and they only,
Hall c Burleigh, Fairlield.
xvere the persons duly chosen electors in the
ol the Commission, through its they are conducted.
formation
It is loiinil that
A committee consisting of the IVesiStale of < tregon at the election held November
.tli. Isa;.there having been a utiltnv at the said denl, Secretary, and ,1. A. lloman, l'. I
majority in one branch of ('origress ; 11 <//>/ enormous salaries are paid to the managelection P. appoint a third elector, in accordl.ibby and D. !\l. Durham, were chosen delegate to the Commission the needed ers, as one avenue through which the
ance with the Constitution and law- of tin*
I nited Slates and the laws of the State of Ore- oi: by-laws.
tor the performance of its office; d
funds escape. The Commissioner of InAt theeyenilig session a code ol by-laws power
gon, and that the xoles aforesaid Jiould be
tliJ
to abide by it-: findings, in all surance in New York Inis furnished, at
agree
were
and
none
and
other--,
from
tin*
date
ot
measures
taken
lookcounted,
adopted,
>regon.
ing to the settlement of the just debts of good faith, and accept the result. The the request <d the Assembly, a list of the
a
the late society.
above.
Rejected nays
very existence and statement of a ques- salaries paid by some of the leading l.ile
A vote was then taken on Mr. Fdtnund
tion concede that there are two side to it,
Insurance Companies to their officers.
S.iv t.ur.iiiNS oi lNiu siti).
At the sesoriginal proposition, and it was adopted
sion of the State Council, Soyereigns of the submission thereof to arbitration and The North American pays its president
yeas IS. nays none
Mr. Morton then offered the following: Industry, at Augusta. Wednesday, Presi- adjudication !■; a confession that one parly, $ 1 q,( 11111, v ice president and secretary
From this and one only can prevail. II the steps by $li00o each.
II. t »dcll. .1. i.i art- dent Morris made his address.
Resolved, 'I bat \\
The New Vork pays its
wright and .1, \V. Watts, the persons named in may lie gatlieied that although this has which the final decision was reached in
The Home pays its
$l:.‘,Ono.
ertiticate No. I. are the lawful electors ot the not, been a
president
for
an
institution
j
good year
state of Oregon, and that their votes arc the I
like that of the Sovereigns of Industry, it the case under consideration were errone- president tjtlti.tiiMi and its secretary $8oo0.
votes provided for b\ die < onstitution of the
l nited States and should be counted lor Presi- lias been able to make some advance, and ous ones, and if the resull, as we believe The l-nited States pays its president $1:">,The working it to be, was unjust to the
dent and V ice-Rresident of the Fnited Slides. place itself on a linn basis.
losing side, ouo and the superintendent ot agencies
Mr. llunton moved to strike out the classes in the State, are waking up to their humiliating to the
and subver- $10,0110.
The Manhattan pays its presicountry,
interests, and co-operating for mutual benot J. \Y. Watts
u une
Disagreed to
sive of justice—yet it is tiie tribunal which dent $10,000.
efit.
Nothing is said about the
Yeas 7, nays s.
The report of the Treasurer was next we actively aided and formed, alter a commissions to
All*. Morton’s resolution was then adoptagents and solicitors,
listened to. Received during the year, model that we approved, and by the final
which are also v ery great—large enough
ed—yeas -s. nays 7, as follows:
Yeas—Messrs Rradley, Fdniutids, Fre- tSl.'itl; paid out, s| I,U.i; balance on hand, decision of which we agreed to abide.
to often make uncomfortable those whom
linghuvsen, (.arlield. Hoar, Miller, Mor- IjiHo.tl,').
The Secretary made Isis annual report. We did not do this altogether in the inter- they persistently importune to become
ton and Strong—s.
est ot the party.
We professed to look victims. The
Nays—Messrs. Abbott, R.ayard, Clif- Total membership in the State.z', 10;!; numpublic are. learning by bitford, Field, 11 union, Rayne and Thurman ber of (’ouncils in good standing, -to ; num- beyond party, and to consult the welfare ter
experience that life insurance, under
ber organized during the year, 17 ; number
ol the country.
We took high and patri- the
prevailing system of this country, is a
The decision ol the Commission was of surrendered charters, I.
otic
with
a determination to show
ground,
delusion and a snare.
then drawn up and signed bv the eight
1'ouowiug is a list 01 the othcers chosen :
ti> the country and tlio world an example
President—,1. \V. Lang, liiooks.
members voting in the affirmative.
\ ice 1’resident -.JcIVerson Higgins, Au- ol' tlm manner in which the American
The letter from Mr, Tilden, respecting
On motionot Air. Morton tlie injunction
of secresy upon the acts and proceedings gusta.
the reported reciprocal agreement that no
can peacefully and quietly settle a
people
Secretary and Treasurer—K. S Morris,
ot the Commission, except as regards
oilieial inquiry shall he made into the exdangerous and threatening question.
their report to the joint session oi ( en- Riddeiord
penditure of money in the late campaign,
Lecturer—R.
S.
We
have
Combeen
beaten
before
the
'lorry, llangor.
gross. was removed, and the Commission
Steward—Gilman Littlefield, Hampden. mission. The
is straightforward and manly.
It shows
s shall
we
adjourned to meet in the Supreme Court
now
question
Assistant Steward—.1. W. Small, Hamproom at 12 o’clock to-morrow.
that
lie has nothing to fear from investisubmit to what is inevitable, make, the
third elector by the two person- chosen was inoperative and void.

Observations of Mon and Things,
BY OUK GEORGE.

Mr. Eugene Hale, of Maine, as Mr. Blaine’s
int imate friend and .Secretary Chandler’s son-inlaw, and as familiar with navy affairs, is generally accepted as the probable Secretary of the
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Hay is being marketed quite freely.

On

Belfast lor her supply of ice.
•John X. Stewart is about to encase his house
with brick.
Castine

1 here

to

comes

are

fifteen persons routined in Belfast

jail

present.

at

t he first of April will
ing will not be in order.
business

come on

.Sunday,

and tool-

Belfast

steamers.

railroad is

Freight
ported to be remarkably good.
.Schooner IVarl has been sold by It. (1. I ewis to
Island parties, at a private sab'.
I lie

that sails up in the eastern sky at
about the si/e of a cart wheel.

moon

evening is

re.

saloor

ness of the cavernous depths out of which
the little steel-gray eyes peer always with
a keen and watchful look.
The chin is as
sharp as the corner of a tomahawk, and
in shape is very like it. Customarily the
chin is sunk upon the chest, as though the
thin neck was too weak to sustain erect
the weight of brain.
He generally sits
with his arms folded, and has the appearance of being always in a til of deep meditation.
When lie rises to speak the look of meditation vanishes in a minute, lie is then
all animation. His voice, a trifle squeaky,
takes a high pitch. His words come rapidly, and each important one is jerked out
with an intensity of utterance that calls
attention to it. Ho is more florid in style
than O’Conor, but is not a florid talker.
O'Conor is broad. Kvarts is incisive, lie
gestures frequently' and nervously, generally with the thin forefinger of his right
hand extended and the rest of the hand
closed. He is a forcible speaker, but a less
pleasing one than O’Conor. Personally,
both are said to be very social and genial
men.
Legally, both are of course in the
front rank, but O'Conor is unquestionably
the broader man of the two.
r. n. i
[Boston Post.

Hodge and tile billiard rooms of Cheney C,
Dodge, in search of liquors, by authority of a warwant sworn out by Mrs. Campbell. Nothing inlox
hating was found in either place.
Edward Cushing, Esq., was in the city on Weduce
day, making arrangements for starting the Portlami
be

the

on

Tuesday olticer Howard investigated the

of M. E.

a

the

acting (ieneral Agent, and would
for the permanent duties ol

Mr. C. is

most excellent

man

place.
Sketches
no.

t

mi

at

Capital.

the

si PitF.Mi: cot i:t

early

noon,

Washington', Feb. :;o.
spot in tlie dark corridors

In the darkest

Baptist church next. Sunday eve
which run through the wilderness of space
long at ; 1 *.M., by t he pastor. Subject Soul Culture. ■in the
Capitol, between the Senate and
I lie tramp nuisance has abated somewhat show
House ends, two heavy doors of some dark
Lecture at the

dig "hat
disorder.

In* done bv proper treatment ot the

ran

can’t say.

We

March will

at

come

the dale ol this
in like

a

writing, whether
lion, hut February is go-

polished wood swing outward on noiseless
hinges. i'he doorway is like a dozen
others in this dark labyrinth.
Mo lettering in gold or white emblazons this ns the

main entrance to law’s chief citadel. Mot
tin sign instructs the passing stranMot even a plain white card with
ger
plainest superscription, like that of lhe
immortal Widow JSardell, invites the
somebody lei- sent us a little box ot specie
searcher after temporary lodgings to "iiithrough tin mail but whence and for what pur
qmre within.” A tall, stately servitor,
pose, we havi no iuformation.
white of hair and dark of hue. sometimes
Mo.m'.uh. A correspondent pronounces the per
sits the silent guardian of the entrance,
of
be
unnuances
the Monroe Dramatic Club to
ot
llis presence is the only outward sign that
orumon excellence for amateurs.
the august Supreme Court sits within.
1 he schooner." M. \V. Drew, Florida, A. Havford,
Inside these darksome outer doors two
t. t A. YV. F.llis, all of Belfast, are all under charter
ones ot dull red haize swing inlighter
•*. load
hay. bricks and ire for Jacksonville.
ward into tiie sanctum sanctorum of the
the 5chr
1 McDonald, ot Belfast, is unable to
law. il is lhe old Senate Chamber, its
Mid business at any rate on the west toast ot Africa,
walls rang years ago with the grand ora..ud will lean- then* in ballast for Fensaeola.
tions ot Daniel Webster, the honeyed
rhetoric ot Calhoun, and the fiery, matchA man at the express otfice, last week, was sorrowless eloquence of Harry of the West
i.iilv opening a pinchback watch which he had ordered from a swindling concern in New A ork.
Hong years ago the Senatorial benches
were removed, and the makers of the
Fiftli I i-cture in the course on Lessons from the
laws abdicated in la\<>r of the expounders
Lin* of Christ, at the I niversalist < hurch next Sunof the same.
da.-e euiug.
Subject Jesus at < ana, or Christiani
It is a most lilting arena for the great
r
and Auiuseinent.
legal contest now waging therein. In
A gander party celebrated the l»irth-day of (ieo.
shape, the room is the quarter segment ot
\\ i-hington by a ride to Camden. They speak higha sphere, its lloor the half ot the equatoof tie* entertainment a Horded by Mr. bemuth, at
rial plane. The entrance is in the centre
he Bay View House.
of the semi-circle. Directly opposite, and
\\
Nash, ol Centre Montville, recently lost
extending along the only llat side of the
•
.;om his team
ol
collet*
while
ascending
pounds
room is the long bench of the .Justices,
W ilson's hill, in this city. Somebody chuckle' over
on a dais raised a toot or two above the
ms
toast
colfee.
and
morning
Behind this long bench, in the
lloor.
-me men, young and old, \v*-ui good clothes, live
chairs of tlie .Judges, sit the fifteen
great
asv, take abundant drink', and drive fast horses—
chosen ones ot the F.leetoral Commission,
m
they toil not, neither do they saw wood. The than whom none ever had a grander op>nuiidr>itii
how an they do it
portunity to win lbr themselves a famous
niche in history; none ever stood in more
!
..thee have fearful expertfieri,,
tii.imminent danger of reudei ing themselves
the w.i
a.---, t
thing must he to have an iu
Jn the wall above the judicial
propelled through the window, ill a breath infamous
r!tim«*d with rum, onion' and tobacco.
bench runs a long narrow gallery, the
A man in tliis city laid up with rhuinatism in the
only gallery in the, room. The ceiling, a
semi-dome, curves upward to its apex in
et, held a blue glass bottle lbr two hours so that
the perpendicular centre of the flat side
rays fell upon the afflicted parts, and afterwards
aforesaid. In front of the judicial bench
Walked ab -lit wit to-nl pain
H<* w a believer ill the
most ot the spaeeway of the lloor has been
doctri in-.
railed oil into a great square, within
Herbert Pd.-dyett .d Belfast, who tor a number of
which the lawyers plead when the Su.a
ha- been studying lor the Catholic priesthood,
Two long,
Court is in session.
preme
lias finished In
eours« at Montreal, and has passed
tables in the square are
<•
required examination. He now await to be legal-looking books of
cluttered with
legal lore, with
i• gulurh ordained.
pamphlets, manuscripts anil heterogeneHie gentleman wluwi* settee* went over with such
ous documents when pleadings are going
tremendous crash ju-t as (iov. Crosby began liiJ
Outside the railing a few semi-circuon.
!- ‘‘ture, and whose
legs astonished the audience by lar benches afford a
resting-place for the
rations in the air, ha' a lew words to say on the
lew strangers who wander in, listen for a
-ubjeet m this paper.
A submoment, and then quietly depart.
«Mi the outside of To day's paper w •• publish a hor
xxueu xignx pomes m imougu it low m
if»le story ol shipwreck and cannibalism.
i'he
small sxjuare windows, high up in the
hoonei hi. McDonald, which took the survivors
wall above the galleries.
trom the wreck, belongs in this city, and i- owned
< trdinarilv it is a
place of restful tpiiet.
<•'
Dr. Brooks and other-.
The air is heavy with memories of byAttention is. called to the advertisement of Calvin
gone days and soporific with the weighty
ilervey in which he displays the charms of his new
dignity of the Supreme Court. No ap-Over tea sets, &c.
\ alu.able farm for sale upon the
plauding crowds stimulate the legal wareast side of the river bv Ambrose St rout. Notice
riors to torrents ot invective, to flights ol
iroin the city of Bella-t.
rhetoric or shafts of wit. Counsel drone
Cap!. IVarl U Bagley will take (.mmati.t of the monotonously through weighty legal ar-cliootier Florida, ol Belfast, in place of ( apt. Fred
guments, their voices rarely raised above
A dime:
who resign >o superintend the compleThe
the pitch ot' ordinary conversation.
tion ol In-new steamer.
1 he 1 loridu will load ice
Court listens solemnly, with eves hall
at this port for duiksonv ill.
shut. A spirit ot rest pervades the place.
I he beliei that the tramp Maternity urv regular!)
These latter days, since the electoral
teinatize.l is verined by a remark from one con
Commission took possession ot the place,
..tied iii Belfast jail. He aid that it he could get a
the whole atmosphere has changed. The
letter ot word -omewhere he would have Belfast
vandals of the press have noslly possessed
ill tilled up m u du.ri time
'1 hey are evidently
the gallery, hitherto for long years given
•atDfied with tln-ir quarter
up to dust, to spider and their webs,
A t 1 lu- annual meeting, on lue-da,, <d Hie Mu
l-'ive Judges have indeed held their own
oiu.c
Buildiii; A*.s*iciation, a dividend <d
behind the bench, and an unprecedented
per
e-nt was d. flared th- bv lawhanged, and a com- array ot legal talent has gathered daily
placidly.

»ig out very

Monday,
i*.a b> lusty veiling attracted the atteminu ol the
dri, er before being hurt.
A

t.-

under

‘»ot

,i

team on

Mam street,

even a

What

i*.J upon

High

th. .i

l-.i

,ii

il

.rner

*i

Main

and

Mr.

the floor
paceway
the lawyers have been

subject

room,

ot

si reel

Bixb) |.ieucbed, la.-.l : iibbalh, a ermon
of marriage, that e verted much inter
aiii .ng lhu'e who are married, those who expect
he, those win* want to he, and those who don’t

B-v.
in*

•u

much about i*

oe

some

h

about one ni the legal tables; but a great
crowd of politicians has beset them behind
and on either side, filling up the small

I he discourse cut

a

tritle close

portions, blit Upon the whole ditliblited
prettv tairly all around.

completely that
given barely elbow

so

and even then the common people
have been unable to gain a loot hold within. Kest has given place to turmoil, for
the political Juggernaut has possessed
himself ol the temple ol the law

honor-

No.

<

HAS,

u'i

ONI

little

Nol meaning any offence H> tin* greatness cl the component parts of the Commission, 1 pencil first some of tin1 great
lawyers, for the simple reason that they
rather than the (Hand'Tribunal have attracted most of the eyes of the spectators.
••Which is Charles O’Conor V” “Where
rejie d> lor brui.-e*j.
is he:’’’ “Is that Kvarts?" “What a little
liuihli. Ha.i ltiin- returned last week from a
fellow lie is.’’ 'These were tne first and
uw month'- absence in 1 loridu
Mr. H. is enthusimost frequent questions on the first day of
-Nc in praise ol the southern route by the cars ol
the Commission’s open session,
'They
-New
ork and .New Fugiand Bailroud, from
have been oft repeated since.
!**>»! -u Summer
treet, Boston. The cars ore
Nearly in front of Morton sat, on the
.r-o
| ,-•
with elegant sleeping berths, and call for
lirst two days of the session, a keen-eyed,
ut on.- change between Boston and Brunswick,
watchful, benevolent looking old man.
<
He dec t'ibrs ,t ,i- th very pc.etr. and luxury
Vou may see an hundred such in Boston
ol travelling.
on any bright, sunny afternoon, save the
*I
M a--«v l-'t
will he -••eu in another column
bright eves and the lirm, yet kindly lookh* "Young folkof tliHcii;. will give a masked
ing mouth. The face was devoid of hair.
null, at Hayford Hall, on Monday evening, March The skin too white ot hue for health, too
h
New scenery, expressly for the occasion will
white even for the natural feebleness of
presented, a novel feature of which will be a re
The head was round
threescore and ten.
presentation of a cave, through which the maskers and full,
above anil in front of
especially
•v .Il lile out.
i'he (nld Fellows will close their course |
A few sparse gray locks still
the ears.
assemblies with a masked hall, ut liayford Hall,
me case m me simu, 1H1, uiv n*p
inugeu
n
Wednesday evening, March 7th, which will be ot the head was bald, bate and white. It
iual to any of its predecessors.
was O’Conor, the greatest constitutional
Ur. Foss the railroad station agent in this city,
lawyer of our day. There was an instant
thinking that the company’s wood at the shed was hush the moment lie rose to speak, and the
1 -appearing faster than the case warranted, in comfirst feeling was that he was too old and
pany with another man visited the woodshed at nine
feeble to bear the brunt of so great a case.
«
o'clock me
vt-ning recently, and found two persons
Feeble in body he certainly was. The pala
the act of carrying away full loads. He visited
lor of his skin showed it. The shaking
ven houses in the vicinity, and in each lie found
limbs eloquently reiterated the proof. But
railroad wood. One woman remarked that “she
the ieebleness of body has in no wise afsdiould not freeze with a pile of wood so handy.M
fected the mind. The fire of intellect still
Mr l oss reported to headquarters and now awaits
burns undimmed, and the strong will still
forces the weary body to do its bidding.
fin agent ol sch. 1 red A. Carle, of Belfast, has
Before O’Couor had talked five minutes
en notified by New York bankers, that the schoon
the Commission, the attending lawyers
s hills of
lading have been forged and money ob- and
spectators had forgotten all about his
tained upon them by Mobile parties. The freight
physical infirmities and were paying rapt
money is all right, hut some trouble and delay is exattention to his words.
pected by the owners. The schooner is at Bremen,
In manner of speech O’Conor is one of
irom Mobile with cotton. The charterers at Mobile,
the slowest talkers I have, ever heard. In
Curr & Laun, are reported to have iorged other bills
this respect he reminds me more of Wen"l lading, to the amount of a
quarter of a million
dell Phillips than of any other public
of dollars, and have absconded
speaker. Each word conies slowly, clear-

in

use

be-

entering into an elaborate
a predetermined ease.

ar-

in
So
when the time came for the presentation
of his views, he spoke as follows—

gument

lie said that lie had no time to consider the
ease.
The court knew as much about it as he
did
It was his idea that a counsel should
speak only to assist (lie court in coming to a
conclusion, and when he could not do that he
should take his seat.
With much feeling, he said he ielt lie had
lost much of the dignity of an American citizen,
and that this great Nation had got its font in a
crack from which it could not lie extricated.
If a forlorn hope could go out to avert this
great calamity lie would gladly lead it. He did
not know how he would feel if called
upon to
lay down his life, but if he could with his life
redeem the Nation from tho infant/with which
it was covered, lie ought to give his life as freely as tie would go to bed. Objections had been
presented here which to him appeared unanswerable. but it might lie that lie, in common
with millions of others, had been wrought up
to u state of feeling that made his vision less
lour, and things appear to them different than
they did to calmer persons.
lie went into an examination of the details
in Ihe South < Carolina case, brandling off at intervals into similar strains of complaint against
the action of the Commission. Judge Black
said lie never expected to see another election.
He cared not to ask how the people had expressed ilieir will at the polls, lie only wanted
to know what kind of rascals they had gol for
returning hoards.

I lie

Waldoboro News records that a
Hoothbay household is harmoniously divided. Capt. 11. and wife have jointly

bought

two boxes of candles.

It Tilden
him to light

is

inaugurated, she will help
up. If Hayes is to bo tho man, he will assist her in an illumination, as she is a pronounced
1 lie

Republican.
News declares that there

Newport

is a professional dog-killer in that region
who “rohs death of its sting and the grave
of its victory.” He also deals in
sausages.
We send out this week an extra sheet
the laws passed at the recent
session of the Legislature.

containing

don’t say
1

wig-wag

here's

a war

of

now

proclamations

was

burned

intent-

on

Wednesday

slept up-stairs was
by the smoke, and jumped from the window,
A

young

man

who

[fork Iterulit Almtuiao lui I
is
valuable work- of the kind—indeed unite
indispensable to any one needing a ready and
accurate work of reference for linancial, commercial and political facts. In addition to the
n na! political and other information, the pre-

i-sue lias a lull account of the electoral
hill, with the vote on its passage, ,Vc. All the
specialties of the work will lie found very full
and wonderfully accurate. Sent by mail postent

paid

to

In

any address for ‘Ji cents.

the ( Thninal Court al

thi- week,

a

itaugor, one day
distinguished lawyer closed Jiis

the jury hi a doubtful case,
with these words: ‘-I speak for truth and for
justice. I speak lor (tod and the right." The

eloquent appeal

to

jury looked thoughtful, and

avoided and the simplest words
aroused
are used.
Imagery is rarely indulged In,
being unable to lind the door. J he children were but when he does
indulge in a metaphor
bagged from the house in tin ir night clothes, hi
it is beautiful, simple and apt.
I nder
surer! for about $:hhj.
his matchless simplicity ol expression the
most intricate law points stand out clear
WiM KRrohT.
Ibis town collies forward again
to the comprehension of the average mind.
with a good financial record to present to the peopb at the annual meeting. There are available This ability to state with clearness what
he knows is one of his chief attributes of
assets amounting to $G, 1 2*<.l•_*, and the town farm
and stock thereon, valued at$3,8C.r#.G0. The total li
success as a lawyer,
llis voicp is a bariabilitie- amount to $4,285.24, leaving net assets of tone, clear and pleasing.
Ordinarily he
1 be town charges of the past year have
•? f»,. uS.4i*.
speaks with emphasis, though ho never
been paid out ol surpluses, and amount to
210.74.
mouths or rants. When he made his great
Had the tax raised included usual charges, the sur
speech before the Commission he had had
plus over liabilities would be $8,927.22. The town no sleep for two nights, thanks to the uneeejyed from the state, in bonds, $9,loo. They have
seemly haste of the Hepublican members
been appropriated as follows—Monument lot and
of the Commission, who would not allow
lo
expenses, $1,400;
w road, $.2,300; puid town of
counsel sufficient time to prepare their arfrunklort, $l,h»o; sundry notes and interest, $5,
guments. As a result his feeble frame was
a
.0*.
total $lo, kI?.og. Th»* bonds have
paid, in so exhausted that he had difficulty in getand
accrued
premium
interest, $1,2G7.0G more than
ting through with his speech at all, and
their face.
was unable to speak with his usual em• ,nc \ clarion
i.AO' i'oi. i.
His gestures are always few. He
l.arrahec, a resident phasis.
f Jackson, while laboring for u farmer of Swan
rarely removes his eyes from the Judge 01
.lie the past season, is alleged to have willfully and
jury he is addressing, more rarely glance.'
maliciously disfigured a horse of the s.od farmer, about him, and never caters to the throngwho, on the 20th inst., procured a warrant for the ing spectators. As a constitutional and
apprehension of the said Larrabee, to answer lor the civil lawer Iip unquestionably stands with•aid ini demeanor. On whi£ti warrant said i.arraout a peer in this country.
bee was arrested by Deputy Black, brought to Sear6
NO. ;i— WIU.IA.U
for said offence. The magistrate tiud
probable cauje to believe him guilty of tincrime, ordered him to recognize for his appearance
port and tried
mg

before the
answer

J. Court at it? next terra, to turther

to said

charge. Failing

to

recognize, quar

found for hie present accommodation at
jail.The trump nuisance has become almost
a rarity with us since the
apprehension and incur
ceration of the nine of these public pests on the 10th
ters were

Die

•

nst.

Let the statute

remedy

for these

wandering

vagrants be vigorously enforced throughout the
State, and the tramp will soon become extinct.

Messrs. M. F. and F. K. Whitcomb of our place, who
u fine cottage at Goose Pond in
Swanville,
whither to resort for pleasure from time to time
When they or their friends desire to use the
fishing
rod for a little season, recently found their
cottage
broken, entered and robbed of about all its contents.
The perpetrators of the crime have not yet been
apprehended.
have

carefully

(hie

rarely thinks

Judge Dickerson has dismissed the mandamus
to compel the Bangor Board of Aldermen to
conduct the ensuing municipal election according to tlie old Ward lines, the demand being
mad? on the ground that the recent ordinance of
the City Council establishing new boundaries is
contrary to law, and hence null and void.
On Saturday Senator Hamlin while sitting in
the cloak room of the Senate smoking, was
taken with what appeared to be a fainting lit.
He soon recovered but was taken to his home
and at last accounts bad fully recovered his
usual good health.
Counterfeit fin cent pieces
in New York city.

exceedingly

are

plenty

Prof. Tyndall's Warning.
In concluding ail address to the students of
t niversity College [London.J Prof. Tyndall
who is unquestionably one of the most indefatigable brain workers of our century, said,
“lake care of your health. Imagine Itcrcules
as oarsman iu a rotten boat; what can lie do
there but by the very force of His stroke expedite the mill of his cruft. Take care of the timber- of your beat.'
The distinguished scientist’s advice is equally valuable to alt formers.
We are apt to devote all our energies to wielding tin oars, our strokes fall linn and fast, but
few of ns examine or even think of the condition 01 our boats until the broken or rotten
timbers suddenly give way and we Unit onrselvc. the victims of a calamity which could
have uecu easily avoided by a little forethought.
What began with a slight fracture, or perhaps
even a careless exposure to disorganizing influences, ends in the complete wreck of the lifeboat. The disease which began with a slight
headache or an undue exposure to cold terminates in death, unless its progress be checked,
and tlic disease remedied. The first symptoms,
the heralds of disease, give no indication of the
strength of the on-coming foe. and the victim
trusts that his old ally. Nature, will exterminate the invader. But disease is an old general
and accomplishes his most important movements in tlie night-time, and some bright morning finds him in possession of one of the strongest fortifications; and when be lias once gained a stronghold in the system Nature ignominiously turns traitor and secretly delivers up Hie
whole physical armory to the invader. I.ike
the wily politician, Nature is always on the
strongest side, and 1he only way to insure her
support is to keep your vital powers in tlie ascendant. Keep your strongest forts—the stomach and liver—well guarded. Do not let Hie
foe enter tlie arterial highways, for he will
steal or destroy your richest merchandise and
impoverish your kingdom. To repulse tlie Hilaries of the foe you can tind no better ammunition than Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines. (Full
directions accompany each package.) 1 Iis Pleasant Purgative Pellets are especially effective in
defending the stomach and liver, llis (iolden
Medical Discovery for purifying tlie blood and
arresting coughs and colds, if you wish to
become familiar with tlie most approved svstern oi uetense in tins warfare, and the History
of the foe's method of invasion, together with
complete instructions for keeping your forces
in martial order in time of peace, you can find
no better manual of these tactics than “The
People's Common Sense Medical Adviser," by
R. V. Pierce, M. L>., of the World’s Dispensars,
Buffalo, 2s‘. V. Sent to any address on receipt
of $l.r>0. Li contains over nine hundred pages,
illustrated by two hundred and eighty-two engravings and colored plates, and elegantly
bound in cloth and gilt.

1.VABTS.

ol O’Conor without
thinking of Evarts. They hat e opposed
each other in so many hard-tought contests, and have fought so many years for
the leadership of the New York Bar, that
their names seem almost inseparably
coupled together. Evarts is the opposite
of O’Conor, in looks at least. He is a little fellow, thin as a shad, with as narrow
a head as ever topped a full-grown
pair ol
shoulders, and a hat-chety, Indian sort of a
face. He suggests nothing so strongly as
A great
an animated tomahawk.
sharp
nose overshadows all the face except the
mouth, which is too wide to be overshadowed. Its corners (the mouth’s, nol
the nose’s) are pulled down until the fact
is given an unpleasant, vinegary expres
sion, which is not lessened by the black j

ho

did ttie judge,

hut what was in Mis Honor’s mind was expressed soon after in this remark to the counsellor: “A great deal is being so Pi for (tod. but
I fear that very little is heiug clone.’’
The funeral ceremonies of Admiral Alden
took place at Portland last Saturday. There
was in attendance a large concourse of military
ami naval men, officials and citizens.

People who send for watches to New York
swindling advertisers, ought not to complain if
they get cheated. Trade with your home dealers. that you can find if anything is wrong.
i Springfield Republican.]
The Dead Admirals.

The death of six admirals of the United
States navy since the opening of 1877 is
(juite remarkable, although these warriors
of the sea go down in such fullness of honors and of years as to make the coincidence happy rather than ominous. Thenaverage age was seventy-two, and their
careers exemplify all the glories ol the navy and none ot its disgraces. All of these
men were active during our last war, when
they were already old men. While the
lighting and the honors on the land fell into the hands of young men, on tho sea the
old salts were the main reliance and stood
up to the work well. Farragut was sixtythree when he hung in the rigging of the
Hartford during the battle of Mobile bay.
Alden was a native of Portland, a comrade of Wilkes in the South sea, and constantly in active service during the rebellion, being the youngest of the six, only
sixty-seven. Bailey was born at Plattsburg, and was a boy of eleven years when
Commodore Macdonough won his spunky
fight with the British cruisers on Lake
He captured 1.00
Champlain in 1814.
blockade-runners, it is said, during the
war.
Davis was of Boston, a writer of
naval mathematics, and the captor of
Memphis in 18G2. Louis (loldsborough,
(his middle name, Malesherbes, smacks of
events con temporary with his birth) was
in the service probably tho longest of any,
entering as a middy in 1812, when only
seven years of age, perhaps by favor of his
father who was governor of Maryland, lie
was in a light with Creek pirates fifty years
ago, and was with Burnside at Koauoake.
He married a daughter of Wirt, and one
of tiie asides ol his life was an attempt to
colonize Florida with German emigrants.
Wilkes was, in some respects, the most
celebrated of them all. He was born in
New York, and was a nephew of John
Wilkes, the English radical of the last
century. He had a name before the war
ol tho rebellion broke out, his antarctic
explorations in 1839-42 and his contributions to literature having give him a worldwide tame. His taking of Mason and .Slidell trom the British mail-steamer Trent
in 1871 was a splendid feat, which won
the applause ot the country, and, necessarily, the lorraal disavowal of the government. It broke the force ol Mason and
Slidell’s mission, however, for England
could not participate in an intrigue against
us in view ot our honorable conduct in
that case.
The most

egregious

lame to which sea-

reach is narrow compared with that
enjoyed under similar achievements on
the land. Their lives, when not on this
element, are usually lives ot privacy and
retirement, and an admiral a hundred
miles trom the coast is as rare as a threedeefcer in the same locality. They seem
to graduate frojn the ocean directly into
that other life,
When the fiery fight ie heard no more
And the 8torra has;ceased to blow.
men

\

H

cures

Weak I vr*1.

Pills, Potion* and Paugeiiiio*.

Tin? \t-u

ly, distinctly, as though carefully weighed
before being used. Involved sentences are

M,

about live o'clock the
steam boiler iu flic kitchen of the Bangor House
burst with a loud explosion, tearing up the
lloor, bursting out. the side of tin- bouse and
breaking the windows. The amount of damage
is about fsoo. Three servant girls were slightly scalded. Lai k of water in the boiler caused
the explosion.

aud pic-

most

'•

rapt. Isaac Warren
night, with most of its

de-

were

foreign orders.
Saturday afternoon

Hint'. Rfmi:l»*.
Ini Al.fiiLi: FYE W

»

1 h«* house of

which

and

ture' in I'iisworth

■

ii.K.sHOHi).

powder-mills,

Brighton

Market.

Cattle

of Belfast.

City

Wednesday, Feb. l.
Joint Standing Committee on Accounts and
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 1175; Sheep
Claims, will meet at the Aldermen's Rooms ou
anti Lambs 2880; Swine 4000; number Western
Cattle 1204; Eastern Cattle —; Milch Cows and Monday afternoon at J o’clock, March Mh. for the
Northern Cattle 145.
j purpose of examining all unsettled accounts and
trices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Ex- claims against the City of Belfast with a view to
their being paid.
A. 0. BURGESS.
tra quality $0 37 l-2a<» 02 1-2; first
quality $0 Ortafl 25
Belfast, Feb. do, 16,7.—lw ij
Chairman.
second quality $5 50a5 87 1-2;; third quality $4 75a
5 37 1-2; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e
$3 50u4 5o.
Brighton Hides 8a8e per lb; Brighton fallow On
0 1 2cper lb. Country Hides 7a7 l-2c per lb; Country
the subscribers, having been appointed by
Tallow 5 l-2a5 l-2c per lb.
the Hon. Judge of Probate for the County
Calfskins lOallc per lb; Sheared Sheep skins and
of Waldo, to receive and examine the claims of
Lamb Skins $lal 25 each.
Working Oxen—there has been a fair supply of creditors to the estate of Crawford S Fletcher,
Working Oxen in market this week, mostly from late of Stockton, in said County, deceased, repreMaine, for which the trade did not open very lively. sented insolvent, do hereby give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
We quote sales
One pair girth 0 It
in, live weight 2700 lbs, $120; prove their claims; and that we shall attend that
service at the office of Joseph Williamson, in Bel1 pair girth ; ft 4 inches, live weight 3300 lbs, $105;
1 pair girth 0 ft 10 inches, live weight 3000 lbs, $150;
fast, in said County, on the first Mondays of Mav and
1 pair girth o ft
inches, live weight, 2900 lbs, $145; June, A. L>. L*s77, at ten o’clock, A. M.
1 pair girth 0 ft 0 inches, live weight, 2450 lbs, $110;
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
3w35
W. P. THOMPSON.
Milch Cows
Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50.

The

11 you U;:lii to l.eep Sulir boy ul holm-, make
it pleasanter for him than the street.
Muscular contra; tiou of the air pa -sage produces Asthma. F< r relief, inhale the hot vapor- of far.
A

Frenchman, intending to complimcut a
young lady by calling her a gentle lamb, aid,
“>he is one mutton as is small."
I !•' S ii'iijJl'i Ihitlh':; <>t b i <’rt. u'.■
Jitftyiiiii may be had of your druggie t. Pleasant and never failing remedy for coughs, coldbleeding Irom the lungs, asthma, Ac., A c.
and :r» cts. Try ii.
Large bottles
>

Sunday-School Teacher—“A nna, what must
one do in order to be forgiven\iina“lie
must sin.”

From I*. N. Bodlislt, Fup, oi Wareham, \Lt.*s.
“As a remedy for lung affections, I consider
Dr. Wisrail’s Bai.saai <m Wjld < iiERin tin.*
par P'ir//purp of all the numerous patent medicine';, and never fail to recommend it to my
friends who may be afflicted.
My mother and
sister have both made use of the Balsam, and
the effect has far exceeded our most sanguine
expectations, completely restoring the former,
to the surprise of her numerous friends, of a
hard, dry cough which had nearly broken her
down. One has only to try this excellent remedy to heroine eon\inced of ii manifold virtues.”
fit) cents and *-l a bottle. Sold bv all drug-

Friers for Milch Cows do not vary much from week
to week. Hood Cows command" fair prices and a
ready sale usually.
Store Cattle—None in market, most of the small
Cattle being bought up by butchers to slaughter.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were all
owned by butchers and taken direct to the Abattoir
to be slaughtered. Trade for Northern Sheep and
Lambs bus been quiet at prices ranging from 3 1-2 to
«C per lb.
Swine—Fat Hogs, 7 l-2a7 1-Jc per lb, live weight.

BOSTON MARKET.
Monday, Feb.
Butter—We quote choice New York and Ver
mont fall ends at 2oa27; lair to good Western and
New York creameries at 25a2f>c; fair to good lots of
Northern butter at 20a22c; choice Western dairy
packed Rt 2oa22c j er lb.
Cheese—We quote tine factory at 15al5 l-2c; good
do at 14a 14 l-2c, and fair lots at B. l-2al4c per lb.
E<rC»s—Limited sales of Eastern at l.sc, outside
Beans—There lias been a moderate demand today at $3 2ua2 .5 p»-r busli for mediums, and $2 75a
S7 1-2 for Fea beans. 5 ellow eyes are quiet at $2 25
per bush.
Poultry—Turkey* sell at 15c, with an occasional
sale of something larn.-y of a shade higher. Fair to
2

good

lots sell at 12al4c; mixed lot of Chickens and
Fowls at 12a 14c per lb.
Potatoes—The market is quiet for Potatoes at
$lul o;, for Rose; 95a$100 for Jackson Whites.
Apples —The market is steady for Apples at about
$2 per bbl for recent receipts of No. 1 New England
Baldwins, ami $i 75 for No. 2. York State and Michigan apples sell at $1 75a2 50 for fair to fancy lots.
M ay and Straw—We quote at $20 0Oa21 00 per
ton for prime lots of coarse hay; $17 00a 18 00 for
medium, $lf)00al700 per ton for iiue. Straw ranges
from $2000a21 no per ton.

Razors! Razors!
A very

Large assortment, all

Prices, among which we have
a very
superior article, that
never fails to give satisfaction,
and are warranted, at
HERVEY'S Jewelry Store.

Valuable farm for Sale!
subscriber offers for sale
beautiful aud productive farm,
THE
situated
the

*

lungs

are

SPECIAL
A
To all who

are

NOTICES.

C.4KU.

suliering

from ti

e errors

and Indis-

cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
cure you, FliftE OF CHARGE.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Joseph
1. I vM \n, Station )\ Bible House .Xev' York ('itu.
spGmos 15

Forest Tar 9
For

a

Last side of the
river in Belfast, only l 1-2 miles
from the City Post Office.
The
farm containing one hundred acres of land, free
from waste, well divided into wood, pasturage and
tillage, is well located for a milk farm, and has every
facility for such purpose; it has a largo two-story
House, 1 11, Shed, and Barn, all in good condition,
is well supplied with pure water, and has a
voting
orchard of seventy-five trees all grafted and'manv
bearing. The land borders on Belfast Bay, and
from very part of the farm a good view of the Bay
and City and their surroundings is had, making it
one of the most delightful locations for a residence
in this vi unity. The fond D nil of good quality and
will give a good return for labor spent upon it.
Terms reasonable and made known
by the proprietor on the premises.
AMBROSE STROUT.
Feb.
1877.
Belfast,
'.mos35
24,

of his

Assignee
pointment.

In the District Court of the
District of Maine.

ALDFX,

[

Bankrupt.

In

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
Purifying the Breath.

District

and

!

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

or

ot all kind'.

the Toilet and Bath.

A

large Stock

and great

variety of

T

9

or

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma
For Sale by all Druggists.

1 he best and most

a

speedy

cure

is effected.

expectoration, for when tlie phlegm or matter
is ripe a slight cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea
Weed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
stomach and liver. Schenck’s Mandrake Pills
act on the liver, removing all obstructions, relax the gall biadder, the bile starts Ireely, and
the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed, mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the
food and the Pulmonic Syrup wi l make good
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
surely get well if rare is taken to prevent fresh
cold.
All who wish to consult l)r. Schenck, either
personally or by letter, can do so as his principal office, corner of Sixth and Aficn Sts.,
Philadelphia, every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines are sold by all druggists
“mosdo
throughout the country.
A beau dressed out resembles the cinnamontree—the hark is of greater value than the body.

Iii this city, Feb. 4th, by l{ev. 8. Goodenough,
Frank A. Patterson and Miss Ida M. Garland, both
of Belfast.
In Union, Feb. 15th, Mr. Warren II. Smalley ol

Union,

and Miss Elva A. Ripley of Appleton.
In Orland, Jan. 4th, Mr. Clias. A. Cochrnn and
Miss Susan A. Kenney, both of Orland. Feb. 5th,
Mr. Elbridge F. Kenney and Anna V. Morrill, both
of Ellsworth.

No 1'ailuro Known !
There is no case on record where Dr. .Mortis’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and llorehound
has failed to give satisfaction. On the other
hand, wherever it has been used by our profile, in severe colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping-cough, and consumption,
they arc enthusiastic in its praise. Containing
no opium or other dangerous
drug, it does not
constipate, and is safe to administer in all conditions of health.
This is an important announcement, and the suffering are advised to
heed it. Trial size, Iff ts.; large sizes, 5(1 ets.
and Due Dollar. Sold hv W. t). Poor A Son,
pole agents for P.elfast, A. .T. .Iordan agent for
Orlaud, If. H.
lover, agent for Bucksport.
Also agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm
is
which
sure
death to worms, pleasant
Syrup,
to take, and requires no physic.
Price’Jo cents. Try it.

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal

>iee>7

i

Corn Aleut
Kye Meal

Rye
Barley
Oats
Beans

Potatoes,

Apples
Dried Apples
Butter

Kggs

Round llog
Pork Hacks
Lard
Beef

Veal
Dry Cod
Foilock

1.50 Turk*, y
i."5 Chicken
:>u

Gc»*

it*

$ '.uOn'-'.ro Duck
mOmI.uu Hay
DJu75 Straw
7uS Wushod Wool
J0a2:i Unwashed
Wall* Hide*
H Cali Skins

and H days.
in isl.-sboro, i'.-b. Hth, Mrs. ^ylvinia Pliiibrook,
aged about 1GG years
In Mr ;boro, Feb. 1 ,th, Mr. Silas Bunker, aged 70
years.
in Waldo, Feb. 4th, Harold J.. Eaton, infant son
oi Georg. W. and Flint i tton, aged * months and
I day-.
in <. <ireport, i5-i>. mi., v urohne, win- oi (. apt.
Isaac C. Bark, aged
years and 5 months.
in St. George, Feb. Hth, Mr-. Arvilla
Thomp
son, aged F2 year.;.
In Cushing, Feb. loth, Mrs. Sarah Page, aged
years, 1 month and 4 days.
In 8an Francisco, F.-b. l .tli, Martin Packard, lor
meric of Union, aged 4 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 14tli, \ iota J Brnnniijoliii, aged
years, J months and :r: days,
hi Appleton, Fan. 4 t. Abigail, wifeof i>. ( .Suck
forth, aged
yeai
In Medford, Muss., IVb. kith, Sally C., wile ol
David Warren, I.sii., formerly of Rockland, aged 7
years, o months and b. dues.
in Rockland, Feb. Kith, John Keene, aged 7b years,
II months and 4 days.
In .South 1 homa.ston, Feb. loth, airs. Mahituble,
relict of Ebn’r. Thompson, aged s:t years, 0 month
and u: da\ s
In Rockland,
eb. loth, Sarah 1
wile of Eli
Perry, aged 4 years, 5 months and 17 days.
In Ellsworth, l eb. 17th, Mary Mahoney, aged bS
years. Jan. 4th, .Samuel Il.Tuhour, ol Hampden,
aged 4o years.
Fremont, Feb. l. tli, Mr-. Fus-oi 8. Freeman, aged
74 years aud .» month
Sullivan, Feb. 1th, James ft. Meynell, aged b.»
years ami 1" months.
Blm hill, l elt. lJth, Mr. ,iohn 1 it-nd, aged .b yrs.,
and b months. Jau. loth, Mr**. Louisa f riend, wife
of the above, aged 7-- years.
Surry, Feb. Kith, Cupt. ScwHl J. Flood, aged 40
years and ■.* months.
Died of yellow fever in Cimiftiegos, Cuba, Jau.
dOth, Capt. la-wi II. Bracey, ol Cranberry 1-1.-s.
*•-
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SHIP
PORT

NEWS.

Hair Oils,
Pomade

Hurd Wood
15a hi Soft
MulO Shorts per ct.
7 Lime
Ca7 Butter Salt
4 Plaster

1.25al.7i
$4.50uG.0(
$;i.00a3.5<
$1.4i
y<

$l.20au.0i

Sacrifice!

Bofore

A Rare Opportunity for Iuyestment!

13

R

A ohanoe tor every one with

Y

CASH!
To invest their money where it will

isr

-a

id-

pay them

large

a

1'rices, hut will say that

ENTIRE

CARPETINGS

THE

th'erj’thing

in

fact

kept
be

can

in a litth-ela^ i>rn;-r
found at

our

Counters this tiny our

IIuess Goods Stock.

I’rices that will guarantee

Among the assortment will he fount!

Sale

eount of a

SHORT LENGTHS
.Suitable for Misses

by April

Tickets for remainder of

25 ets.

A

FUi.I. I.LNF uf

PURE SPICES!
Warranted

Strictly t'uiv amt

1»K. K. Mi
thf market.

i.>

give entire

V«-o-tahIe Bin.-;

Ball !

Masquerade

change

ae-

on

which

intend to make in

wear.

we

our

business
G:

FRIDAY
a

0:

for your generous patronage

liope still

to retain it

by

LOW PRICES!
and fair dealing.

specialty of

Gents Woolens,
N. B.—Parties

Underwear. tled

accounts

please

having
with

unset-

will

us

immediately.

settle

ati-

T W.PITCHER & CO.

SATURDAY

81 Main Street,

Will !.*♦* devoted to tn'srais iii every department.

the be

BELFAST.

Reader's German Catarrh Snutt.
pounded.

PR. Pi.
1)

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

*s

Good

High St-.

•<)!

Custom and

MONDAY
W ill he made

0“~

jii't received

fresh

a

At No. 54 Main Street.
Ureas and Business

A N

I

—

LADIES FURS.
-C

:o:

TUESDAY

CASTINE,

_-_-

Carpetings

THE

Hosiery.

LAUNDRY!
WEDNESDAY

Goods called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and
promntly done.

Will be ottered nl

surprisingly

P R I C E S !

L O W

HOMEE M D.
Residence, Church St

Office 58 Main St.
BELFAST,

MAINE-

-_-

HOTEL

built last season, on
the site of the Harriman House, furnished new throughout, with modern improvements, Sample Rooms on first floor,
Bath Room. Water Closets, Finger’s Annunciator, etc. Good Livery and Transient
Stables. Free Coaches to and from the House.
was

TERMS, $2.00 PER DAY.
J. E. HARRIMAN, Proprietor.

HAMBURG'S!
Belfast, .Ian. 31, 1877.

FANCY GOODS STOCK

MAINE.

HL JOHNSON & CO.’S,
AM) SI:I: THEIR

Prints,

School.

Term will begin Tuesday, March
13, 1877, and continue 14 weeks. Persons desiring to enter the School are requested to apply for
terms of admission to
G. T. FLETCHER.
3w‘*.4
Principal,

.4 Main Street.

H.

and

Spring

LADIES CLOAK GOODS!

Hamburg's! Hamburg's!

n u it

Normal

at

elo-e out

Buy

Eastern State

order

ENOCH C. HILTON, Merchant Tailor,

to
will find it tor
their advantage to call and examine my STOCK of
GOODS before purchasing elsewhere, for I am selling goods at

Bottom. Brices.

will make to

l ot

c-

A penny saved is as gooil as a penny earned. Give
us a call at 54 Main Street.
Sign on the window.

we

In great variety cut an I made to measure at short
notice.
1 host- in want of any of the abovt Goods
will save money by buying of ih.

Cottons,

ALSO A FINK ASSORTMENT 01-

if ail description*, which
short notice.

»

Winter

Hats, Caps

Suitings

Gver-Coat Goods I

>

HOlJSKKKKPlNli GOODS.

supply ol

Ready Made

CLOTHING-!!

special day for the sale of

a

G. W. HANEY
11 if

Days!

Men’s, Youth's and Boys’

Again!

C'

ME.

For the Next 30

t in- only reliable Catarrh Hemedy.
A lull Stock of \\ ax 1 lower Material. Fhvsieiaus
Prescription and Family ltece.pt* carefully con.

Tills

GRAND

1st, 1877,

Sure

a

JUST RECEIVED

Globcy Hotel.

Single Tickets,

STOCK

SOLD for CASH !
At

E. H. MOODY’S.

THE EVENTFUL DAY!

ROSS.

our

IIA8 GOT TO BE
W(“ plate upon

tore

Course, $1.00.
To he obtained at the Bookstores and at the door

J. A.

Rev.

quote

or

Goods!

Dry

<iv

.,

N. B.—Particular attention given to Surgery and
Female Diseases of long standing.
#*jrHe may be found In his office every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday of each week. Other days
devoted to Surgical operations and visiting patients
residing In the country, etc.
Iy34

Subject-SUPERSTITION.

per-

F—

—O

Flannels and

t

Bpcnigrr, J;

JOHN

Ninth Lecture oi the Course for the Winter
of 1670 and 1677, will be delivered in Fierce'*
on
Monday Evening, March 5tli, 1677, by
Hai.l,

sure

We will not enumerate Hoods

We make

Persons wishing

LECTURES.

anil

rentage.

Tooth Brit'Jo

Feb luth, sehr Amazon, Robbins, Deer Lie, with
cargo of tisli and clams.
Feb 21st, schr Arctic, (Jinn, Newcastle, Delaware,
wirh >,70u bushels corn to Albert M. Carter.
Feb L'-’d, schr Mary Eliza, Bullock, from Boston,
to Woods, Mathews & Baker, to load hay to return;
E. S. Winslow, Patterson, Hurricane Island; l ittle
Alvie, Quinn, Eagle Island.
Feb 22d, sehr Sarah B Putnam ,'of Beverly, Muss
Lowe, from Baltimore, with 4,500 bushels corn to E

SAILED.

1, 1B77.

April

Entire Stock of

■,

—A N D

Eeb 2: id, schrs Ettif J Simmons, Lord, lor Norfolk,
Ya, with 375 tons ict,by Hazeltine & Bickford; IIel
erf M Condon, Md arty, for Wilmington, M, with
(»U0 bbls plaster anc. 40 tons hay, by Win Pitcher &
Son
Feb 24th, schrs Empress, Kennedy, f.<r Baltimore
with 4.600 bushels potatoes, by Pitcher & Gorham;
Mary Langdon, Mullen, Rockland.
Feb 25th, schr Arctic, Ginn, Rockland.
Feb 20th, schrs .Spring Bird, Allen, for Baltimore,
with .1,500 bushels potatoes, by E & L L Robbins;
Mary Eliza, Bullock, lor Boston, with 112 tons hay,
by Woods, Mathews & Baker; Empire, Ryan, for
do, with 05 tons hay, by the same parties; S B Harris Frye, for Camden and Boston.
Feb 27 th, schr Little Alvie, Quinn, Eagle Island.
Feb 26th, schr Paragon, Shute, for Savannah, Ga,
with hay and bricks, by Pitcher & Gorham.

BE

A

AT

k. W. Buhtt Si Co’s Great

BELFAST.

OF

WIKI.

SOLD FOR LASH!

we

Bulk
and Bottled,

a

The Sale of

our

Stock before

i:vi»i:bii \( ki) help.
Those wishing- to have their
work called for. please leav
address at Laundry.
Entrance on
Belfast, Feb. 8, 1877.

tf.U

Hamburgs! Hamburgs!
CALL

H.

Removal is BONA FIDE.

Beaver Street.

AT

H, JOHNSON & CO.’S,
AND

SEE THEIR

Belfast, Jan. 31, 1877.

Knitting

Country Merchants
Will And it for their interest to buy of us,

ALL
as

great inducements will be ottered then) for

O -A -S-H 2

Cotton!

NUMBERS

IN

White. Seal Brown, Scarlet,
DRAB, MIXED. &C., AC.

B.

F\

WELLS.

Bangor, Feb. 15, 1877.—lm33
The

Young

Folks will hold

a

Ball

Masque

at

Proposals Wanted.
HAYFORD HALL,
E Mount Desert Bridge Company will receive
proposals for rebuilding their Bridge
Monday Eve., March 5th, 1877. Til
Mount Desert Narrows until April 1st, 1877. The

HAIR WORK!
AT REDUCED PRICE.

LOOK AT OUR

across

-T-or

building material to be furnished by said Company.

—•

Immediately after the concert by a full and legiti*
mate orchestra, the curtain will rise upon an entire
new scene, painted expressly for this purpose, repre

seating un

discovered.

immense cave, in which the maskers

Reserved seats will be sold at

arc

Woodcock’s Friday

morning at 10 A. M.
Tickets 35 ct9. General Admission 25 cts.
Concert to

commence

at 6

NE IF AND ELEGANT FATTEN NX!

HEAVILY
Ami good for

:i

PLATED

life time, just received,

Prices

HERVEY S

Low,

Jewelry

at

Store.

Dissolutionis hereby given that the partnership ex.
isting between L. A. Folsom and Frank L.
Nash is hereby
by mutual consent. All
debts due from said lirin to be assumed
la. A.
Folsom, and all debts due said iirm to be paid to L.
A. Folsom who continues the business.
L. A. FOLSOM.
F. L. NASH.
Feb.
1877.
3w35*
20,
Washington,
>TICE
"'^Tt
AN

dissolved

Plans and Specifications can be had on application
to K. K. Thompson, West Trenton, Me., to whom
all proposals should be addressed. The said Coin
panv claims the right to reject any and all proposals.
.L W. SOMES.
1C. Iv. THOMPSON.
T. J. SOMES.
Weet Trenton, Feb. 6, 1377.
8w33*

o’clock.

FLOOR MANAGERS:
C. R. Davij,
Dint,more,
H. L. Woodcock.
Uakriman,

••

l'l

THAT

-o F*~

We

|«i.oua7.oi
4 a;
1!

S!

Thankingyou

Perfumery in

and

Obituary notices,beyond t re j.uite, Atone arid Age
in u st be pa id for. J
in South Brooks, Feb. 1 < th, \\ innie M., daughter
of Dennis F. and Merinda F. Ricker, aged 11 mons.

Silver Tea Sets!
uaot
7ai
8a‘.
loal.’
loal:
loal
loal.
12a If

1

market.

Hair Brnohe.

1 hob. B.
Jaml.i s.
Liomcted

Sale

Fancy (foods,
KiliVrs,

Fane Powder,

charin'’ means ruin to the
stomach. As a sure and safe remedy for colds,
and
sore
coughs
lungs, take “Forest Tar.” It
never fails to do good and never does harm.
•twill

ByC’ H. Sargent,No a Mainbtreet.
»-l
fc.OOall.r.OCoriPd
73a75 Mutvou

Unparalleled Great

or

durable

In the

a

BELFAST

The

ARRIVED.

To these three medicines I>r. J. If. Schenck,
of Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in
the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in tiie lungs; nature throws it off by an easy

Acting ‘dike

WORTH

Sh.ould.er Braces
MARR1E I).

THAN

$*16,000

-o P'1-

MOODV’S

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, (Tuts, Burns,
ami for Piles.

or

OK MOKE

Bankruptcy.

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Sore

Slaughter

or

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches, DRUG STORE!
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Genuine Patent Medicines
Forest Tar Soap,
TRUSbES
F orest Tar inhalers
or

Immense

Ap-

Maine ;s. At Belfast the fifteenth
day of February, A. I). 1877. The undersigned
hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee
of Hiram O. Alnen of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, and State of Maine, within said District, who
has been adjudged a Bankrupt upon his own
petition
by the District Court of said District. Filed Sentem
her 2jth, 187fl.
XATH’L H. If UBBAiiD, Assignee.
3W3G
I*. O. Winterport.

Tar

or

DAYS MORE

United States for the

In matter of HIRAM O.

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Standard Kennedies.

destroyed,

CONFLICT NEARLY OVER !

on

Notice of

A man being asked if he were born in wedlock, answered, “\o: 1 was burn in Texas."

The st: mim'd remedies for all diseases of
the lungs are Schenck’s Pli.monic Sykci*,
Schf.nck’s Sea Weed Tunic and Schenck's
Mandrake Pii.ls, and, if taken before tlie

30 Days More!

WE

gists.

Ur. Sclieuck

ONLY!

Commissioners’ Notice.

..

Mr

1

The Warren

stroyed last Fall, have been replaced by thirteen new mills, each zinc-lined, and stationed
3.10 feet apart, so that the loss of one will not
endanger the rest. A lire department has also
been organized among the workmen.
The
most improved machinery has been introduced,
and the mills are kept busy, .supplying home

Delays arc dangerous, and persons suffering
Koekiand has an economical tit. and from Dropsy, Bright*- Disease, Kidney, Bladtalks ot rediit ing the Mayor’s salary from | der and Frinarv Disease.-, Mental and Phy
! sical Debility, dmuld at once take Hr s ’s
$50fi to $:XiO.
Remei>
Betention an.llncontinence of t rine,
1'he Cameron lireach of promise suit Female Irregularities, and in fact all affections
of the
riun-ocnitnl Organ -, are cured bv
continue ! to excite great interest. Simon

HI

Henry S. I'urker «- not, :ii lhi writing, ai
tending to hi- u ual bu ones-, hut -lays at home
a pair of horses which he was
iiur-iug sole Imiiie•
driving through the town ol Bro.-peet last .Saturdav,
iifuuutered a bad gully in the road, broke the
leigh, indjgi-uerally demonli-bed things. Several
die* ol the part) invented largely in beet >t»*ak a-

appeared

fore the electoral Commission as Democratic counsel in the South Carolina ease.
The Judge evidently thought there was

<

mittee appointed t«» correspond with an architect
for the plan- .uni cost oi a
mtabie building to be

Judge Black Thinks,

Jeremiah S. Black

•Fudge

The mystery attending the disappearance of
Mrs. Lelaud of West Trenton, Me., last -November, lias been explained. It was supposed
that she committed suicide, but it is now ascertained that she is in California living with iter
husband's brother. Her husband is a worthy
sea captain, master of a Portland vessel,
she
left two children behind.

by

Yard

and Curls made. Old Switches re made
or mixed with
than elsein the past, can
where.
gii .rantee the same in future.
MRS. C. O. MACOMBER.
Jan. 18, 1877.—tfJO.
Bay View St., Belfast, Me.

Grey, Ac., cheaper
Cotton! BRAIDS
Having given sutUfactior.

.At 6 cts. Far Yd.

G.

1STotic©.

WHEREAS,

Wide

OUR STOCK OF

Attorney

ray wife, Ray P. Parkman and

myself, have separated by mutual consent,
this is to give public notice that 1 shall after this
date, be responsible for no debts of her contraction,
and all persons are forbidden to give credit to her on
PRESTON F. PARICMAN.
my account.
Belfast, Feb. iiO, 1877.—3w34*
Farming and Stock Lands
P H A\ for sale. Colonies organized and
I !• AflW cheapest transportation furnish
ed. The Immigrant’s Guide, 60 page9, sent free.
Dr. AMM1 BROWN, 58 Sears Building, Boston.
8w30

AT

To be sold RFGAROI.FS

OF COST.
HE Wooden Store on High Street, opposite
Phrenix Row. Possessiongiven Feb. 22a.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
tfJ3
Belfast, Feb. 14, 1877.

T
Goods delivered to all parts
of the city free of charge.
Those indebted to us will
please settle accounts imme-

diately.

H. H. JOHNSON k CO.’S,
Geo. W. Burkett & Co.,
AND SEE THEIR
HAMBURGS!
Beitast, Jan- 31, 1877.

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

§|

CALL

SON,

Office formerly occupied by Hon. Nehemlah Abbott.

Tl*!# A A

Hamburg's! Hamburgs!

E. J O HN

Hayford Block,
February 1G, 1877.

NOTICE.
persons and towns are tvarned against trust
ing or hurboring one Samuel Hancock, aged
fifty years, Rufus and Sewal aged respectively twei>
years. Said parties are
ty three and twcntv-six
able-bodied paupers who have ran away from this
town where a good home and plenty of work have
been provided for them. No bills contracted by
them for their maintenance or for any other purpose
will be paid by this town.

ALL

DANIfeL DEASY,)

Church St.
Gouldsboro,

S. L. TRACY,
R. RAND.
Feb. 13, 1977. 3W34

>

Overseers
Poor

> Gouldsboro.

ABSTRACT OF TUB
One of the huttebt regions of Hie earth
a x x ra h
s ta r x me x t
along the Persian Gulf, where little or
ok
Till:
no lain falls.
At Harbin the arid shore
an
such
eruption has no Iresh
ling political events,
water, yet a comparatively Have you risen from your bed after a short sleep to
might not so deeply stir the nation ; but numerous
DR. G-.
population contrive to exist iiiicl yourself nearly suffocated with Catarrhal matin the early morning ot our national life,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
ter in your nose, head, and throat? Have you noticSuccessor to Dr. C. MOORE.
thanks
to copious springs which
there,
inof
an
when tue blood and the treasure
ed what a depressing inlluence it exercises on the On the :; 1 -1
day of December, 187G, made to the
of the sea. mind,
burst
forth
from
the
bottom
besides
still lie found at tlic olil stand of
its
the
faculties,
blunting
State of Maine.
enervating
fant republic had been well nigh exhaustgSSS, May
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
The fresh water is got by diving. The body as well? llow difficult to iid the head of this
U
ed—when the sword had just been sheath
foul matter all can testify who are afflicted with Capital Stock all Paid
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
$3,000,OOO.OU
up,
his boat, winds a great Catarrh. How difficult to
ed upon the retiring ot a foreign foe—an diver, sitting in
protect the system against
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in
his
left
the
around
its
further
the
arm,
toward*
and
bronchial
lungs
progress
eluding
ASSETS AS FOEU)\VS :
armed rebellion against the constituted goat-skin big
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
its month; then lie takes tubes, all physicians can testily. It is a terrible dis- Real Estate unincumbered,
hand
$ 305,000.00
ease, and cries out for relief. To be freed from the Cash on
authority was an event that shook ther in his grasping
in
in
and
to
which
hand,
Rank,
a
hand
stone,
Agent’s
by which the process is rendered much less painful
of suffocation while lying down; to breathe
heavy
right
to
circumference.
centre
danger
from
hands,.
country
1,272,683.39 and tedious than by the old methods, fei-th insertis attached a strong line, and thus equipfreely, sleep soundly and undisturbed; to know that United States
To many '.lie simple fact ot "Shays’ lleSecurities,
233,750.00 ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the breath and
in and quickly readies the undermines
he
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds, 1,872,545.09 Ue has the country right for the use of
ped
plunges
who
familiar
cannot
call
know
that
will
be
the
to
the
bellicn”
system;
body does Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,275,535.00
the
over not, through its veins and arteries, carry the poison
bottom.
Instantly
opening
bag
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
to mind the circumstances.
Railroad Co’s Stock and Bonds,
2,004,945.00
of fresh water, he springs that is sure to destroy, is indeed a blessing. To pur- Loans on Real Estate,
Particular attention given to making andinserting
81,500.00Daniel shays had held a captain’s eum- the strong jet
I
chase immunity from such a fate should be the obtfiG
in the ascending current, at the same ject of all afflicted. 1-Jut. those who have tried many Loans on Collaterals,
6,877.00 artificial teeth.
Accrued Interest,
| mission in the Patriot army daring the lip
2,788.34
lime closing tile bag, and is helped aboard. remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
j Revolution, and had been a brave and The
become incredulous. With such the long arstone is then hauled up, and the diver, They
Total Asset$7,115,624,42 HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON&C0
ray of testimonials from our best citi/.ens, physician?,
gallant soldier. If not a native ot Massa- alter
taking breath, plunges again. The and druggists in favor of
L IA15ILI T 1 E S.
chusetts, the best part ot bis life was
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,
submarine
source of these copious
springs
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Losses adjusted and not due,
spent in that State; and in the Stale of
$ 52,145 56
is thought to lie in the green hills of <)man. Must convince them that it possesses great merit, Losses unadjusted,
Massachusetts was the rebellion
298,752.79
Shays
while the new and original method of its preparaRe-Insurance Fund,
dob or <»d0 miles distant.
1.741,275.42
tion when studied with the disease satisfies the mind
! was not prominent in the first movements some
Return Premiums and Agency ComJOINERS, &C.
of any reasonable person that its method of cure is
of the malcontents, but being of a restless
mission,
77,716.47 OFFICE: 9 Waterloo
A young man of Newton, Conn., who court- the true one.
Road.,
Other
Liabilities
for
500.00
&<•.,
small,
printing,
mnppnnr
disposition, and a radical turn of mind, ed a young lady of Kast Bridgeport several
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
S hi V tllli U UIli
WORKS: Barton Street.
they found in him a prompt and hearty months ago, but who lias discontinued his visits Instantly relieves and permanently cures
Total,
$2,170,388.24
form
every
This firm confidently assure the masters and ownleader. The rebels were republicans run for some time, lias been sued by the girl’s of Catarih, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
$3,623,072.85 ers of ships that they’ have the best of facilities lor
mad. They complained that the salary mother to recover isliO for the food he devoured stage, together with all its sympathetic disease*.
| Total Income for 1876,
executing every branch of ship work, for botliw oodami the kerosene oil that was consumed in the
ot the chief officials, and especially that
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
i'otal Expenditures for 1876,
$5,388,759.7 > en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
course of bis visits.
'J'lie trial is set down for Relieves in
a short time the very worst forms of
satisfaction.
tfS6
ot the governor, was too high; that the March IMtli. before a
Bridgeport justice.
Nervous Headache. Neuralgia, 'l ightness across the
Risks written during the vear,
$285,949,003.00
State Senate was aristocratic; that the
Temples, Ringing Noises in the Head, ami Wake- Risks outstanding,
352,904,907.00
Risks written in Maine during the
"I>ar now." said the negro preacher, as the fulness.
lawyers were extortionate ; that tiie taxes
Real
for
year,.8,565,759.00
deacon left the meeting ill a pet. “Dar now.
were too burdensome to be borne; and
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Premiums received in Maine in W6,
109,785.91
dnt’s
what
de
"hf
wicked
rim
Bible
just
say-,
Cleanses the nasal passages in a single application
that money was unueeesstrily scarce.
Losses paid in Maine in 1870,
62,96.5^
when nobody's artor him."
with the admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
rffthe property on Miller Street,
They demanded the issue ot paper money
X. now occupied by Leraine Colpackage free of charge, and is more serviceable than
•'"-•I
&
COX
FIELD,
Ag’ts,
sufficient to meet tin- wants of the sufferany other form of Inhaler.
ley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Kll, Wood house and
I'd
should
this
and
that
SANFORD’S
RADICAL CURE
paper
ing people,
a large Barn.
From 0 to 1. Tons
JTan 1, 1877.
Removes by a single application the hard, encrust* 1
made a legal tender; and they also deHay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orch
>t.\ KNTH SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT
matter from the nose, opens up the nasal
ard upon the premises. For further particulars appassage*,
manded that the General Court should be
t>i tiu:
allows the sufferer to breathe freelv and enjoy' ! t
ply to the subscriber.
removed from Boston to some place less
the first time the pleasure of a full breath.
CHEW-SMOKE
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
was
conCourt
General
aristocratic. The
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
1)AN’i. KAHADKN.
vened, and an effort made io allay fhe
Allays pain, inflammation, and soreness ol' tin* mu
OF HARTFORD. I ON.V.
tfv;
Belfast, Feb. i:>. 187S.
eons membrane of tin* nasal
Willi
discontent of tin- complainants.
passages, it is tinmost soothing, healing, and grateful
» aital Paid Up,
INtls-T
preparation
$200,000.
IMiib TOBACCO
the experience of worthless paper money
ever applied to these inflamed surfaces.
VS.lv Idle IT.
in mind the law-iuakers would issue no
ASSETS (Market Value-.
NO OTIiFH.
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
more of if, hut they went so far as to pass
Loans on Mortgage of Real E-date,
I also taken internally, where, by it< action on the
$176,400.00
I.oans on Stock Collaterals,
blood in eliminating from the s vs t’em ihu/iee/t mi non
39,750.00
! an act whereby certain arrears ul taxes
PURE LEAD AND OIL
27,nou.»
always present in Catarrh, It aliens the who!.- cu- City of fern* Haute ;s per cent. Bond-.
lie
in
the
pig.:
| might
tooacco co. bkookiyn. n. tproduce.
paid
f.U'i Shares National 1 xchange Ban!
J. N\ M ASCUV N SONS Beady Made Colors lor
But llie recusants would not lie satfHartford,
-fo,200.00 j Fainting interior and exterior of Houses, Barm,
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
121 Shares Charter<»ak National Bank,
Fences, Sr. Call and see before purchasing el-.*
lied
Bodies el armed men inlerrnpted
I'hns becomes a powerful purifying agent in over15.7 40.00 I wher.-.
Hartford,
the sessions ul the > ourl in -everal comicoming I lie poisonou* action ol the rotten matter 10o Share- Mercantile National Bank,
K. J. MORISON & CO.,
’Iiii-diili;' new, I tic I'liiTitii 11II((on
during sleep, dropped mto tin-throat ami
1 ’,000.00 i
Hartford,
ties, and in file month of 1 leeeiuher, l.Sli, «*r, ::iut utlitM' t:isi selling novf')tic< too liuinpi'oiit to j that luc,with
the content- <>i the tomueh, to be ■>>.
1 lo Shares American National Bank,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.
: mingled
hit'll!.
:•!'.*
\\
ell
lor
ritli.T
Judies
If
al
ailhj.trd
urgent
Shays appeared, with a large fori",
lu.nso.nn
to*-m l"
Hartford,
c!l, Sample I»v mail L‘.» cents. Illustrated J sorbed into the s\ ii-in.
Worcester and at Springfield, and pre.Shares m iner-\ Mechanic- Bank.
‘•it iIol-in* f-nt tn e to all on receipt ol stamps.
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
It*you
.u,no
don't
Hartford,
a,
uiw-ril Im*voinl your own expectations
\
vented tiie holding ot courts at lho
l; a local and con*tituti*ma! retiie.f',
it ’trengthen..o Shares |ir-t National Bank, Hart
out I 1
If indeed. Kur protitable employ ! th<
American
Hotel.
s)stma by internal use, while endeavoring lo
places. the .lamiaiy following, al the no 01_ tii: •*ry
.o.oo
ford,
WilUtT .till! I t ilif, atldnrilOH
throw ml' the disease, and sooth, and heal the in
Main Street, J&elfaaf, Mo.
1- Share
.E.tua National Bank it..i t
head ol full two thou stud armed men, lie
\ih ; i llorruiut1
laio«
Hummed nunal surface b- direct application.
*ford,
ft. k
6,'40 0"
J. D TUCKER, Proprietor.
marched to capture flic Ar enal ai.Spni;
." Share*
United
fate
Jiu-t Uom
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURr
—o
lleld l.ut the Slate militia had

Shays.' Robellion.

“Watching and Waiting."
!

last of
P. P. Bliss, who in connection with Ira D. Sankey,
was the writer of so many of the “gospel hymns,”
which have

conn

to

Sunday schools,

ami

among the .victims at

be

so

popular

in

our

churches

and who with his wile was
4the awful tragedy at Ashta-

bula.]
When my final farewell to the world I have said,
And gladly lie down to my rest;
When softly the watchers shall say “He is dead.”
Ami fold iny pale hands o’er my breast;
And wln n with my gloritied vision at last
fhe walls of the “city” 1 see,
Will any one then at the beautiful gate
-land waiting and watching for mehere are little ones glancing about in my path,
1 n want of a friend and a guide ;
There are dear little eyes looking up into mine
Whose tears might be easily dried;
But .Jesus may beckon the children away,
In the midst ol their grief and their glee,
Will anyone then at the beautiful gate
Be watching and waiting for me

»h should 1 be brought thereby the bountiful grace
»>f Him v. ho d« lights to forgive;
Though I bless not the weary about in my path,
Pray only for -ell while 1 live,
Methinks 1 should mourn o'er my sinful neglect.
if sorrow in Heaven can be,
Mn>uld no one 1 love, at the beautiful gate,
B. watching and waiting lor me.

Frost
.1.

Work.

!.. STOlU'Alil*.

here, pure as lrosted silver, rise
It- pointed arches, while each spi;
Bose-tinted from the Kastern ski**-,
an

obelisk ol lire.

ie.

i-.

I or, chi—died iii the frost) air.
V -/aiii-1 the a/lire ol't In- sk>,
limn :md form* supremely fair
11**iu the root on limb.
pi mg

lightly

beautiful bevolld bi-Jirt
fretwork of its silvered tow«
and tern in bus relief,
int
multi tude ol graceful flower-;

li

I

v/

advance'

gathered

And thus the visions of our youth,
Which then ?o real, so perfect *e<
i/< the advancing light of truth
Prove but the fabric of a dr* am.

nn- I.

more through silvered aisles ol light
We see the world before us li.-;
oo -oon the vidon fades trorn -ighi
oo oon the sun ascends the
k

,.o

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

line -1 not to lb
tiou
place b\ accident,
lli- the cry pi;n
«io-1 meant lor thee
And should-! Those there ^mall -cope for act.on
L»o not for thi- gi\<- room for discontent
.or let the time thou owed to (<od
-pent
In nlly dreaming how thou mightest t»e
Jo what concerns thy spiritual lile more ire.
m*iii outward hindrance or impediment
t wi presently thi*1 hindrance thou -halt find
1’hat, without which all virtue were a tusk
;o blight that virtue never could grow .trong
A ud wouldst thou do one duty to His mind
llo- impo er
overburdened Hum shall a-k,
And own, thy need of grace to help ere long.
■

I

i»C

(util
CV<

i-

li

e

.such

sn-

a.:

would lay down their

arms

ford,
MiscelUni

lip un*l go ln‘\(»Uti himself

eedillglV mall.

w

11 *-;t \
our

t-u

IoV\-ai l»ed

VV

<

e

knees.

Loving souls am Iik«* pauper*.
hat is given 1 Inn 11.

I he\ li

••

:i I!
Ini man soul, lil.i* I In* water of tin
wet.1! in ri*ing to the
ea, become* IV * .s 11 anti

I In*

•-

history of tin- world leaches no Jes*OU
impre--ive -olninnity than this:
tin* only safe guide of a great intellect is a

1 Inv.

ith

that

Present (General Shepard's compli-

heart; tin* e\il no sooner takes posses
ion of the hear’, than tolly commences tin* conquest of tin* mind.
pure

lor, like ( hrist, the generations enter it for the
solitude of'meditation and prayer. Hen.* it sits
down and writes its host poetry; here it composes its hot music; here it hliilds lip its best
love and tenderness.

Christ gave: give
directly, give personally; give with tin* love in
your hu e and pity in your hand, (live to all,
worthy and unworthy, as you call them, it
Cod had given lli> Son only to those who were
worthy, I don't know where you and J would
have been, I am afraid we should have been
left out.
W. ll.il. Murray.

I’LASTKRS.

j

;

j

Life is just what we make it.
We create the
world in which we live. If it is not a good |
world, a happy world to us, either our digestion is had or our consciences are crowded; i» I
either ease we are responsible. Would you on- |
>y life? J.ive for a noble purpose.
.Scatter
sunbeams all around you. Cherish kind feeltoward
ings
every human being. Speak evil
•»f no man.
Cultivate the best affections of tin* !
soul. Live near Cod in praver. in confidence I
onl trust, and feel the heart throbs of llis love,
i here is no enjoyment in life, only in the path
of wisdom.

>0

nourishing.

Li .vn \I»i vst. Heaven help the man who
imagines that In* can dodge enemies !»v striving
to please
everybody. If such an individual
•''er succeeded' we would he
glad of it—not
I hat one should lx*
going through tin* world

1

|

sleigh ride:" Ten voting couples.
lour-horse (unlit with driver. One,
night, colder than lilixeu. One mile of
merriment. Ten miles of nearly trozen lo
death. (>ne chillv dance-hall. ()iie drunken
liddler. Three hours ol light, fantastic toe.
Supper tor twenty-five. First course --lukewarm mill; and water that lias been bathed
‘gay

cases, rocks have

really been

seen.

I be-

\

1M*.».

Charter

if/;‘l xcellent
are $l.u o.
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do not Keep
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',oi in.no

1 l*i,

Stocks,

l,i

Office

Shares IMiil., Wilmington it Haiti
Haiiroad Stock,
Haiiroad Homl-,
Heal K.-tate,
Accrued I nti'i
i,

Price, .’T cents. Sent hy mail, eurelully wrapped,
cents tor one, $l. j., tor -i\, or &•;.•.*.
receipt 01
txveh e, hy WKIKs X. POT | | |;, Proprietor
lloston, .Mas-.

,.‘»s(M n
.uoo.oo

11 road wav, N. V..

K\ira
m** J 14> :
New York.

or
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lo t!i<- Honorable
of Waldo

A

Co., Orleans
Chicago,

New

l.a

Ein«* .Wi\«»«l C'ariN, with name,
i.. h »X I> X O )., Nassau.

post-paid.

"WT A \TT PTI men to travel ami sell
W -dLli JLJLjJLJ' our Lamji*ioodsto
£>•"» a month, hotel and traveling expenses paid.
MONITOR LAMP CO.,
■> i.'-.l-lliii.L'- N< 1.1 r.

•

in*

<

iimati.

duo.

:,1“* "’wide work lor om
»■••«" .-i.ri.n-i,^.......
or w omen in each county■.
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Particulars tree. Send
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<

Huston, Ma>

for outfit worth S'.’o.oo.
ll" Wa-liii.u'lmi street,

Mammoth Illustrated* ’ataloeuo, J-'roe
uo-srox Ni*\ hi.i t Cm,Huston,Mass.
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ic agency, and have
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about tin- original cast :tl retail, thereby
and Spices,
giving tIn
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our Stock i* purchase'll for Cash, and
strict m
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in
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in seven or ten fathcomes a little more
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All < hit landing Claims,
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STATEMENT
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apiece
The Washington correspondent ol the
out ol pocket.
Nine Irozen ears. 'TwentyHerald tells the story of Charles
live played out peopled both sexes. Four Cleveland
No. 13 Main Street.
used up horses and a lot ol young liars (('Conor's wooing in the following interBelfast, June f>, IMo.
:
The
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beauesting
paragraph
young
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they tiful widow of Commodore McCracken of
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CAPITAL,
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President.
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great lawyer, "the best advice I can give
JUp-Tolicies written ou desirable risks at current
’ash; always on hand, the pawpaw; who you is to marry me." Whereupon they
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Probate Court li.-bl at H. lia r, w itlnu and f..r
-cmd In.
County of Waldo, on tin,.|

February,

A. 1>. 1", 7.
ah coic«»ki*, widow <*i .touatiian coi
cord, late of .Senrsporl, m >ui.l County <•! Wat

Hann
do,

deceased, having pr.-i-nt.-d

a

petition

|ur

an

allowance from the personal .-state of said dee.-a e.l
Order.*.!, i hat tin* s.ti.i IIaunah gixe notice to all
persons interested by causing a <‘j.> of this ord.
t.»
be published three weeks Slice. Ml eh ill t he
Repuhli
• an Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they inav .|.
P* -‘l at a Prof.ate Court, tO be held at Brll.it, vxitl.ill
and lor said 4. onntv, on the o'oiii.l i'u. -day
March in xt, at ten ol tin- clock before noon, and
-how cause, it any they ha\why tin* pra\
<.i
aid
petition should riot !.• granted.
PH IIJ * HIKSEl J.nh'e.
A true copy,
Attest
|g j*. | ,, , ,,, |;, g,~|,
<

At a Probate Court held at Bella* t, wit bin amt lor
the County of NValdn, mi the second I ti. -da) ot
February, A. I). 1*77.
\\
L. N4'4 )I,N, named Executrix in
a certain instrument, purporting to b«* the la>:
Will and testann nt of Davids. Lincoln, lat. ot B< I
last, in said County of Waldo, deceased, ha\ ing pr«
sented said Will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Deborah give not ice to all
interested by causing a copy of tlii- order to
persons
bo published three weeks
in tin* Republican .Journal,printed at Belfast, that, they may appear at a Probat. 4 ‘ourt, to !>•• held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday ot
March next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
not he proved, approx ed and allowed.
PH I l.t > HERSEY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest— B. I*. FtKUi, Register.

DEBORAH

succe>si\»'ly

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
tin* ('ounty of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday ol
February, A. L). 1*77.
NSON Fi. DURHAM, nephexv of Lucia Hatch,
IL late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, d«
ceased, having presented a petition that he may !»«•
appointed administrator on said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Durham give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively
in tin* Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on tin* second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
PHILO HERSEY, Judge.
A truecopy, Attest:—B. P. Fiki.d. Register.
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hereby gives

notice to all

public
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
THE
taken
himself the trust of Administrator of
subscriber

upon
the estate of

DAVID MOODY, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the laxv directs; he therefore requests all persons
xvho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereou, to exhibit the same for settlement
WILLIAM II. MOODY.
to him.
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For Stomachs Out of Order.
No medicine will so effect uallv impro e
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of the .stomach a- these Pill -; tie
remove
it" occasioned either In iir.emp.-rance .-r im;.ro|
diet. They reach the liver ami reduce it to a In ah h
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THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St., New York; f-O.Box,4586.
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■.laturt* on ili«» Aatiin*
I realuirnt, amt Kadical cure of Semi
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Mental ami Physical Incapacity,
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lly ISOI5KI; I .). (1 LYKltWLl.L, M. Iauthor of
the •( iiaa n Kook,” &c.
The world ivuowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may Im
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations,bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cure him
self cheaply, privately and radically.
tie /'hi.s Lecture trill prior a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stumps.
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Chandler, minor
lii-irs oi .John A. (.'handler, late of Burnham, in said
County, decease! 1, respectfully represents that .-aid
minors are seized and possessed of curtain real
estate* situate in said Burnham and known as the
homestead of said deceased, subject to tin Widow’s
dower; that an advantageous offer of live hundred
and twenty dollars tor said minors interests has
been made by Hartley I*. Libby of said Burnham,
which oiler it is for the interest of all concerned in*,
mediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put
out on interest for tin* benefit of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays vour honor to
grant him a license to sell and convev said rea
estate of -aid minors, (including the reversion of
tin* Widow’s dower thereon,) t<> said Lihbv for <:ii«l
sum.
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bluffs north of and about four miles distant
I rom Kansas City. As yet, only one of those
mounds has been opened. Judge West
discovered a skeleton about two weeks
ago and made a report to other members
of the society. They accompanied him to
the mound, and not far from the surface
discovered, and took out the remains of
two skeletons. The hones are very large
—so
large, in fact, that when compared
with an ordinary skeleton of modern date,
they appear to have formed part of a
giant. The head bones, such as have not
rotted away, are monstrous in size. The
lower jaw of one skeleton is in a slate ol
preservation, and is double the size of the
ordinary jaw. The teeth in this jaw bone
are large, and appear to have been ground
down and worn away i>\ contact with
roots and uncooked loud.
The jaw bone
indicates immense mu~< ular strength. The
thigh bom- when compared with that of
an ordinary modern skeleton, looks like
that of a horse. The length, thickness and
muscular development are remarkable.
Hut the peculiar pari of the skeleton is
the frontal bone It i> very low and dilferradically Iroin any ever -ecu in this section before. Il is a narrow but rather |
heavy ridge of bone which, instead of extending upwards, as it docs now in these
days ot civilization, receded hack from
the eyebrows, forming a Hal head, and j
thus indicates a low order of mankind. It

is tln> opinion of the scientific gentlemen
who arc making these discoveries that
II
ing to lin» 1 beams to knock and tblinder his
these bones arc the remains of -i prelii
poor head against, disputing every man's opintorie man. They do not resemble the pn
i'Oi. lighting, clawing and
rowdmg all who ent
ditfer 11 in him. That, again, is another cxexisting race of Indians, nor me the
ireme.
Mlier people have a right to their mounds constnn led upon pattern or modopinions- so have you. Don't fall into the er- el known In have been in it c by any race
!•<!
ol '-i.ppo-ing that they will
respect von ! of men now in existence in America. I be
more for turning
your coat every day to match
bodies are discovered in a ---tting pn lure
•he color of theirs. Wear your own coat in
pife ol wind and weather, storm and sun-; in the mounds, ami among, the bone- are
•biiie. It costs the vacillating and irresolute found stone weapons, m b as Hint knnes
it-u times the trouble to wind and shuttle and 1 and Hint
scrapers, ail ol them diHerein in
twist that it does honest, munlv independence
shape to the arrow head-, war hatchets
to stand it*’ ground.
and other stone tools and weapons I.now n
I siw mi llii! bulletin board (lie oilier
day— to have been in use by aboriginal Indian
l oinmodote \ underbill died
to-dav, at nine ol this land when discovered by tinminutes before eleven o'eloek. Gold fell threewhites
quarters of one per eenl." (.old fell, of course.
I'ill a long liristian life eotne to an end
No.
Aii oli I sea si plain writes in l lie I ,< union
I 'id philanthropy fall:
Not at all. Did religlimes a possible explanation ol mysteriion
snll'er' Not a particle.
Did any great
> hretian or
humane cause feel a shock: Sol ous disasters at sea. lie say :: "Oxer ami
in the least.
/r’o/d fell. When the man with over again rocks have been seen in the
hi" wonderful genius for amassing
one
gold
Atlantic b)' captains, olli -ers ami all hands,
lo his death,
gold was effected by it. and nothhave sent
ing inure. Bliss, the sweet singer ol the gos- Various British government
pel of Christ, goes down witli his wile in the out ships which have searched lor them in
railroad crash, and the gold needle on Wall vain, and, because these
ships have failed
••treet that points to the north star of the looto tind what hundreds have seen with their
ker's hope does not give so much as a
quiver— own actual eyesight, these dangers have
gold doesn't tall—hut ( liristian hearts fail, and
to-night in meetings of prayer his songs will therefore been expunged tram the chart
he sung all along that zone of Christian faith The position given by those who have seen
which encircles tlie world. [Res. F. i Fnier- them is, m most cases obtained
by dead
on.
reckoning, and therefore is only approximate; consequently ii i ; a most ditlieult
task to tind them again. My own impresA I1A1 Si.i Kin Hi UK.
Kereipe ior a sion is that in many,
or at least
some
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He that mean- to hui'd lasting must lav his
foundation low : as in nioory ground they erect
•heir Imuso upon piles driven deep into the
ground, so when we have to do with men that
are insincere, our conversation would he unbound and tottering were it not founded upon
: he graces of
humility, which, by reason of
their slenderness, pierce deep and remain linn.
I he proud man, like the early shoots of a new
felled coppice, thrusts out lull of sap, green in
leaves and fresh in color; hut bruises and
breaks with every wind, is nipped with every
little cold, and being top-heavy, is wholly unlit
for use.
Whereas the humble man retain- it
in the root, can abide the
winter-killing blasts,
the milling concussions of the wind, and can
endure far more than that which does appear
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ments to Captain Shays, and inlurm him
that at this time he cannot furnish him
with live dead rebels, lie having no more
than four, and one ol those not quite
dead: but if Captain Shays will please
to attack him again, (icnerul Shepard
will engage to furnish him with a many
dead as he shall desire
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three dead, and one wounded ol llieir
number upon the field
(In llie billowing day l Icy were pur ued
by an increased force under Gen. Lincoln,
and nearly two hundred ol them taken
prisoner the remainder c aping northward. 'The prompt action ot the Slain
authorise crushed out llie in'aii'reetinn
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Thursdays, touching at all 11 •• iamiiiy,-.
if*r*Freight taken at usual tatB« Ifast Dec. 10, ism.
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Bike forest trees its pillars stain!
Adorned with veils ol'pendaut moll' transepts form on either hand
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I pun my window yesternight
fhe tiny workmen ol‘the North
Have made in lines of pearly w hit*A Hothic dome stami clearly forth.
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There are old and forsaken who linger awhile
In homes which their dearest have left.
And a few gentle words, or :tn action of love
May cheer their sad spirits bereft;
But the lZeaper is near to the long standing corn.
The weary will soon be set free,
Will any ol them at the beautiful gate
i»« watching and waiting for me
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